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Holland, the

Town

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

When

Folks ReaDy Live

American Legion
Band To Receive
Financial Aid
HOLLAND FISH AND GAME

STORES OPEN NEXT WEEK
All stores will be open
AU
or
evenings
beginning this week Saturday and
will continue to be open every
night next week until Friday,
Christmas Eve, when most of them
havei planned to close up 6 o’clock
in order to participatein Christmas activitief. There also will be
no
weonesaay auernoon
nan holin
no Wednesday
afternoon half
day next week. Most food sU
stores
will be open Thursdayevening
_ until 9 o’clock and Friday even
evening
until 6 o'clockin order that customers can be accommodated. Saturday, being Christmas, all places
of business will be closed including banks, post office, city hall,

Christinas Tree
Selling Brings
Council Ruction
PRINS DOES NOT WANT BUSINESS MEN TO BE CON-

News Items Taken From the Files of
Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five
and Fifteen'Tain
Years Ago Today

Hitchcock Free:
Charges Are Not
Substantiated

SHORTEST DAY NEXT

The News Has Been

Conetnidbe Booster for
Honand Since 1872

Holland

WEEK WEDNESDAY Is Sent
Next week Wednesday, December 22, at 22 minutes aftar 1:00
a. m. the sun will go "over the

A

Man
To Bois

Blanc Island

TODAY Cats, however, do not do such a HASTINGS MAN IS CLEARED line" and that will be our shortest COAST GUARD CAPTAIN GETS
day. We have often told the adage
thing, accordingto the reports
FIRST ASSIGNMENT TO
•
•
O
OF ALLEGATIONS RELATING that the way the wind blows when
STANTLY TAXED
SEARCH FOR TWO LOST
The new residencenow in course from MacaUwa. They mart back
TO
THE
DEATH
OF
HIS
the
change
of
seasons
occur,
that
ON LAKE
A matter that seemed to start off of erection for Teunis Keppel on to the savage, like Jack London's
WIFE
.
will
be
the
prevailing
wind
for
the
log book in “The Call of the Wilds"
with a “flare" but ended in a “fizz" the corner of 10th and Fish streets
three
months
to
follow,
until
the
poll
out. They moan about the
The Holland American Legion
The Holland City News is in rewas the matter of selling Christ- is rapidly assuming fine propor- points
cottage for a few days, but finally, Testimony Expected from Druggist next season.The time being right ceipt of a letter from Charles BonBand Is known at home
nome and abroad
mas trees. The Yuletide spirit was tions ana will shortly be flnisned.
Fails to Materialize
after midnight and in the dark a
when they see that the doors do
as an outsUnd
ling musical organif^oe, for several years with the
far from permeating in the council It will be a handsome dwelling
few will venture out to look at Holland Coast Guards, and who re_ien for them, hunger drives
isation. Their winning of prises
room, at least for a few moments. when complete. Note:— The house
Possibly the most happy man in the weather vane.
them
to
other
methods.
They
soon
at national and
cently was transferredfrom Musd state Legion enAid. Klels had heard that the city in questionis on the northwest corAnyway, there is one consolation
go in search of food, eat dead fish, Holland Friday was William Hitchcampmentsare well known -to every
taxed Christmas tree sellers, in- ner of 10th St. and Columbia Ave.. rob squirrels’ nests, and develop a cock, age 64, of Hastings, who was that after next Wednesday, days kegon sUtion to Hois Blanc Isthen Fish St. Today it is occupied
one. Their summer programs at
land Coast Guard station at Checluding business men, $10.00 for tho
given a clear bill by Justice Rayand industrial plants.
by the Hope College Fraternal terrifying wild tendency since their mond L Smith, exonerating him will be getting longer again. Al- boygan.
Kollen and Centennial Parkl have
privilege, and he sUted that he
though not perceptibleat first a
search for food is by no means an
society.
Before
that
It
was
owned
Iin his letter he states “U
been a delight to the home folks as VVVVVVVYVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV
upon my
felt this was terriblyunfair,that
easy one. As time goes on the from the serious charges of poison- change will already be noticedear- rri
here I was grea1ithr nrwell as to the resorters. Tourists
many business men were already by the late Mr. Wheeler and later tame cats grow wilder and wilder ing his wife, Grace Hitchcock, a ly in January. There is some sat- arrival
have made it a point to come to SCHOOLS CLOSE; STUDENTS heavilytaxed, and a $10.00 tax on by Mr. and Mrs. Earnest J. and in a few months they have death which took place in Holland
rlsed to find the same life boat
isfaction in knowing that the sun in’
town especially on the nights when FROM ABROAD COME HOME' tree-selling would practicallytake Fairbanks.
use that was formerly at Musnearly
two
years
before.
Circumcompletely reverted to the wild
is travelingthe other way.
the band program in the open is in
kegon Station,and in which, we,
all the profits.
state. The truth of this story is stances leading to the arrest were
progress.
Monday last, the new bakery and
on the night of November 80, 1984,
Public schools, Christianschools,
Aid. Prins followed with a barvouched for by those who claim to fully given in the News at the
rescued the crew of the steamer
time.
There has been much talk of giv- Hope college and the Western The- rage, stating that he also did not confectionerystore of C. Blom, Jr., know.
Cort, as that ship was washed
When William Hitchcock was aring the boys a band shell, but no- ological seminary will close this believe in taxing the merchants “to was thrown open to the public in
• • •
the new building he has just erectupon the Muskegon breakwater.
rested by State Police and sheriff’s
thing definite has been done up to Friday afternoon for the Christmas death.” He stated that whenever
John Pauels celebratedhis 93rd
ed. He will have a selectedstock
You will no doubt remember the
deputies in the north woods near
this time. They deserve a shell,and holiday, opening again the first they wanted to start something
of candies,fruits, cigars and fine birthday and he is receiving the Luther, where he was getting his
Incident. Three days after my arthey
were
either
licensed
or
taxed.
a lot more. The personnel of this week in January. Students from
congratulations
of
our
citizens.
He
Blom-baked bread. Note:— Fire
rival here I received my first call
annual supply of Christmastrees
large organizationhas been unsel- Holland studying at institutions He said, “Give them a breathing
was
one
of
the
pioneers
of
the
Dr.
Chief Blom tfonductedthis enterto search for the two men mlaeing
to be sold in southern Michigan
fish and self-sacrificing in giving abroad will also- arrive before Sun- spell. Most of them are doing a
Van
Raalte
colony,
and
when
he
prise for a number of vears. It
in a row boat from St. Ignace harand
elsewhere,
he
then
proclaimed
to Holland a band second to none: day and remain until after the New great deal for the city, being called
went under the name of the Boston was married, the founder per- that a terrible mistake was being
bor, on the night of November 28,
upon often."
and the Holland Fish and Game Year.
Bakeiy. It was later purchased by formed the ceremony. His wife’s
made in arrestinghim and charg- STATE
It appears that Mr. Seery was
Club, also an unselfishorganizaDEPART- about two weeks ago. Wa searched
Bert Vander Veen and taken over name was Maggie Schaap. Dr.
ing him with the murder of his MENT PUTS “THUMBS DOWN" for two weeks, but to no avail An
selling Christmas trees on a city
tion, has planned financial aid to
still later by Ed Vander Veen. Both Van Raalte gave him his first job,
lot, locatedeast of his drug store,
the American Legion Band.
ON CHRISTMAS DECORA- enclosed clippingfrom a local paand
he
worked
for
the
founder
sevmen were sons of E. Vander Veen,
per here enlarge! upon our sfAlthough
few
in Holland know
and
that
he
was
assessed
$10.00
TION8 ON TRUNK LINES
eral
years.
After
his
marriage
he
A close perusalof the Grand Rathe pioneer hardware man, and
forts."
for the privilege. Mr. Kleis point- have passed away long since. The shipped as first mate on the sail- the man, he is well known in HasPias papers recently shows that
• • •
tings, Michigan,his home town, and
ed out that the young man had kept
Christmas trees won’t sprout in
Ben East, great outdoor sportsbuilding on West 8th St. is today ing vessel “Commencement,”owned
the
home
folks
showed
their
imthe
city
property
in
good
order,
Captain Charles Bontekoe, a Hoithe middle of trunklinestreets and
man, and cameraman,of the Grand
occupied by the Merit Shoe Co. by the late A. Plugger. Later he
and in cases like that the license Corneil Blom’s bake shop was became a captain of the “Margar- plicit belief in Mr. Hitchcock,since highwaysthis year, however, Hol- „.n .. m*n* new commander of the
reeentlv returned
Rapids Press, recently
fee should be waived. This brought about the first store in the city to etha,” owned by Kommer Schadde- they immediately circulatedpeti- land is not affected.
Walkers Point Gout Guard sUfrom a trip to the “land of the
considerablediscussion, Aid. Stef- install a pretentioussods fountain. lee. He later became a partner of tions proclaimingtheir belief in his
Murray D. Van Wagoner, state tion on Bois Blanc Island, today
midnight sun," way up in the HudTO AID LITTLE fens staring that most of the That first onyx soda fountain was A. Plugger and was the miller at innocence, and a very able attorney. highway commissioner, this week headed rescue work for a second
son Bay region,way at the “top
Kim Sigler, was retainedto defend directedassistantmaintenance en- dsy in Straits waters, with two
of the world", where the sun trav- CHILDREN LESS FORTUNATE Christmas tree sellers were tran- a show place. That was the day what was known as Plugger’s Mill.
—IN REMOVAL OF THEIR sients and that was what the or- when the milk shake with vanilla During the fire of ’71 Mr. Pauels Hitchcock.
gineers to bar such decorationsto- men lost in a rowboat naar St Igels around the entire horizon.
The Hastings man was held in gether with special lighting effects nace as the object of an intensive
BAD TONSILS AND HOSdinance was for. He preferred the flavor was the popular drink. The lost his home and all his belongBen East and party took many
search.
PITALIZATION
fee go $60.00 instead of $10.00.
shaking was done by a sort of ings. Note:— Plugger’s Mill was on the Ottawa county jail awaiting a over the trunklines.
reels in this Arctic country during
The discussion went on for a teeter-totter in which glasses were the site of the West Michigan Fur- hearing, which he demanded and
The order does not apply to decThe men were Carl Mattson tad
last summer and these have all
while, in which Aid. Huyser, Bult- fastened. It was propelledrapidly niture Co. and was a combined which was postponed until after orations on light poles, trees at the Ray McLean of St Ignaca. They
A very meritoriousand benevo- man, and Brouwer opposed any
been done in technicolor, the most
flour mill and lumber mill. For Thanksgiving,ami the date was fin- side of the road or street, and sim- went out in a rowboat to lift note
a by hand.
beautifulscenic picturesthat lent charitableproject,which has change in the fee. At this juncture by a wheel turned
many years there was a long log ally set for Friday of last week ilar Christmas effects. This is the near the town and failed to return.
could possibly be obtained.North- been carriedon in Holland for the
boom extending from the present before Justice Raymond L Smith first year that overhead lights will
City Clerk Petersonthrew some
Yesterdaythe Bois Blanc and
The
interior
of
the
Methodist
past few years, will again be car*?• in every *orm " in the
new light on the matter. He sUted church has been neatly and hand- West MichiganFurniture Co. site of Holland. The hearing was held be barred although their use has Mackinac Island Coast Guard
ried
/into
effect1
Saturday
wheit
w
.i* B^0WI1 to these pictures.
that any business men, selling somely papered and decorated,the to the now Scott-Lugers docks on in the court room over police head- been subject to previous restric- boats searched for tho tug Anna
Well, Ben East came back, and ’boys" of the Exchange Club will
Christmas trees on their own prop- work being done by the popular 5th St. From the boom, logs were quarters in this city and the morn- tions.
which broke away Sunday idght
first offered to show these in his take over the sale of the special
erty in connection with their busi- and skillful workmen John Dinke- hauled to the saw and converted ing and afternoon sessions were
from its mooring at St Ignace.
home town, Grand Rapids. The Goodfellows’ edition of the Hol- ess, were not taxed $10.00; in fact, loo and John Vanden Berg. Go and into lumber. The discarded boom largely attended;in fact, the small Severalcommunities have already The Bois Blanc boat was out all
asked the commissionerfor perCivic Auditoriumwas secured for land Evening Sentinel. There will
no fee was charged. The ordinance see Santa Claus unload the pres- remained for many years after court room was overtaxedand many mission to use overhead lighting day, under command of Captain
be
no
compietitfon
with
regular
this purpose and it was amazing
was really intended to prevent ents from the gigantic Christmas that and it was a wonderful place could not gain admission.
trees in the middle of trunk- Bontekoe. A heavy sea was rollhow popuUr these pictures be- newsboys, for they will be paid ac- transients,who came here only tree tonight, all lighted up with to catch these big, broad sunflsh. After nearly four hours of taking and
line
streets. These requests have ing and waves striking the boat
came. They were spontaneously cording to their average daily rate. (iurinp Christmas week, from sell- candles,and at the same time ad- Today there is scarcely water testimony,it was found that much
been denied wheneverreqestshave covered it with ice. The weight of
accepted by the public. The first No factories or stores will be solienough
to
float
a
row
boat.
Thirty
of
the
supposed
evidence
was
not
ing, thus taking away trade from mire the apearance of the interior
ice caused the craft to list
been made during 1937.
showing jammed the large audi- cited in the drive. The Exchange- the regular businessmen. This put of the church. Note: — In “ye olden years ago pleasure steamers ran subsUntiated.Attorney Kim Sigler,
“This regulationis not a safety
The boat returned to Walker’s
ites
will
confine
their
efforts
mereright
into
the
5th
St.
slip
near
torium to capacity.Then a second
who called no defense witnesses, regulationprimarily,”the commis- Point at dark after an unsuccessa new light on the matter and this days” the Methodist congregation
ly
to
street
sales
of
the
paper.
It
River
Ave.
showing was made with the same
made a motion for the dismissalof sioner said. “The main reason for ful search. Captain Bontekoe and
side of the story was not fully never failed to have a Christmas
result, and still they were turned will thus be more important than
Mr. Hitchcock,and ProsecutingAt- it is to keep traffic moving in an several of his men made a sixunderstood by the aldermen, who tree, and there were plenty of
away. Then a third showing was in former years that each indi- thought that all those who sold beauties in the woods about HolMiss Irene Staplekamp has re- torney John R. Dethmers,after orderlymanner on trunklinestreeta mile patrol on the (aland in anti»lt0*ether at least vidual in Holland contribute to this Christmas trees were assessed the land, which folks took without even signed her position as instructor in closing his case, did not' oppose the during this rush season. Two years cipation that the Anna might ba
16,000 people came to see the Arc- worthy cause.
asking, and the owners of the prop- German in the Grand Haven public motion for this dismissal;in fact, ago Christmas trees that were found washed ashore, but again
$10.00.
Put yourself for a moment in the
tic pictures and to bear Ben East
erty never objected.They had no schools,and Miss Serena Haber- he supported the motion of Attor- permittedIn the middle of the they were unsuccessful.
Aid. Brouwer gave a sensible
lectureon these beautifulfilms. ^ place of a parent with a child who
mraged ney Sigler of Hastings.
trunklinesresultedIn a great' deal
slant on the whole Christmas tree value as today since there were so, raann of Holland has been en
™*i**d word that
In presenting his dismissal, Mr. of traffic confusion. The same
y a few were to fill the vacancy. Miss HaberMr. East has been here before needs medical care, and for whom affair. He stated “This ordinance many of them and only
the Mackinac Island crow had loyou
are
unable
to
provide
this
mann
has
had
two
years
at
Hope
Sigler
stated
that
the
prosecution
necessary
during
the
Yuletide
seawith other pictures and we all
thing happened last year with over- cated the tug, undamaged 10
was passed long before I was a
know how vividly he can also pre- care. Letters of appreciationhave member of the council. Undoubted- son. Christmas trees in those days College and two years at the Uni- had failed to introduce any evi- head lights.It is not in the best in- miles northwest of Bois Blanc.
been
received
from
parents
in just
were found only in public places versity of Michigan. Miss Staple- dence that in any sense connected terests of motorista or business- • No one was aboard the Anna
sent his word pictures. Mr. East is
ly this license ordinance was given
a popular favoritewith the mem- that conditionby the Goodfellows’ carefulstudy. I do not believe that and in a few of the homes. kamp is highly spoken of in the the respondent,William Hitchcock, men in the affected communities to when it broke adrift
organizationof the Exchange
Exercisesin the churches were Grand Haven newspaper,stating with this charge. The druggist on permit such practices,”according
bers of the Holland Fish and Game
Before the Walkers Point Coast
Club. One of the beneficiaries this common councilhas the right events in those days and that she was able and popular with the stand testified that he could to the highway department and for
Club. Anyway, the Holland Fish
to remit fees as long as this orGuards could go out today they
the students.
writes, “We wish to thank you and
were
preceded
by
weeks
of
not
identify
Hitchcock,
and
that
that reason the sweeping change in hsd to chop the Ice off their boat.
and Game Club has prevailedupon
dinance exists. It is a law of the
all the members of the Exchange
practice.Most exerciseswere givthere was nothing else in the case regulationsas this relates to Yi
Mr. East to shofe these same films
city and* if an injusticeis being
Captain Bontekoe announced
en in the Dutch language; however FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY at the present moment that would tide street adornments.
at the Holland Armory on Tues- Club for the milk you have been done, then the ordinance should be
plans to search among the Snows
in
the
few
English
speaking
sending.”
From
a
mother
came
indicate
that
the
deceased
met
her
Holland
is
not
affected
by
this
day, February 1st, and the prorepealedin an orderlyway, and re- churches the program was likewise
Islands in the chance that the rowceeds without reservation will be the following heartfeltexpression vised and passed again.”
Dr. J. B. Vykerk has signed up death as the result of poisoning; order in the least since all in il- boat might have drifted there. He
in the Enj
language. Another
of gratitude:“It seems impossible
in
fact, the testimony bears out lumination is on the side, festoongiven to the Holland AmericanLethe greatest tenor in America tofor me to express my gratitude It was finally decided on motion reason for so few Christmas trees day, namely, Charles Marshall, that she did not die of poisoning,ed from boulevard light standards. said he understood that Mackinac
gion Band. There is going to be a
of Aid. Bultman, supported by Aid. in evidence was because of religIsland Coast Guards would drag
It is a fine arrangement, is beau- for the bodies near St. Ignace.
popular price of only 26c, there to you in words. I trust the Lord Steffens, that the license fee should ious scruples in some quarters. who will appear on the Hope lec- the defense attorney pointedout.
will reward you for this wonderIt appears,too, that the druggist tiful and artistic,and does not inture
course.
Mr.
Nykerk
stated
will be no reserved seats, and nien,
remain intact and those selling There were some folks living in
women and children of Holland and ful kindness, and He will.” It is Christmas trees on vacant property, Holland thea who looked upon this that he had heard Marshall sing as had lost the prescriptionin ques- terfere in the least with traffic.
A social gathering will be held
tributes such as these, as well as
"pthello" in grand opera and that tion when the store was remodeled.
vicinity are invited to come to this
tonight at Sixteenth St. Christian
not in connection with their busi- sort of celebration as idolatry.
the
thought
that
they
are
servProsecutor
Dethmers
pointed
out
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Benja- Reformed church by the Golden
his impersonation of Shakespeare’s
showing,first to enjoy a most
ness, be made to pay the fee as can
ing humanity in a practical, charcharacter was as good as the ren- that since the druggist,Wade, tes- min Bosman, West 10th St., a son, Hour Bible Class of the church.
wonderful evening, and second, to
be
enforced
under
the
ordinance.
Mrs.
Henrietta
De
Boer,
wife
of
itable way, that makes “the boys”
dition by Caruso, he thought, and tified that his records of the sale and to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Dam- 7:30 has been set as the time of
contribute“two bits” for our fine
Simon De Boer, died Tuesday last
go on.
AAAAAAAAAAAAaa4AAAaaaaaa
he had heard both, and for that of the poison had been lost and that stra of Grand Rapids, a son, Phil- meeting.
local band. There is going to be a
at the age of 64. She leaves her
Funds are provided for the re- THE HOLLAND CITY
reason he signed the man for the he was unable to identifythe re- lip Lon, on Dec. 11, at Bronson
great satisfactionof this entire
husband and five grown children.
moval of infected Menoidfl and
course despite the fact that the spondent, Mr. Hitchcock,and that hospital, Kalamazoo.
Progrtm» given under the auspices
NEWS
REPEATS
AGAIN
The funeral will be held from the
The Rev. N. J. Monsma wjM
• • •
tonsils, for dental care, for expert
figure charged was very high, al- he had no recollectionof the transof the local Fish and Game dub.
residence at the corner of River
speak this afternoon at 2:16 at a
action, nor does he know who
consultation,and for milk for the
though
Mr.
Marshall
made
some
The
Holland
City
News
wishes
Remember, this is not to take
W. H. Holt, mechanical superundernourished.During the past to repeat, namely, that it is willing and 12th St. at 1:00 and at Third concession because he had heard bought the arsenic, nor did he re- intendent of the Holland Evening meeting of the Monica Aid society
the place of the annual banquet in
Reformed church at 1:30. Underin Central Avenue Christian Remember
definitely that the person
year
the Goodfellow’s Foundation whole-heartedly to assist in the
that
this
was
a
fine
institution
of
Sentinel, who suffered a stroke
March or April That is to come
who bought it was staying at the some time ago, is improving at his formed church.
has helped fifty children with re- newspaper drive this year as it did taker John Alberti will act as learning.
later. The Armory authorities are
funeral director.Note: — Many
Hillebrandshome, for that reason
moval of adenoids and tonsils, one for the last two years— in fact, this
home, 77 West Ninth St.
giving the fullest co-operation,
the
years ago John S. Dykstra bought
The home of Mrs. D. Den Uyl
and
due to the uncertainty of
with special consultation, and three publicationis indeed pleased to coFranklin
C.
Cappon
of
Holland
"Busy Man’s" volley ball team
out the funeralhome of Mr. Alberrural route No. 1, will be the scene
events surrounding the druggist’s
with dental care. Eighteen famil- operate with our contemporary, the
was
one
of
12
men
awarded
gold
also are giving over their evening
ti, who also conducteda livery
Mrs. W. C. Winter, and Dr. and of the Christmasmeeting of the
statement,the people are forced to
ies have been aided with extra Holland Evening Sentinel in this
at that time, and everybody seems
barn and a store now occupied by football charms Monday afternoon
Mrs. W. C. Kools, and children, Adult Bible Class of Fourth Reagree
there
is
nothing
else
the
milk for children requiring it
meritoriouscause. This daily pub- the DeFouw ElectricCo.
at the Universityof Michigan. The
eager to make this program a sucJohn and Elizabeth,left yesterday formed church this evening. The
Referring to the large and ever- lication is offeringits good offices
• • •
honor came to Mr. Cappon for court can do but to dismiss and ryy
*• n V r*«• > «ar
cess.
morningrr V
for
a few weeks’ vacation Rev. Henry Van Dyke is teacher
discharge the defendant.
growing number of letters of grat- to the Holland Exchange Club in
helping
to
carry
the
Michigan
team
Henry Vander Schel is aiding in
in
Florida.
of the class.
Two
hundred
employes
of
the
Justice Raymond L. Smith, in
itude receivedby the club, the Rev. sellingcopies of their pubUcation
to
the
championship
this
year,
and
making the arrangements;Jake
Paul E. Hinkamp, publicity direc- on Saturday of this week. The pro- Cappon-Bertsch Leather Co. in this this is the University’smethod of dismissingMr. Hitchcock said: “In
Lievense,president of the Holland
city each got a large, fat turkey on
view of the stand taken by the
Fish and Game Club, is general tor for the drive, states: “Such ceeds thus raised through the Hol- Christmas Eve. It was a wonderful showing appreciationfor the work people and in view of the testi- »aAAAAAAAAAAAAAaAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAAAA|4AAAAAAAAAA^
messages make us more determin- land ExchangeClub are divertedto
of
the
Holland
man.
Impressive
chairman; and Joe Rhea is looking
sight to see the tannery m
mony, principally,as given this
ed than ever to continue this fine a most benevolent cause. It is for
after the publicity.
march out of the buildingssingle ceremonies marking this occasion morning and this afternoon I feel
work. We believe that the people the purpose of raisinga fund for
were
held
in
the
Union
building
on
Ut’a all get back of this underfile with turkeys over their shoulUking. First, by boosting it, and of Holland feel that this is a ser- the hospitalisationof needy Hol- ders. Isaac Cappon and John Cap- the campus and the presentation
vice very much worth while; in land children,many of whom are
(Continued on Page 2)
vtfYfvf Tvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv VYTTYWYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYT
aecond,by attending it Surely the
pon, his son, distributed the was made by Coach Yost. In makfact indispensableto our city. The sufferingfrom tonsil disorders.
ing the presenUtion to the Holland
turkeys.
Holland AmericanLegion Band deA1AAAAAAAAAAAAAaa4iU4AA4
Onr local daily will turn out a
city nurse, Miss Alma Koertge, has
man, Coach Yost heralded Cappon
• • •
serves your encouragement, a litbeen very active in bringing to our specialedition for this cause on
as the greatestfullback in the contle of your efforts, augmentedby a
TWENTY-FIVE
YEARS
AGO
ference.
attention cases needing aid. We Saturday of this week, which will
quarter of a dollar.
TODAY
could not take care of all the cases be called the “Goodfellow Edition”
VYVYTYYTYYYVTTVYYYYYTYTV
because of lack of suf- of the Holland Evening Sentinel
Johnny Lavan, member of the
MAYOR GBBRLING8 MAKES presented,
Horace
Dekker
has
been
appointThe Council meeting opened with
All-Americanbaseballteam, is
ficient funds. The Goodfellows’ and the members of the Holland
“SWEET TOOTHS" OUT OF
ty
re- now in Japan. The Americanswill prayer, the Mayor, Aldermen,
Foundation can expand its useful- Exchange Clnb will be the “Good- •deity
“CITY FATHERS"
ness almost indefinitely.It is fellows'7 and will be found on the rt foor duty December 16. John open a series with the Keio team in newspapermen,and audiencere. Van Lente
....
...... .....
r Toldo. ' later
has received
the apcr report stated that peating the Lord’s Prayer in uniBefore closing council meeting merely a question of how gener- street Belling them.
The Holland City Newa manage- pointment in the load post office a crowd of 10,000
),000 Japai
Japanese watched son.
last evening Mayor Geerlings gave ously the citizens of Holland will
ment and the Holland City News as clerk. Note:-Mr. Dekker re- the first game. A report also says
praise to the aldermen, the city at- support the work."
that Lavan found an old Hope coltorney, city clerk, city engineer, So this week Saturday when staff have already gone over the
For one night Mayor Geerlings
lege classmate in Tokio in the per- was not Mayor. He surrendered
city inspector, and the newspaper u’re downtown, and an Exchange top 100%, purchasing in advance
ful
employe
in
“Uncle
Sam’s” son of Herman Oltmans of the Am- the gavel to a young man, namem«n for their co-operationduring aper boy” approaches you, won’t the issue to appear Saturday.
May the Exchange Club and the postal service.
erican embassy. The two went to ly, William Tappan, son of Dr.
dig down for that spare five.
1917. This was the last meeting of
•
•
•
that
classes and played on athletic and Mrs. WilliamTappan, Sr. Wm.
t spare one, or that spare dime Holland Evening Sentinel in bethe year and it will be three weeks
before another regular meeting is or nickel, even it it does hurt just half of the little children, receive The steamer “Puritan" on the teams together at Hope and the Jr. is Mayor of Holland High, and
a full meed of support from our Holland-Ghicago run had another Universityof Michigan. Lavan has he proceeded with the routine of
caUed, and then it will be 1988. The a little, and give, knowing that you
rough trip Saturday and Sunday been in major league baseball since the council like a veteran.The alMayor felt deeply gratefulfor the are giving to a good cause, and a citizenry, is our sincere wish.
Holland City News. nights in getting to Holland from 1913 and has been with the St.
co-operationof all these different cause that, above all, is well-pleasdermen and spectatorswere pleasCWcafo. It left this port Saturday Louis Cardinals since 1919, and ed to have young Tappan as the
men and agencies. He stated the ing to Him?
has
gained
the
reputation
on
the
night, but was forced to remain in
city was in fine financial condition
presiding officer. He needed very
St Joe until late Monday. The sea diamond as being a flashy inflelder little coaching from City Clerk
and we have a neat deal to be
and a timely hitter. Note:— Mr.
REPORT OF GOODFELLOWS FOUNDATION FOR 1»87
on Big Lake” was terrific.
thankful for at
it this Yuletide seaLavan is today in charge of the Peterson, who knows all about proReceipts
<
Grand Rapids Health departmentcedure, having been a veteran in
The aldermen rose, as well
A weird yarn comes from Maca- and has been here on severalocca- that work for some years.
• • •
all those present and thanked the
to the effect that the woods aions to speak. His baseball days
Mayor for his kind words and the
savings Account mm ...........................
........
........5.61 at the park are infested with wild
Acting Mayor, Tappan, already
have long since been over, but
two-pound boxes of chocolates
Tn* story had gotten around when he was in Holland he was made a request in behalf of the
Total
found on the desk of each alderand the natives had guns handy to th« star player on Hope’s team and students of the High School. He
...... 41420.89
wayUy any cat that might be too when Holluid was in the state stated that other cities had skatventuresome.The story was run
h
ing ponds for the young, folk and
980.00
down and it was found that there
permen came in for two ‘ removal of adenoids
he suggested that the public ten10.00
wtUy
were
many
cat.
in
the
woods.
The Holland City News
one of the loca^players.The state nil courts be put in shape and
150.00
These were at one time tame cats tom was short-lived since it was
. thanks the “burgomaster”
with dental care
........
floodedfor skating.In this con84J0
for the “sweets."
difficultto finance.However,Hol- nection Mavor Geerlingsstated
land can boast of at one time be- that the playgroundcomrafesien
181.17
Hie Holland Pointer and Setter Winter clothing for handicapped child
longing to the state organization was giving t^° matter attention
....... ..............
1147
Fee
for
filing
corporation
report
_________
club of which Dr. W. M. Tappan
and staging a regular schedule and as soon as the water has set2.00
The above “guy" is a “good fel- This calls for doctor’scart, hosOffice
niiftiaic
mi
juices
more
inhabited.
Tappan is president,voted at its
—ptoypatofqaeaa
...... — — —
1.00
tled, the tennis courts will be flood- low." Judging from that plaster pitalization, and that costa money.
last Friday night to provide feed
ed and skating ponds prepared
Total
for birds
birds in
In Ottawa
Otta
county. Feed
under Us chin he must be bubbling Three yean ago the HoOaad Ex• • •
.4187104
Total receipts
T.
Keppel
Sons
received
au
order
will be provided by the Holland
...$1480.80
over
with enthusiasm. Undoubted- change Clnb started this newspaper
Mrs. Kenneth Osborne, who unAid. Huyser brought up a matTotal expenditures .............
of pipe needed by City Engineer
Fish and Game Club, and
~ 187104
derwent an operation at Holland ter that was looked into by the ly he is, hot that particular bubble drive with nnnsaal success, through
desirous of aiding the bird-:
hospital Tuesday morning, was r*
committee on streeta and cross- was in the newspaper “mat" when the “good fellows" of the <
^ Kwel bld ported
should contact either Ji
47.25
much improved today.
walks relativeto compulsoryre- the die was cast This cheerful indi- tion, and Saturday of
e, president of the latter
• • •
• • •
moval of snow from the sidewalks.
or Dr. H. J. Masselink, secvidual is calling “Papah! Papahl" will hear them eaDfa
The Elks lodge will present a
of the Pointer and Setter
Marinus Rozeboom, Frank Rooxe- A communicationhad been filed
in behalf of the onfortunate chil- pah!". That ii the
dance
and
party
tonight
for
memfrom
folks
who
had
moved
here
'ood supplies will be given
paulrTotSSIp,
dren of this city who need medical
% tw 1.JI
(Continued ou Page 4)
isg for a visit to
atteation to remove infected tonsils, fortunate.
CLUB TO TURN PROCEEDS OF
LECTURE OVER TO FINE
MUSICAL ORGANIZATION

FIFTY YEARS AGO
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Hitchcock Free:
Charges Are Not

Charges

Mayor Henry Geerlinga offlcially
announces his endorsement to the
t at U». child health drive of the Holland
dM Mt Enchant club which will be conml im.
ducted here Saturdayin the secf Continued from Page 1)
ond annual sale of the Goodfellows’
edition of the Holland Evening that the motion of the defendant,
Sentinel.
in which the prosecutionhas
Bible Revision
Mayor Geerlings said:—
joined, to dismiss the charges and
"I most heartily endorse the cam- to discharge the defendant should
Student* of the Bible will be inpaign for a drive for funds to aid be given and that the charges will
tereated in a revision of the Amer- needy children.The I
The Exchangeites be dismissed and the defenaant rewill become newsboys
ican Standard Version of the
newHooys on saturSatur- leased.”
Hitchcock took the dismissal
to be undertaken by the American ?!!y of . thil we€.k and wil1 circulate
Se
c,ty "eJling
special calmly, but his pet terrior, Frenchy,
Standard Bibk cLndtt« TOe copies
lhr0UKh
. ......
..
.........
of The Sentinel for the child who has been his constant comwork ia expected to require at least health project The members of
panion since his arrest nearly a
five years. Progress of modern this orgamxationare busy men, month ago at Luther, pranced
but
they
are
willing
to
leave
their
scholarshipand discoveryof manumadly around the court room.
places of business for the entire
There wew
witnesses
script material are reasons given
day to render a beautifulservice. sworn for the people and the outfor the enterprise.
standing one was Dr. G. Bos, who
It is a significant tributeto the
was the physician of Mrs. HitchKing James translation,the vercock while she was staying at the
home of her sister, Mrs. Frances
sion familiar to most Bible waders,
Hillebrands,where she was taken
that an attempt will be made in the
ill, then taken to the hospital, where
latest wvision to preserve its qualshe died.
ities. . Even with this gesture of
Dr. Bos, whose testimony prin.

high place in English literature for
than 800 years. Revised versions are helpful to the ministry

and to

|||

cause

of the
Bible, but those who hold the Book
critical students

entertained Bill Strong led group singing.The

Rev. John Vanderbeek was

PECK’S
DRUGS

1

CDT RATE

Holland's Busiest Drug Store

Eighth

Corner River and

HolUnd, Mich.

Drugs
50

Folowing the program,
igrai
the re
mainder of the evening was spent
in playing bunco. Prizes among
the men went to CliffordB. Hopkins and L. J. Vanderburg. Prises
in the women’s division went to
Mrs. George Schulling and Mrs.
Herman Cook.

stomach

was

HALIBUT LIVER OIL CAPS

76c

BAUME BENGUE

PT.

RUSSIAN MINERAL

35c

__________________,47c

...............................
*. .............

OIL

..........

GROVES BROMO QUININE

.....

.

..............

.............

..............

89c
17c
17*

Tobaccos

STORK’S BUSY DAY

of death to have been bronchoThe stork was a busy bird st
pneumoniaand arterial hyper-tenin wvewnce inspirationally, usualsion. He had talked, he said, with
Hatton hospital, Grand Haven when
VELVET TOBACCO ......................................72c
Hitchcock, who seemed seriously
it brought three babies including
ly pwfer the King James version.
MAYOR GEERLINGS
two girls and a boy.
anxious about his wife’s condition.
TOBACCO ......................... 69c
First one on the list was a
Mrs. Frances Hillebrands also
An Admirable Country
daughter, born to Mr. and Mrs.
was an important witness. She is a
PRINCE ALBERT TOBACCO ....................71c
“A year ago they again met with sister of Mrs. Hitchcock,and told
Walter Carlson, named Susan AnThe declarationof Finnish inde- a hearty response on the part of of finding the arsenic on a shelf in
gela, which makes Mr. and Mrs.
RALEIGH TOBACCO ................................ 76c
pendence, 20 years ago this week, our citizens who gave liberallywith a cupboard,and beside it was a box
Stepnen Nemeth grandparents for
the first time.
was one of the major events which the result that a sizeable sum was of strychnine tablets, supposedly
LUCKIES
CAMELS
CHESTERFIELDS
The others were a son born to
followed from the Gwat War of collected. At least fifty chil- used for heart stimulant. These,
OLD
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Diephouse,
dren had their tonsils removed and she claims,she threw in the fur1914-18.
route 6, Muskegon,and a daughter
were thus enabled to continue nace, but kept the partially-filled
20*8-2 for 25c— $1.19 Carton
to Mr. and Mrs. George Berg, the
Americans generally think of their school work. This is a real bottle of arsenic, which was found
last baby arrivingjust before noon.
Finland as a littlecountry in north- achievement and great credit is after the death of her sister.
due the Exchange club for sponThe witness talked so swiftly the
100% FILLED
MIX ............2 lbs. for 25c
ern Europe, which pays its debts soring this project.
court stenographer had difficultyin
Miss Jean Helmink of Holland,
and produces long-distance runners, “Every child has a right to enter taking down the testimonyand
5 LBS. ASSORTED CHOCOLATES ............................98c
deputy register of probate, who
but history ascribes much more to life without a handicap. There are stopped Mrs. Hillebrandsrepeatedwill become the bride of Herbert
many
familiesin this city who do ly to verify the testimony she was
it than those two claims to fame.
1 LB.
CHERRIES ........ 24c
Lugers of Kalamazoo Dec 18, was
not have the means of providing
honor guest at a bridal shower
The Finns, who number probably all the necessary medical aid for giving. She claimed that the family
had never purchased arsenicto rid
— Courtesy of G. R. Press.
lets than 4,000,000, are a sturdy, their boys and girls and this gives the house of rats, since they were
ALL
LEADING BRANDS!
Mr.
Hitchcock
and
his
staunch
cock and “Frenchy” immediately
self-reliant and industriouspeople, us a splendid opportunity to aid never bothered with rats, and that
in this good cause.
little friend, “Frenchy”, who never returned to Hastings after his reshe never knew of arsenic being in
who for centurieshave played an
“May I urge our people to con- the house until she found it in the lost faith in his master. “Frenchy" lease. The citizens of Hastings cir- Wild’s home on Lafayette St.
important role in the economic and tributeas liberally as possible in
cupboard.She stated that she found was present during Hitchcock’s culated petitions, shortly after the
cultural life of the Baltic wgion.
order that every child in our city it on the third shelf, put it in a dish stay at the county jail, and even man’s arrest, setting forth that
As long as their autonomous may be properly cared for. This on the fifth shelf, where it re- occupied a prominentpositionat they believedin his innocence,and
is a practical way of aiding those
mained untouched for a year and the hearing held in the police the result of the hearing shows
rights wew respected,they were
in need of medical assistance.”
court room in Holland. Mr. Hitch- that their belief is well founded.
a half.
content to wmain subjectsof the
Other witnesses called were
Czaw of Russia,but when the last
James Hillebrands,a nephew of CHRISTIAN ENDEAVORElfe passing motorists and gave cha*e.
of the Czars invaded those rights CAROL JOYCE SAS CELEthe dead woman; Simon HilleMEET AT TWO CHURCHES They lost track of the car north of
BRATES 11TH BIRTHDAY brands, a brother of James; and
and tried to make them over into
Holland. The car had but one ocHolly
Charles
Stoppels led the Senior
Coroner GilbertVande Water.
Russians, they took advantage of
cupant when it was taken. Officer
A group of friends were enterThe final witness at the hearing C. E. meeting at Bethel Church Borr stated that he could identify
the Jirat opportunity to recover Uined recently by Carol Joyce Sas,
was Mr. Woodward, state toxicolo- Sunday evening on the topic, "What
Diamond No. 1
their independence.
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Chris R-ist. He was present at the Hast- Makes Life Worth Living?” At a the driver of the car, should he see
him again.
New Crop Large Soft Shell lb.
Sas of North Holland, the occasion
That opportunity was provided being her eleventh birthday anni- ings Cemetery, November 1, when joint session of the Intermediate
and
Junior
societies
of
the
church,
the body was exhumed. He testiby the Russian wvolution of 1917. versary. Prizes wew awarded in
fied he found arsenic in the stom- Eleanor Ligtvoet was in charge. FORMER HOLLAND MAN
The task of building up a new games played and dinner was serv- ach lining,liver, intestines,and Devotionswere conducted by GwenNAMED BY DOCTORS
nationalstructuw on a wpublican ed to the seventeen guests.
kidneys. He stated that he did not dolyn Lemmers, and special music
Gladys
and
Frances
Bareman, recover a full lethal dose, but the was rendered by James Mooi and
b«is has been carried out with
Dr. E. T. Brunson of Ganges
Pauline Ebels, Julia Lemmen, Ger- amount found might be in excess Ruth Bar. The main address was
township was electedpresident of
characteristic thoroughness and vi- trude Maassen, Arlene Slagh, Betgiven
by
Miss
Nellie
Zwemer,
forof any ordinary amount that
the Allegan County Medical society
sion.
t
ty Hentchell, Joyce Piersma, Cylin- might be given as a medicine, he mer missionary to China.
at its monthly meeting held in H*rThe qualities which have made da Raak, Alyce Staal, Berdetta thought. He stated that indica• • •
gies’ tea room in Allegan. Other
the Finns in this country one of Riemersma, Julian and Thelma tions were that the arsenic was
At Fourth Reformed church, the officersnamed were Dr. C. C. Flinn
Slagh, Hilda Jean and Rena Mae taken into the body some time bethe most respected strainsin our Van Der Zwaag, Jerenc Slagh and
Rev. H. Van Dyke addressed mem- of Allegan,vice-president; Dr. H. J.
fore death, and the system, too, bers of the Senior C. E. society.The Damstra of Wayland, treasurer.
FINEST FOODS FOR
population, aw working in Finland Hilda Veenhovenwere present.
might have eliminated a portion song service was accompaniedat Mr. Damstra formerly of Holland
HOLIDAYS
A
Oven Fre*h Tasty
to make a nation content with the
of the poison.
LARGE COMPLETE SEthe piano by Miss Lucille Meyer. and an athleticstar; Dr. M. B.
Dr.
Edward
Masselink,
dentist
in
estate to which events have called
That, in short, is what happened
LECTION- SHOP EARLY
Beckett, director of the County
SPICE
Grand Rapids, gave the address at the hearing before Judge Ray- “God’s Gift to the World," was the
it.
Health department, secretary.Dr.
before a meeting of the Men’s mond L. Smith in the police court subject discussed by Dennis Kimber
B.
A.
Shepard,
director
of
the
at the meeting of the Junior C. E.
The sanity of the Finnish people League of Trinity Reformedchurch
room. It must not be understood
Pinecrest sanitarium at Oshtemo,
3
h*a set their faces against Com- last Tuesday evening. “The Futil- that this was a trial of Hitchcock, society of the church. The song presented a discussionof tubercuservice was led by Betty Schipper,
munism and toward Sweden, Nor- ity of Neutrality” was his topic. but a hearing. It is the right of and scripturewas read by Gladys losis to the society, illustrating his
The president of the league,Prof. any accused #f crime to demand a
way and Denmark in the so-called Gerrit Van Zyl, presided.
Bourn*.Phvllis Boersema and Elea- talk with a series of X-rays.
Low
lbs. I
hearing and at that hearing wit- nor Klungle sang a duet. G. HofNorthern Orientation,which is denesses are called, testimony is fius spoke and Mrs. H. Van Dyke
Led by the scoring or Veenkamp,
signed to present an united front
Mr. Simon Etterbeek, who is given by the prosecution,and deled the Bible drill.
Grand Rapids South high school
Fancy California Fruit 8 oz. pkg.
to attempts by other and mow pow- branch manager of the Holland fense witnesses are also privileged
defeatedHolland Christian high
Furnace Co. in Hastings, and tyrs. to testify. Hitchcock’s attorney,
erful nations to invade their neuRUN THROUGH RED LIGHT; 26-23 at Grand Rapids last Friday
Etterbeek aw visiting friends and Mr. Sigler,presented no defense
trality.
FIND CAR STOLEN night. Christian led at the half
wlatives in Holland.
witnesses in this case.
Fine8t for
3 “cans^
14-11, and at the end of the third
A hearing is for the purpose of
Early Sunday evening the car of quarter the score was 19 to 19. It
ascertainingconclusivelywhether E. I).
3ib.
Central Ave., was was the local five’s first game of
there is evidence sufficient to bind stolen from its parking place near this season on a foreignfloor. Veen4 lb. package
a defendant over to circuit court the store of the J. C. Penney Co., kamp Collected 16 points for South
for tnal. In the case of Wm. on East 8th St. Deputy Sheriff while Van Floosen was high for
RAISINS
^enU Pranc^ V&cuum
Hitchcock it was found that there Henry Borr made effortsto stop Holland with 7 points.
Whole Kernel Pack
cans
n#° evidence. The attorney the car because it passed through
o
15 oz. pkg.
asked for a dismissal, the prosecu- a red light, not knowing that the
--- -r. .......... w.v John Grevengoed, assistantpost- Christmas Candy, fancy hard mixed
lb. IOC
tion concurred in this request,and
car had been stolen. Officer Borr master, is ill at his home, 66 West
the Justice,likewise, stated that and Officer Ernest Bear hailed 15th St.
lumbo
Peanuts,
fresh roasted
2
lbs.
since there was no evidence the
charges against this defendant
were dismissed,and Mr. Hitchcock
Pumpkin Pie Spice, Poultry —
U S. #1 finest for cooking pk.
i-'''
-f
was released, and with his attorney
Seasoning, Sage 2 oz- pkgs. *
Sweet
Potatoes
Jerseys
no.
*
4
lbs.
and relatives and friends who came
of
to witnessthe hearing, he went back
Leaf Lettuce, fancy hot house « lb.
4 pks.
to Hastings,among the people who
rallied to his defense.
In
Chriatmu
Wrapper
3 cans
Gift
ii ^°i. ^ends who called upon
Hitchcock after his return to Hastings, the carnival concessionaire

POUND
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CHOCOLATE COVERED

AND

OTHER

Walnuts

THE

DUTCH

out™

3’£25c

6

*

-

-

_

-

12c

CORN

25c

2^
«

- •

2$C

»

19c
17c

1

Sale

-

OLD DUTCH CLEANSER

said:

I am happy the accusations
;nave been disproved. 1 certainly

Reversibleplain colors. Sateen binding make this soft,

warm

blanket a most attractive Christmas

Regular $2.75 for $1.95
Double part wool
All wool Orr

’j

gift.

my

appreciate all
done for me."

32

in pastle shades— for

$3.39

Genuine Netherlands Imported Blankets for $11.95. ;

_

that will go in a rush for $1.00 each.

Mass Furniture Co.
Holland

Stop In And See The

50 W. 10th

New-

Electric Dish

Washer

Messiah’

Given Last Night

?/

William Vander Ven of Detroit; nual rendition of ‘‘The Messiah”
Mrs. William Vander Ven of Deby the Holland Choral Union and
troit; Mrs. Catherine Wabeke and
Miss Jeanette Veltman of Holland; four capable soloists. Prof. Kenfour brothers, Benjamin Veltman neth Osborne directed the group of
of Seattle, Wash.; Dr. J. F. Velt- sixty-five voices which was accomman, Winterset,Iowa; Ralph Veltpanied by the Civic Orchestra and
man of Holland; and William Veltman of Detroit, a* well as six some membera of the Kalamazoo

-

.....

$15*95

White Bros. Electric Co.
109 E. Eighth St., Appliance DivUion. Phone 2284.

G.

-

^

SPICES

^
C

LUX

SOAP *

-

2§C

23c

Holland, Mich.

Symphony.

HOLLAND—
Tuesday night. Both singers are
Hope graduates.

RIVER

204

Christmas Suggestions

In his remarks during the inter-

HANDKERCHIEFS

Dr. Wichers mentioned
two of the soloists,Hazel

mission,
that

A

Paalman, contralto, and Paul Net-

L*dJ«s’Gloves, Bags, Panes and Scarfs.

very large and beautifulassortment of

tinga, tenor, are former students

Ladies’ Chinese Emb. Linen

of Hope College.Anne Burmeister
sang the soprano solos and Har-

Handkerchiefs— 25c, 55c, 50c

UNENS

Lace Handkerchiefs at 25e and 50c

Tablecloths and Napkins

er recognizingthe chorus when he

Men’s and Boys’ Handkerchiefs st

Lucheon and Bridge gets

turned and faced them to repeat
a favorite air.

5c, 10e, 15c, 18* 25c and 50c

Loco Clothe and Scarfs

Ladies’ Boxed Handkerchiefs st

Fancy Towda, 19c, 25c, 2«e, 45c, 50c

din

Van Deursen the

bass, the lat-

This production of Handel’s ora-'

most important activity of the Choral Union, and
was so well attended that chain
torio is the

25c, 50c and $1.00

Bath

Towda

and

Wash

Cloths

Pillow Casa Sets

Initial Hanker chief*—25c

had to be rput in the aisles to ac-

•

LINGERIE

- —
Women's League for Service of
0

VAN PUTTEN

Handel’s ‘Messiah,”which waa Held

commodate those arrivinglast. All
Dr. Wichera began the program observed tradition when they stood
with
prayer. Then the chorus sang for the “Halleluiah” Chorus, and
Fourth Reformed church held •
were so moved by this climactic
Christmas supper Tuesday even- a capella two of Bach’s chorales,
piece that there was a moment of
ing in the church parlors.A bud- “Break Forth,” and “How Shall I
stillness after the final chord. Theta
get was read by Mrs. Clara Molon- Fitly Meet Thee?”
aar games were played and gifts
came applause, which increased
were exchanged. The committee In turn the soloistsrose and noticeably when the director acin charge of supper arrangemerits aang their familiar parts; Mrs.
knowledged it.
was composedof Mrs. H. Visscher, Snow, at the organ, accompanied
Mrs. W. Van Dyke. Mrs. M. Mass, them. She played the .“Paatornl The performance marked the beginning of the real Christmas seaand Mrs. John Kobea. Mrs. A. De
Symphony” as a *plo, and supportRoos and Mrs. Harold Van Dyke
son, and the audience received
were in charge of games. About ed the musicians throughoutthe from it the spirit of the time.—
80 were present
entire oratorio.
Hope Anchor.
grandchildren,fclso survive.

Light, compact and portable. It Washes

F^.“.“L..L

10c

Eighth St.

Third Reformed

church. She was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Veltmnn at Mattoox,
Va., on March 11, 1876.
Besides the husband, J. H. VanMiss Hazel Paalman, contralto,
der Ven, 12 children survive, seven
and Mr. Paul Nettinga,tenor, soloof whom are engaged in the teaching profession.They include six i«ts in the annual production of
daughters, Miss Virginia, student
nurse at SpaVrow hospital; Miss
Mary, Mason City; Miss Esther,
Wyandotte; Misses Johanna and
Henrietta,Unsing; and Mrs.
George Veltman, Holland, and six
of ‘The
sons, Adrian Vander Ven of Wyandotte; William H., Pontiac; Stuart,
Swartz Creek; James H. of South
Lyons, and Charles and Franklin
Mre- Frank Veltman of
Holland, the mother’s four sisters, Tuesday evening an audience that
'l™;. v- W. Green of Detroit; Mrs. crowded the Chapel heard the an-

Annual Rendition

Phone 2011

W.

Lansing Wednesday at 4 a. m.
Mie had been in a serious condition
since Thanksgiving.Last March
she submitted to an operation at
the hospital. Mrs. Vander Ven was

Heathwood 72x84— $7.95 for $6.95

few double Flannel Sheet blankets — regular $1.29

SEEDED

THOMAS STORES

C.

friends have

VANDER YEN PASSES
Following a lingering illness,

a member of

A

33c

;Mr?- A1‘ce Vander Ven, 33 East
l uh St., died in Sparrow hospital,

each.

all-over plaid colors, $1.89.

A similar blanket.Mostly wool

22c

PEAS!Z'Jr',B”d “2

POTATOES

'

wC

2

-

mas

BLANKETS

A

RAISINS

25c

Pie»

Christ-

.v'

A

Special
Price

JQf

PUMPKIN

w“

COOKIES

25c

FIGS

Special

JL

—

DATES

Wade,

Gr

1

Finest

MINCEMEAT

?

AND HOSIERY

GIFTS

“No-Mend” Silk Hosiery, chiffon and

*

Silk and Wool

FOR INFANTS

Jackets and Sweaters

Service.

Hose

Hoods sad Bootees

for Ladies and Children.
a

ChUdtea’e

M

Socks

Blankets and Shawls

Ladies’ Gowist*Crepe,Rayon and Flannel

Eak

Dramas and Rompers

Slips: Rayon and Silk
Ladies’Rayon Vesta, Panties and Bloomers.

'

'
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“
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in

night, presentedby pupils and charge of devotions,and A1 Ver
teachers of the school. Several Beek led the businessmeeting. Mr.
classes presented parts of the pro- and Mrs. Jay De Koning were in
gram. “Letters to Santa Claus,’’ a charge of program arrangements.
story by Norma Van Dyke, and a Mothers of the kindergarten and
duet by Dale Newhouse and Mari- first grade served refreshments to
lyn Van Hekken were presented. the group.

H. Cook, Mrs. A. A. Nienhuis,and
Mr. R. V. Huyser.

cipally concern e<l Mrs. Hitchcock’s
last illness,her kidney,
and chest complaints and her fear
of tuberculosisand cancer, told
of symptoms, the medicine he prescribed (which did not contain arsenic), and identifiedthe death certificate which showed the

mow

Lincoln P.TA.

at a Christmas urogram Tuesday

address was also presentedby
George Van Dyke, vice president of
the association. The committeeon
arrangements was composed of
Mrs. Dick Klein, Mr. and Mrs.

many

good intent, it is doubtful if the
new text can hope to supplant the
Scripture translationthat has had

HOLLAND

ANNUAL BANQUET
The Clerks’ Association of Hoi
land waa entertainedat a banquet
at the Woman’s Literary Club on
December 8 at 9 p. m. by the Ladies’ Auxiliary of the association.
Forty were present at the affair.
John K. Van Lente was in charge
of devotions,and community singing was led by Herman Cook. Ruth
Ver Hey presented a reading. A
resume of the postal service in the
United States was given by Postmaster Louis J. Vanderburg. Russell V. Huyser read the budget, and
H. Cook presented several accdrdion solos.
Mrs. Anthony A. Nienhuis was
toastmaster for the event. A brief

Substantiated

Bible
•

POST CLERKS

William Hitchcock Exonerated of Serious

Kalt Suits and Buntings

v

Tfflt

CANNING CO. G1RU9
STUCK AT FACTORY

Methodist Misasion Society
Holds Meeting

BOILAND CITY HEWS

DAUGHTERS OF REVOLUTION
SPONSOR UGHTED TREE
IN PARK AGAIN

Hieftje organist, will present a [on was the Rev. 8, C. Nettlnga,
Christmas Cantata Sunday evening. D. D., president of the Weitern
The Woman's Foreign MissionTheological Seminary. His theme
Monday evening the annual con- waa “The Glory of the Church Ofwmwr wito a aeptn oi mow more aJ7 Society of First Methodist
gregationalmeeting of Second Re- fice," that is of ministers,elders
then-SO inches on the level at Fenn- church held a meeting Wednesday
Chriatrata meeting of the
HOLLAND CITY MISSION
formed church was held in the and deacons. It was a wonderful
afternoon at the church. Devotions
vifle,there is also a bit of humor
'Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton chap61-58 E. 8th St.
church, the Rev. R. J. Vanden Berg discussionof the glory side of the
were
conducted
by
Mrs.
Ernest
connectedwith it for those who are
ter, Daughters of the American
I; Hartman assisted by Mrs. Revolution, waa held Thursday Telephone 8461.
presiding. Isaac Van Dyke served church work and did much to put
in a mood for it When woni is reGeo. W. Trotter, Supt
Clarence Yntema and Mrs. P. Palas clerk. Elders chosen at the new heart and life in all the officeived that a snow plow has gone
afternoon at the home of Miss
Saturday, 7:80, Praise and Tes- meeting include Bert Roelofs,
mer. Mrs. B. Girard read a Christ- Martha Sherwood West 18th St,
cers present to carry on with new
the news spreads like
timony Service.
James C. De Pree, John N. Hssn, resolves.
*n unpreulv. Holland. Mrs. Eraest Hartman
wild fire, and farmers living in
Sundav at 1:80, Sunday School. A. L. Elenbaas,J. H. De Pree, and
candle lighting ceremony conducted was in charge of devotions.Under
Several from these parts attend
that vicinity lose no time getting
At 2:80, Service of Song, Music Corey Poest New deacons are
by Mrs. Neil Houtman, a Christmas
Uie chairmanship of Regent Laura and Message and Praise.
ed the renditionof Handel’s “Mesto town for supplies or those maoffering was taken. Mrs. Bert HuiiGeorge Meengs, Bernard VeneklasBoyd, the group decided to sponsor
siah” in Hope Memorial Chapel last
rooned in town make an attempt
At 6:80, Junior Prayer Band.
again uie
the ynnstmas
Christmaseve commucommu«w«un
At
Orchestra. sen, W. L. Claver,J. H. Holleman, Tuesday evening. All speak of it
to get home. Fifteen women, emAt 7:30.
7:30. Music
Music by
by the
the Orchestra.
H.
Kuite
and
H.
Baron.
Corey
nity carol sing in Centennial park
in the highest terms.
ployees of the Fennville canning served by Mrs. jjandy’s group.
Poest is Sunday School superintenfacto'y sought shelter at the FennMr. and Mrs. C. J. Voorhorst and
dent, and Dave Vereeke is assisable director, John
J ---at
* 7:30, «
----- -••
-in.il Vander
»«iKier oiuis, Tuesday
Prayer
Meeting,
ville hotel Tuesday evening being
family attended the funeral serAbout 66 members attended the this
tant. The church, which has 217
unable to get through the drifts. m«eting of the Philathea class of ran
Wednesday, 7:30,
”
Young families or 482 members at present vices of Mr. Ralph Steketcc in
• .w p*i*a., a nuay,
v^ansunu JLve, Peoples Fellowvhip Club:
Grand Rapida last Saturday afterFiret Methodist church last week and will be the Htyh annual service
is supportingDr. and Mrs. William
noon.
Friday, 7:30, Real Mission SerFISHINGAT MACATAWA
Wednesday night Mias Clara Mc- sponsored by the organisation,and
J. Moerdyke, missionariesto AmREACHES ITS PEAK Clellan was in charge of the sup- each year »« illuminatedtree was vice. 20 minutes on the Sunday ara, Mesopotamia. The report of
School Lesson.
Ths home of Mr. and Mrs. Ed per committee,while devotionswere placed in the pare.
HAMILTON
Henry u—iuu
Baron nmiwea
showed toChristmas Night, 7:30, Literary treasurer wgim/
De Haan was the scene of a surThe local library waa appealed to Club Rooms. Christmas Treat and tal contributionsof $6,433.80, and
prise party Friday evening in honfor books and magaxines to be Program.
benevolentcontributionsof $3,292.Mrs. C. F. Billings, Mrs. Harold
« birthday anniversary of the group, presidedat the business ----86.
sent to CCC camps _about the
Sunday,
Dec.
26th,
3:00
and
7:30
Mr. De Haan. Mrs. J. Batema, Sr., meeting A skit “As You Like It"
Dangremond
and Mr. and Mrs. Jesstate. Clarence Vogelsang, a>
accom- at the Mission. The Boone Family
se Kool motored to Grand Rapids
Mr. and Mrs. J. Batema, Jr., Gary was in charge of Mrs. George Dampanied by Miss Winifred W^w.'ester- singing and playing their own
Batema, Mrs Eva Tripp, Mr. and son. A watch was presented to hof, oaiifc
A program of sacred music will last Tuesday on business.
sang ncvc.ttl
several vocal Miecuons
selections
Mrs. Benjamin Batema, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest V. Hartman, teacher on the program, which followed the songs. Rev. Edw. Boone will be presented by the music depart- Mr. and Mrs. Herman Nyhoff
preach.
Mrs. John Westerhof, and Mr. and of the class.
ment of the local high school in and children and Mr. and Mrs. Bud
businessmeeting. “The Night BeMrs. George Dalman attended the
the high school auditorium on the Fen Brink were entertainedin the
fore
Christmas”
was
read
by
Mrs.
anair.
IMMANUEL CHURCH
Sunday preceding Christmas. Carl home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry KempTWENTY DAYS IN JAIL
Nina Daugherty,member of the
(Servicesin Armory)
Senob, new musical director, will kers Sunday evening.
FOR TRAPPING VIOLATION Jumor high school faculty. Gifts C. M. Beerthuis,Pastor.
The Tulip Time Festival comhave charge of the production. Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Schutmaat
were exchanged among members
Sunday Services _
mittee, composed of John Eaton,
Numbers will be presented by the and daughter, Evelyn, were Grand
Edward Cries. 18, of Dorr town- from the Christmas tree. Miss
Morning Service,10:00 A. M.— high school orchestra, the girls’ Rapids visitors, Monday.
Joseph Kramer, William M. Con- ship was meted a sentence of 20 Sherwood and Mrs. Ransom W.
The Holy Sacramentof Baptism
nelly, Mrs. J. E. Telling,George days m jail by JusticeVolney W. Everett were in charge of refresh- Subject: r,God’sWay of Living.’’ sextette, the chorus, a violin solo,
Damson, E. F. Heeter, Ben Mul- Ferns Monday when he pleaded ments. It was a delightful Yuletide Bible School, 11:30 A. M. Class- and community singing.The chor- was administered Sunday in the
es for all ages.
der, E. E. Fell, Vernon Ten Cate, KUHty to a trapping violation. He meeting.
us will sing, as a concludingnum- First Reformed church, to the inYoung People’s Fellowship,6:00 ber, Handel's “Hallelujuh Chorus.” fant childrenof Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Mrs. Arthur Visscher,S. V. Hoop- had been arrestedby Harry Plotts,
P. M.
5?*
McLean, Vaudie conservationofficer.
MAN HELD ON°$1,000
The concert will start at 3 p. m. Harmsen, Mr. and Mrs. James
Evening Service, 7:30 P. M.— Ticketa have been releasedfor the Joosteberens,Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Vandenberg, Henry Geerlings, and
BOND FOR GUN IN CAR Subject:
“Good Soldiers of Jesus performance. No admission will be Lohman, and Mr. and Mrs. ClarJohn Arendshorst, will meet this
Officers were elected at a meetWilliam Steanberg,41, who claims Christ.”
afternoonat 4 p.m. at the Chamber
charged, and children not accom- ence Lubbers.
Monday evening,7:30 — Men’s panied by parents will not he adMr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van Dyk and
Commerce headquarters in the ing of the Holland League of of no home, was arrested Sunday
Ron, Howard, visited in the home
Warm Friend Tavern. Purpose of Young Men’s Societiesheld Mon- by Deputy SheriffBert Vos, Alle- Prayer Meeting.
mitted.
Tuesday evening, 7:30, Young
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kempkers,
the meeting will be the discussion day evening in the Fourteenth St. gan county, charged with illegal
Monday evening.
of the use of Riverview park for ChristianReformed church Dr. R. possessionof a weapon. He had a People’s Bible Class, followed by
A mothers’ tea was presented Mr. and Mrs. George Kaper and
use of evening entertainment,and J. Danhof, league president, in revolver in his car. When arraigned General Chorus.
Thursday afternoon,2:30 P. M., by Van Raalte P.T.A. at 3 p. m. family have moved into their new
other items connected with the charge. Two clarinetsolos were before Justice Volney W. Ferris,
Tuesday. About a hundred moth- home on M-40. Mr. and Mrs. John
festival, to be held May 14 to 22. Played by Master Harvey Van Allegan, on the following day, he Ladies’Prayer Band.
Thursday evening, 7:30 P. M.— ers were present. The kindergar- Kaper and son have moved into
Dyke, and business was discussed, demanded an examination and waa
o
Bible Study and Prayer and Praise ten of the school sang Christmas the Kaper farm.
On this Saturday and during all including the giving of a motion held on a $1,000 bond.
Meeting.
carols and a* play, “Ticcola" was
picture on New Year’s Eve.
Thelma Zalsman was hostess to
of next week, stamp windows at
The pastor is teaching I Cor- presented under leadershipof Miss a group of friends at a party given
the local post office will remain Messrs. Sale and Rotman then of- SAUGATUCK TAX RATE
HIGHER THAN IN ’36 inthians. This is a public service. Wilhelmina Haberlandassistedby in her home last Friday evening.
open after the time regularly set ferred a guitar duet. Following
Miss Bernice Vaughn. Mrs. H. Van Set-back formed the evening’senelection, refreshments were served
Saturday afternoon, 2:30
for closing, it was announced WedTownship treasurer Ethel Cox- Christmaa Program.
by
the
entertaining group, and
Dyke
and committee were in tertainment.The following guests
nesday by Postmaster yLouis J.
ford now half the Saugatuck townKen Lovelady, in charge of song charge of tea.
were present: Misses Hilda RanVanderburg.Stamp windows will Dr. Danhof closed with prayer. ship tax roll for collection. Total services.
Those elected were the Rev. P.
kens, Joyce Kooiker, Helen Sale,
be open Saturday until 6:30 p. m.,
amount
of the roll is $32,551.58, and
Everyonewelcome.
Maxine Orr, and Evelyn Schutmaat
SAUGATUCK
and during the remainder of the Jonker, pastor of .Sixteenth St. V™ ™te for Saugatuckvillage is
and Messrs. Raymond Johnson,
week as late as necessary until all church, president;Adrian Wester- $19.37 per $1,000 valuation, slightly
FIRST ORTHODOX BAPTIST
hof vice president;Frederick Ver
Mr. and Mrs. Loren E. Veits of Marvin Van Doornik, Melvin Lugbusiness has been transacted.
CHURCH
Hoef, secretary; Russell Plagge- higher than last year.
Saugatuck celebrated their 55th ten, Howard Lugten and Gordon
mars, treasurer; Bud Westerhof,
wedding anniversary last Sunday Dangremond.
19th St. and Pine Ave.
Approximately100 attended the ass t. secretary - treasurer; and GRAND HAVEiTnIGHT
Mrs. Julius Kempkers spent sevDr. Chas. F. Fields, Pastor
at their home, Harmony Hall. Mr.
meeting of the Federal Booster- members of the Federation board,
CLASSES LURE 170
Veita came to Saugatuck from eral days last week with her sisResidence: 359 College Ave.
xr ettes at Federal school Tuesday Dr. Danhof and Prof. Clarence De
Phone 3923
Southington,O., in 1880 as a fruit ter, Mrs. Martin Groenheide in Kalevening.
TTie largest night school, 170
Grnaf.
buyer. Mrs. Veits is the daughter amazoo.
SUNDAY
students, startedclasses this week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Dangremond
It is sponsored by the board of edu10:00 A.M. — Morning Worship. of the late William B. Smalley, and family attended the funeral of
a"d assisted by WPA funds. Sermon, "The Word Was Made pioneer Saugatuck millwright.
They have two daughters, Miss Mr. Dangremond’sfather, last Sat,o5ohl Bch001 WM discontinued in Flesh and Dwelt Among Us.” John
urday.
Jessie Veits and Mrs. Jennie Brown
1932 but popular demand activated
Among those to attend the Naboth
of
this
locality.
Mr.
Veits
was
the board to establisha 12-week
11:15 A.M.— Bible School with
manager of the Grand Rapids- tional Livestock Show at Chicago
when il WM f°und classes for all. Lesson, “The Birth
Holland-Saugatuck Interurban Co. were: Donald Lohman, Lawrence
that WPA funds could be obtained. of Jesus.” Luke 2:8-20.
for 16 years, and later was in Lohman and Melvin Lugten.
3:00 P.M.— -Boys and girls’ meetCAMPFIRE GIRLS HOLD VES- ing with Scripture memory work. charge of the warehousesof the Mrs. Mandem of Minnesota is
visiting at the home of her chilGoodrich Transportation Co.
PER SERVICE AT HOPE
Mr. L Mulder in charge.
dren Mr. and Mrs. Ed Nyhoff.
o --- CHURCH
6:30 P.M. — Young Peoples’ ServAt the annual congregational
W.
ice. B.Y.P.U.
JAMESTOWN
meeting of the First Reformed
A vesper service was held in 7.30 P.M. — Gospel Service. Serchurch the following ewre chosen:
Hope Church Sunday afternoon by
mon, “The Star in the East.” Matt.
Mrs. Jacob Van Weelde has re- church the following were chosen:
members of the local Campfire Girls
2:2f. Mr. L. Mulder, the crayon turned from the St. Mary’s hospi- as elders, George Boerigter,H. D.
organization.The vested Campfire
artist, will present a Christmas
tal on Saturday where she was un- btrabbing and John Kronemeyer;
choir, under the directionof Mrs.
ml
smessage on the canvas.
as deacons, James Lohman, John
der observation.
Gibson
W. C. Snow, marched in to the
Special Christmas music through
Arlene Bowman had the misfor- Hoffman and James Busscher.l
strams of the processional,“O if fkn /invv
Sherman De Boer was elected jan,
*une breaking her leg on Tues- itor.
Come All Ye Faithful." Prayer wa. °U£
She was
wa. taken to tt
led by the Rev. W. G. Flowerday,
the Butterat the morning and evening worSeveral schools in this vicinity
worth hospitalfor an X-ray and
pastor of First Methodist church. ship.
were closed a few days last week
returned in the evening.
Lighting of the candles of Work,
TUESDAY
Health, and Love, and of the Seven
Mrs. Martin Holleman underwent on account of the stvere
Uiws of Campfirewas a feature 2:30 P.M.— Ladies’ Prayer Circle an operationat the St. Mary’s hosat the home of Mrs. Knipe, 318 W.
A male quartetteof Holland will
pital on Tuesday.
of the meeting. Miss Dorothy Dal12th St
man read while the latter ceremony
The Christian Endeavor Society render special music in the AmeriWEDNESDAY
wa«. being performed,
met Sundlay evening with Mrs. can Reformed church next Sunday
7 :45 P.M. — Mid-week Prayer
to be
AngelineLubbinge as the leader.
The topic for discussion was “What
Welfare 'League’chrifttmaaDroi'°t
Makes Life Worth Living?”The
Retail— at
Prices
^re Sen
THURSDAY
the girls, while the audience sang,
society accepted an invitationto
7:30
P.M. — The Bible School
Joy to the World.” The address
meet with the Hudsonville society
Christmas Entertainment(A cor- Dec. 26.
was given by Rev. Flowerday. Foldial welcome ia extended to
lowing the address,“Silent Night”
William Beek, son of Mr. and
any or all of the servicesof this
was sung, and th© Campfire Girls’ church.)
Mrs. William Beek, Jr, is confined
jrayer was said. The recessional,
to his home with illness.
• » *
Hark the Herald Angels Sing,”
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Kronemeyby tie “Sheltering A very special Christmas service er the the proud parents of a son
FOR SALE — Just 12 linen lunchborn Saturday, Dec. 11.
Mr. and Mrs. William Struick eon sets with 6 napkins. Regularly $1.95, going in a rush for|
v^nuren, mn a
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINAleft for Montana where they plan
$1.19. Mass Furniture Co., RivMr. Louis Mulder, the crayon ar to visit Mrs. Gertie Palmbos, who
TIONS ANNOUNCED
er Ave. and 10th St., Holland.
tist, assisted by Miss Myrtle Pad- is seriously ill at her home there.
and
gett, reader and soloist, and Miss
clt50
Cornelius
Nederveld
had
the misThe United States Civil Service
Ruth Koster, pianist, will present fortune of getting his arm into a
Commission has announced open
A FEW LEFT!
a Christmas message of “The Beth- corn busker on Monday. His hand
competitive examinationsas folFOR SALE:— A few part-wool
lehem Star” through eye and ear. was cut off but it is not determined
lows:
single-colored plaid blankets
This trio has been received in many yet as to further amputation.
See Display at
Naval architect,$3,800 a year,
size 70x80 inches. Will sell for
churches throughoutthis district
The
Girls’
League
for
Service
U.S. Maritime Commission.
89c each.— Peter Mass Furniwith great delight and blessing. enjoyed a Christmas party at the
Assistant marketing specialist
ture Co.— 60 West 10th St., near
The naator, Dr. Chas. F. Fields, parsonage on Friday evening. An
(meat grader).$2,600 a year, BurRiver Ave.— Phone 2011, Hoiwill bring a brief message upon enjoyable evening was spent by
eanu0f .AgriculturalEconomics.
land, Mich.
’ The Star in the East,” and ChristPhysiologist(poultry),and senmas music will be interspersed The Y.M.C.A. will presenta play
ior, associate, and assistantphysithroughout the whole service. The entitled “Peg O’ My Heart” on the
ologists (poultry),$2,600 to $4,600
SAVE! THIS advertisement worth!
public is cordiallyinvited. Thurs- evenings of Thursday and Friday,
$1 from Jan. 3 to Jan. 15 on any
# year, Bureau of Animal Industry.
dav
night, the 23rd, the Bible December 16 and 17.
Principal consultantin child welof our Permenent Waves regardSchool will have their Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. Nick De Weerd and
fare services, $5,600 a year, and
less of price or method. Call
entertainment. A program of ex- children of Portland visitedMrs.
principal consultantin medical soearly for appointment. Holland
cial work for children,$5,600 a ceptional interest is being prepared Nick De Groot and Mr. and Mrs.
Beauty Shop, 188 H River Ave.
by
the
committee
composed
of
Mr.
Martin De Groot and children on
year, Children's Bureau, DepartPhone
C4t52
L. Mulder, Miss Viola Karel, and Sunday.
ment of Labor.
Mrs. J. Elenbaas.
Full information may be obtainMiss Jeanette Van Ess of Zut- FOR SALE:— Man’s sheepskincoat
1
o—
ed from Mr. Klein, Secretaryof the
phen was a supper guest of Miss
Medium size. $2.50. Corduroy
U.S. Civil Service Board of Exam- CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY Cecelia Lemmen on Sunday evenouter cloth. — 730 MichiganAve.
Your Wa/green System Agency
Services
in
Warm
Friend
Taviners, at the post office in this city.
ing.
ern.
FOR SALE: Hobby — learn to play
f Corner River and
Holland
Sunday services, 10:30 A. M.
Piano Accordion. Instrument and
CERK DROPS DEAD IN
OLIVE CENTER
Subject: “IS THE UNIVERSE.
private lessons—only $1.25 weekGRAND RAPIDS STORE INCLUDING MAN, EVOLVED BY
ly. Meyer Music House, 17 West
A meeting was held in the Town
8th St,
c3t.
John Zweemer, 67, of 151 Palmer ATOMIC FORCE?”
St., N.E., Grand Rapids resident Wednesday Testimonialmeet- Hall Saturdayevening at 8 p. m.
ing, 8:00 P. M.
L. R. Arnold, agriculturalagent, FOR
--- SALE— Used Studio Model
for 40 years, died Friday afternoon
o
was the leader. Discussionon 1938
Piano; latest style, only $125—
while at work in a shoe store at
farm program.
Several used uprights— $35 up—
323 Monroe Ave. Dr. Harmon C.
ZEELAND NEWS
GilindaSmeyers and Evelyn RotMeyer Music House, 17 West 8th
Wolfe, coroner, said death was due
St,
C2t
to heart disease. Mr. Zweemer, Christmas exercisesat First Re- man and friends spent the week
who was bom in The Netherlands, formed church, given by the Sun- end in Chicago and South Bend,
was formerly in the draying busi- day school, will be presented Thurs- Ind. They also attended the Na- JOB PRINTING neatly and quickly don* at the Holland City
tional Barn Dance in Chicago.
ness in Grand Haven.
day, Dec. 23, at 7:30 p. m.
News, (above C. Thomas store).
o
• • •
Harriet Van Der Zwaag was
Ice-fishingon Lake Macatawa
Mrs. Jennie Schrara of Washing- Grand Rapids caller Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harm Kuite visit- WANTED-FEMALES -We have
has reached its peak, many fisher- ton, D. C.. and Miss Anna Huizena few openinga for bright, enermen reporting good catches.The ga of Zeeland went to Washington ed relatives in Laketown Monday.
getic girls. SecuritySportswear
Thursday
and
Friday
evenings
a
ice on Lake Macatawa and Pine last week, where Miss Huizenga
Co., 33th St. and Van Raalte’
Gifts
play will be given in the local
Creek bayou is reported 4 to 6 will spend the winter.
ft BAYUK PHILLIES CIGARS
Ave., Holland, Mich.
• • •
inches thick.
school entitled ’Toby Helps Out.”
Box pf 25, $1.15 Box 50, $2.25
The senior choir of First Re- The leading part is given by John
LUMBER BARGAINS
HOLLAND TEACHERS’ CLUB formed church, of which Mrs. Hen- Redder. Others are: Richard NyYELLO BOLE PIPES
RESOLUTION
ry Borst is director and Miss Ruth kamp, Mrs. Harm Kuite, Jessie Hemlock, Rongh or dressed, 2x4,1
2x6, 2x8, 2x10 —
WHITE OWLS
Poll, Claude Boers, Carolyn Smey$1.00 AND $1.25
ers, Justin Poll and SilindaSmey- Sheating, $80.00,Shiplap. $30.00.
LA VALLA ROSA
box
thf deatf of
°* l0M ^
Boards, rough, $84.00.
ers.
. Expires Dec. 29
ef
WHALE BACK
EMMA C. HOEKJE
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Bartels and Gat our prices on Barn shingles
NOTICE
the Holland Teachers’ Club wishes
25
KAYWOODIE PIPES
|: SUPERIOR’S
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: family from Muskegon called on and rough Hemlock and white
to express its admiration for her
$1.10
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that as relatives in this vicinity Saturday. pine Barn Boards. Anythingyon
EL BERTAN
achievementsand its deep apprecia$150 AND $4.00
want In Yellow Pine, White Pine
of December 81, 1937 the under- Dr. Frosh and the Ottawa county
tion of her nobility of character.
and Fir lumber at lowest prices.
box .
: LA FREDRICK
signed intends to discontinue its nune called at the local school on
Combininginitiative,originality, small loan business, same being Wednesday afternoon. The childOliver
of
; LA AZORA
and efficiencywith unfaltering deCIGARETTE CASES
conducted under Act 817 of the ren’s teeth were examined and an All Types of Insolation.
50 '
votion to duty, she poured out her’ PICKWICK CLUB
Public Acts of the year 1921 of the interestingtalk was given by Dr.
HUMIDORS
'
self unstintinglyin faithful serv$2.20
State of Michigan, and intends to Frosh.
CIGARETTE UGHTERS
STUDENT PRINCE
ice, willingly and eagerly given, fa
Holland. Michigan
liquidate same.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Brouwer from
the
school,
the
church,
and
the
VAN .DYCK
From
and
after
January
1,
1938
North
Holland,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
$1.00 AND UP
community. Her interest in individWANTED
all promissory notes and other evi- Clarence Overbeek and son, Wayne,
ual students and in school activiLOUIS PADNOS .
dences of indebtedness which we artW. on Mrs. James Knoll and
ties found expressionin many helptoIS0Aan Kinds of Scrap
family
own will bear interestat a rate -----, recently.
-ful ways. Those whom she taught
of interest not to exceed seven per- Mr. and Mrs. Harry Schamper
felt the strength and sincerityof
cent (7%) per annom. and we ask arid family called on. Mr. and Mrs.
her convictionsand the depth of all persons, firms, and/or corpora- Russel Raak at Harlem recently. teriwt price; aba feed aad ragar
A.
her loyalty. Hers was a truly Christions indebted to us in
o
1 LB. UNION LEADER 57c 1 LB. PRINCE ALBERT 70e
tian influence.
With said business to come
OVERI8EL
thoie "k0 knew and offices fa the Peoples State Bahk
ATTENTION— Stock owners. Free
* 1 LB. BRIGGS .............
,..$U9 1 LB. HALF k HALF -..Me
loved her find comfort in the men- Building, Holland,Michigan, as
. •emrice given ofl dead or disabled
The
ConsistorialConferenceof
0IY of the faith and courage with soon as possibleso that the necesVi LB. BOND STREET 70c V, LB. BLUE BEAR ....$145
the Classisof Holland met in reg- hoTMMnd cows. Notify us promptwhich she met pain and suffering, sary changes in their evidences of
ular session last Monday after- Jr. Phone 0745, collect HOL1 LB. BOND STREET
I LB. BLUB DEAR ...... $2.00
“d ft
Jfeught that the Master indebtedness may be executed by
LAND RENDERING WORKS.
noon
in the Overisel Reformed
of All Good Workmen has put her mutual agreement
Church.
The
newly
chosen
presito woA anew.
Dated: This 14th day of Decern- dent Mr. Brink of, Hamilton,-callHen*®. 815 West 13th
HOLLAND TEACHERS' CLUB ber, A. a, 1087.
St. Well shaded, screen porch.
meeting to order at 1:30
Dec.
i • • BATON AND BATON, INC. 0 dock. The speaker for the occas- Inquire Isaac Kouw Real Estate.
31 West 8th St, Holland.

Vm*
7.80
ww

Bedspread

»

Sluis,

year. ...... at

Th

Sale
for Christmas
Gifts
Chenille Bedspreads made of
row after row af thick, fluty,
chenille tafting in the “Chevron"
or HerTfaurbone"
“ design.
*
It’s an
ptionafly ittuninr pattern
that you’ll
yon’U approve with anthusiaea.

^

“W

SOLID PAStEL SHADES
Candelwlck.

-

\

> r;

We

have a few fast colored
cotton Bedspreadsthat Will
sell out in a harry for $1J>

x'jr

Mass Furniture Co.

UPHOLSTERING

LETS SHOW YOU

today’s smartest designs! In
appearance, in deep comfort,

in long-wearingdurability,
we can Re- Upholster your old
pieces so yen’d never recognize them.

apples
Lot

BOYCE

BUIS & SON

G.
88 Eait Eighth

St.

1

tatatat

w-*

•

CHRISTMAS

,

GIFT

I

storm.

MIRRORS

b^S’ETf^by

Wholesale

^

___

SUGGESTIONS

|

evening.

1

^

MUMS

MM

FERNS

THE
UJflniRD/

BEVEL PLATE

li

Phon.2I67-HoU.nd

3WWJ-4J4WJ-WWI

3 BU. $1.00

FARM

Holland

You will eee at a glanca,
how amasingly New Upholteriee sen transformyear
old or worn furniture. Our
Upholstererswill (feet
Modern ideas for beautifying
your furniture in line with

1

One

10th

W.

50

f

-

$4.15

all-over

Jacquard. All-over basket patin solid colors. Regular
«4.“j ior
.................
...$8.11

•>*v

-

BALDWINS HUBBARDSTONS WAGNERS
GRIMES ^ JONATHANS WINESAPS
GREENNINGS MacINTOSH
BANNANAS

Heavy

criaacroaapattern. Extra Urge
aaeiaaaaeieesMuniiipeeaeaoeeioeee^
92*95

M1?* ^

—

_

except

ROSES

PLAIN PLATE

POTTERY

j

POMPONS

MODERNE

PERIOD DESIGNS

I

DONNELLY-KELLEY CUSS CO.

PRIMROSES

CARNATIONS
POINSETTIAS
CHRISTMAS T R;R'EiS

1

-

MODEL DRUG STORE

8th

2212.

-

I

The Shady Lawn
281 East 16th

St.

Florists

2652

Phone

Holl.nd

1

-

-

-

Holland.

Useful Gifts
As

UMual our store is con-venientfor shopping for gift

I

buyers.

Holland.

-

I

Excdltnt

BOOKS
Books of

any age or

taste.

Bibles,
Cases.

^

6

£

$30.

anywher*.

AND

S5.T1& “,1 ^

--

PIPE TOBACCO

.

$U5

connection

-

to^our
-

•

-

^

F(£?

0,1087

Books, Bible

WALLETS
Key Cases, Wallets, PortfoL
ioe, snd Ringbooks with or

TYPEWRITERS
A Typewriter is an ideal gift
for Christmas,snd useful
tny dsy in the year.
Portahiea, $39.50

and

up.

without zipper.

AO items above $lft

in

pens,

Terms as low as 10c a day.

:

leather,

1

and brief cases

PROTECT VALUABLES

tered free of charge.

Fireproof boxes for your val-

Games, printingsets,

uables. Protectthem against

dolls, chees

loss or Are.

boards and

let-

trains,

men, crihhnge
many othara.

Sunday School Supplies.

STAMPS
'J

Stamp Albums and Stampe

Promptly attended

to.

for collectors.

Brink’s Bookstore
48 East 8th

St.

Holland, Mich,

'

m
V-

Hymn

10c to $12.00. Large variety

1

&

*

from 25c to $1.00. Look them

j
J
K

-J

BIBLES

all kinds, at right

prices, for

.

Phone

4

il

Four

THS KOttAWD CITY

NEWS
M

ary bride. Anna Ruth Van Zoeren, CITY PARKING NEARLY COMES MAYOR AND CITY CLERK ALpay him thia additional *100.00for LAD HELD, CHARGED WITH LfevanM of tha atadant toBBdL ai«
Frances Appledorn, Janet KlunUP AGAIN
LOWED TO SIGN EASEMENTS
at'dear title to the property. Carta charge of the progranL MiM
CAR STEALING
gle, and Lena Plakke won prises
Council
Clara Reeverts and Miss Jeannette
The matter of parking during
in games played.Ruth Ende, Kath. e • •
A community song festiral will ryn Visser, Wilma Nyboer, Eleanor the enow seaaon nearly brought
The stealing of two local ears Mulder are faculty advisora.
Aid. Ed Brouwer alio put op the
be held at the new Spring Lake Prins, Agatha Vanden Elst, Fran- up another parking problem, alSunday school teachers of the
within the last weak waa climaxmatter relativeto the inggeition ed Thursday with the confession Fourteenth St Christian Reformed
(Contimudfrom Pago 1)
viDafe hall auditorium next Wed- ces Appledorn, Fay Van Lange- though it appears it was not in- last Wednesday evening to execute
made bjrAld. Vogelsang at a prev- of Marvin Ter Beek, 18, eon of Dick church held their quarterly meetBille tended for the principle streets. etasementa on shoreline property
Meday erentag.It will be the drat velde, Henrietta Volkers, ____
from Iowa, showing how snow was ious meeting, in regard to finding
event of its kind erer held there. Trip, Henrietta Pomp, Anna Ruth The matter was brought up that owned by the city, by th lie
______
Ter Seek, rural route No. 2, to the ing Wednesday night at the home
action removed by individual property
a meeting place during the whiter
Church and school choir and chor- Van Zoeren, Theresa Hartgerink, automobiles be parked only on one allowing dumping of waste matereffect that he was responsiblefor of the superintendent J. R. Voes.
owners,
which
proved
very
satis* months
nths
fc
for
many
elderly
gentleal groups and musicians will par- Janet Klungle, Lena Plakke, Doro- side of the street on Sundays in ial on this land.
the thefts. Can taken were those Mr. Vom wm elected superintenfactory. Aid. Huyser pointed out
rhoee cuatora it was to meet
ticipate in a program of Christ- thy Martinus, Cornelia Smeenge, front of churches,as with the snow
Henry Vander Schel and Jacob
of E. D. Wade, 432 Central Ave,, dent for the coming year. Others
itennial Park in the summer
mas music.
Ruth Den Herder, Florence Derks, banks on both sides of the streets Lievense notified council that ease- D
and of Harold Niles, 84 Graves electedwere: E. S. Holkeboer, miroblem ai it is at this time, that time. Aid. Brouwer stated that
Scouts Mothers club of Coopers- Helen Klomparens, and Mrs. Brow- it was impossible to get through ments on all property adjoining -j
Place.
sistant superintendent; R. Flagit
would
be
difficult
for
property
these
were
all
fina
old
gentlemen
ville has elected the following offi- er were among those invited to the the narrow lane safely. Some al- the lake have been obtained from “
Bond wm eet at $1,000 by Jus- gemsrs, assistant superintendent;
ners
to
jump
in
momentarily
to
and
they
feel
lost
since
they
can
dermen feared that because of snow property owners, allowing the Lycers: President, Mrs. Elisabeth affair.
tice of Peace Raymond L Smith, Marian Lambers, secretary;Harry
not find a place to gather together
cars could only be park- ons ConstructionCo. to dispose of remove snow, maybe several
Muller; rice president, Mrs. Luther
Newhouse,treasurer,and N. TopAs a result of an apoplectic conditions
a day.* He jminted out that that to smoke their pipes and talk over in whose court he wm arraigned.
ed on one side of 8th St.
J. Mulder; secretary,Mrs. Harry
waste material from dredging on
Since he was unable to pay the pen, librarian. Mrs. Vom wm in
very morning it would have been the questions of the day. “We do
As Aid. Prins put it, “We just their land.
Muzxall; treasurer,Mrs. Lee Lil- stroke sufferedFriday, Mrs. Henbond, he will be confined in the charge of refreshments. Teachers
the walks not been considerablefor youth, let us not
one session of
lie. Plans have been made for a ry De Pree, 69, died Wednesday got through with
count jail at Grand Haven, until of the Sunday School are Mrs.
----The resolutionpassed by coun- better had1 !*•
county
clesned,
for
with
the
frosen
rain
it forget
fors-et
the
aged,”
Mr.
Brouwer
p
Scout jamboree to be held in Feb- evening at her home, rural route down
lown town parking
and I for onc|cil reads as follows:Resolved,that
his arraigment before Judge Fred Knoll, John Breuker, G. Lemmen,
made
clean
walks
absolutely
danstated.
In
__
_____
this connection Mayor T. Miles. Police officer Ernest Bear D. Wensel, H. Prins, M. Stegink,
do not want to got into aother
ruary.
'the mayor and city clerk be and are gerous.Many people, too, are work Geeriings stated
No. 1. Funeral services will be held
that he had remade the arrest after police had M. J. Steketee, M. Brinks, A.
Funeral services for Mrs. Alice Saturdayat 1:15 p. m. from the one.” It was pointed out that the hereby authorised, for and in behalf ing in shops and factories and do
ceived a communicationfrom the
been informedthat the Niles ear Beckman, K. Fredericks,N. DykVender Yen, wife of J. H. Vander home and 2 p. m. from the Graaf- principle streets are kept clean of of the city of Holland, to execute not have the time to remove snow
Women’s Relief C^ps, #l4ting that wm in a barn , at the Ter Beek
P. Slenk, F. Unema, B. Ten
Ven, 33 East 13th St, will be held schap Christian Reformed church, snow and this condition was not easements as same may be required u soon as it has fallen or blown
they
are
willing
to
co-operate
to
.
E. Wensel, Mrs. Bareman,
this afternoon at 2 p. m. from the the Rev. H. Blystraofficiating.Five different than it would be in the or requested, to the Lyons Con- in and do not have the money to
find a place in the City Hall for
Accompanied in court by his --- treusse, G. Bovin, A. Vegter,
home. The Rev. Arthur Meatman sons, James, John, Herbert,Ed, and summer. Relativeto parking at the structionCompany for dumping of spare to have it done. The city
this group of men. The matter father and older brother, Ter Beek George Kuipen, James Slager,Dr.
of Grand Rapids,and the Rev. Wm. Jake; two daughters, Mrs. Gerald church, Mr. Prins stated, “They are material removed from Lake Macwill rfely upon the sidewalk plows
Van’t Hof, pastor of Third Re- Zoerhof and Mrs. Ben Klomparens; only there for an hour and a half atawa, on any property adjoining and make no changes at this time. was left to the building commit- wept, statingthat he took the cars R. J. Danhof, and tha elected offitee, of which Art Drinkwster is
because he wanted a car and did cers.
formed church,will officiateat the a daughter-in-law,jMrs. Corneal on Sunday. Why change that for a such lake, owned by the city, in
• • •
chairman, and it can be depended not have the money to buy it.
harbor Improvement, in the event
services. Burial is to take place in Van Dyke; two sisters, Mrs. Jake few winter months?"
upon
that
Art
will
get
these
old
Aid. Bultman stated that the re- that the contract for such harPilgrim Home cemetery.
Garvelink; three brothers,Martin,
City Clerk Peterson presented an
8A8 OF HOLLAND DUES
folk housed for the winter.
iNell Elenbaas and Mrs. J.
John ,and Cornelia Van Dyke; and quests had really come from the bor improvement work be awarded application of Henry J. Lucht askThe annual Christmas program of
church
people,
who
felt
it
was
a
to the said Lyons Construction ing to transfer the restaurant licElenbaas, Jr, presented a shower 12 grandchildren,all of rural route
Holland high school, featuring the
Death came Thursday for John
Tuesday evening in the home of No. 1 with the exception of the desirablething to do. It was ap- Company." Council unanimously ense from Peter Beta is, formerly
giving of ChristmM baskets, wiU Sm, 69, at the home of his son
ALDERMAN
HENRY
PRINS
IN
the latter, West 19th St., for Miss brother, Martin, who resides in parent soon that the aldermen adopted the resolutoin.
known as the Green Mill Cafe, to
would not make parking at the
TRODUCE8 TIMELY RESO- be given this afternoon. The fourth John, Jr., of this city. Funeral serJean Elenbaas,who will be a Janu- Holland, survive.
himself, now to be known as the
hour speech class will present a vices will be held at 2 p. m. SatLUTION
churches on one side of the street
P. T. a. of Harrington school at Dutch Mill Cafe, which was apChristmM play. The play is under urday at Dykstra Funeral Home,
• ' 9
a compulsion, but would ask the
Virginia Park will meet tonight at proved by the council.
the direction of
Miss Myra
______
___ Ten burial taking place in Fairlawn
citixens,the church people, and the
• • •
Aid.
Henry
Prins
introduced
a
7 :30. A
Christmas program will be
Cate and Freeman Vander Ploeg. cemetery. Rev. John Vanderbeek of
pastors of the churches to co-opresolution in behalf of Bert Vends Mildred Borr, Elmer Brandt, Ani- Sixth Reformed church wiU
presented.
Mr. Huyser proposed that a wing
erate in helping to make the lane
Water, a faithful fireman,who re ta Cherven, Helen Ripley, Rose officiate.Three sons, John, ArShe'll
of travel at the different churches AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAi plow be purchased for $230.00, recommended by City Engineer Zuide- cently passed sway. The resolu- Vander Schel, Betty Leenhouts, thur, ami Christian,all of Holmore safe and more convenientdurtion, when read, touched a respon- Julius Karsten, and Marian Koet- land; two daughters,Mrs. Oria Aring the winter season, by parking SCHOOL HEAD FAVORS “GOOD- ma. It seems that these wing plows
sive cord, for Aid. Brouwer,Aid. sier are members of the cast. Fif- nold of Holland and Mrs. James De
for First
are
able
to
handle
high
heaps
of
on one side of the street.
FELLOW” NEWSPAPER DRIVE
Kleis, and others signifiedtheir teen families of poor people, sug- Cater of Rockford; three stepsons,
snow, scalping the tops of heaps.
When a vote was taken on a modesire to sign the resolution, stat- gested bv the city, will be recipi- Willard and Ernest Penns
Best wishes for a successful
tion and substitute motion it stood
ing that they had known Mr. Van- ents of the annual ChristmM bas- land, and Martin Penna of Chicafi to 4, while on the original motion campaign on next Saturday were
In connection with street clean- de Water for a great many years
kets, which contain food, fruit, go; one stepdaughter, Mrs. John
the vote stood 6 to 5. Both mo- sent to the Exchange Club Mon- ing, Aid. Ed Brouwer became very
as a brave, diligent, and dependa- vegetables,and clothing. Bill Tap- Sas, Jr.; one brother,Chris of the
day
by
E.
E.
Fell,
superintendent
tions were lost, but the tie vote on
enthused over the able way in ble servant as this relatesto our pan, Ken Vandenberg, Julios KirNetherlands; and two great grandthe last motion came when “Casey” of schools. All teachersin the city, which Holland’s engineering defirefightingforce. The Aldermen sten, Cecil Bacheller,and Donald children survive.
Kalknian changed over his vote, so it is understood, concur in these partment is taking care of the snow
sentiments as expressedby Mr. and cleaning the streets. Mr. Brou- unanimouslypassed the following
there is where the matter rests,
resolution:
o
Fell. “Approximately 200 fine boys wer stated that he had traveled
and
girls
are
doing
better
work
in
JAMESTOWN FARM HOME.
much lately and he said wherever
RESOLUTION
STORE RUINED BY FIRE school and have a better chance in he had gone, Holland’sstreets were
LEAVE YOUR ORDER TODAY TO INSURE
life because your organizationhas models. Nowhere were the streets
We, the Mayor and Common
given
them
needed
surgical
and
Council
of
the
City
of
Holland,
SELECTION FOR CHRISTMAS
A buildingcontaining the farmkept as clean in the severalcities
Knowing that God in His infinhouse and grocery store owned by medical treatment and other nec- in which he had been, as were the
A
Mrs. May Minderhoutof Hanley, essary help through this fund. I streets in Holland.He said in many ite wisdom has seen -fit to take
Jamestowntownship. Ottawa coun- commend the Exchange Club for cities it would appear that nothing away one of Holland’sfaithful serthis splendidwork which will conty, was destroyed by fire Tuesday.
was done and the streets were in vants in the person of Mr. Bert
Vande Water,
Origin of the blaze is undetermin- tinue to live and multiply in the “rotten" condition.
lives of those whom you are helpAnd, whereas, this Council wishes
• • •
ed. Twenty-one years ago a fire deing now," Mr. Fell’s missive statto stress the fact that Mr. Vande
stroyedthe house and store of Mrs.
A few weeks ago Aid. Kalkman Water has been a member of one
Mr Dwfc Mmwara
Minderhout and her late husband, ed in part.
-WKlnl
brought up a matter that the Board of the most important organisa*Siir*rMIm"
Mina, at the same location.
of Public Works was hiring out- tions in this our beautiful city,
side help instead of Holland labor- namely, a member of Fire Company
•»* nwto ftm
•
/
ers, who were out of work. Aid. No. 2; having been a member of
MMCwfarSmUa. Ymot,
Bultman met with the Board of that department for the past forty
l aw load r*Jn«, tool
Public Works and ascertainedthat years and a Captain for a quarthere was no foundation to this ter of a century,
report, that men so hired were asAnd, Whereas, It is well known
T"*1 Wt«k Only - 5 btra Nuggtts
signed by the W.P.A., over which that Mr. Vande Water during all
Wifc Each Silver Mint Book Redtamad
neither the Board of Public Works these years has been faithful to
Limit 2 books to a customar on free offer
nor the common council had any his trust, diligentin his efforts,
jurisdiction, and those were gov- and brave in emergency, and that
No Limit on Amount of Books You Wish to Redeem
ernment matters, the labor being in this capacityhe has been instrupaid by the government on the mental in doing his share to inbasis of those projects. The Board sure the City of Holland against
STRICTLY PUSH
lb.
of Public Works committeestat- disastrousfires, and in the saving
MICHIOAV MAD)
roll
ed that they felt no change could of life and property,
be made at this time. The report
It is resolved,That this body
was adopted.
go on record as commending and
• • •
FAICT BLUE
giving credence to the work and
record
of
so
faithful
a
servant
as
Mr. Wm. Peeks appeared before
the Council in regard to a proposi- Mr. Bert Vande Water has proved
to be;
tion made by the Council at the
Be it further resolved, That the
$1.15
previous meeting as to a settleMayor
and Common Council exment
with
him
on
account
of
the
to
tend the deepest sympathy to Mrs.
3 Pair in Gift Box $3*30
sidewalk having been laid on his
propertyapproximately6V4 feet Vande Water and family, the aged
father, and the loving brothers and
LARGE
back
from the property sidewalk
• Ghr# any woman silk stockingsfor Christmas and
sisters who feel deeply their loss;
line. Mr. Peeks stated that he was
It
is
further
resolved,
That
a
you know your gift will be welcome
. give her
not satisfied with the proposition
copy of this resolutionbe sent to
Fiber
made and felt that he should be Mrs. Bert Vande Water and her
LARGE
Mojuds and you're safe in the knowledge that your
reimbursed an additional $100.00 if
family and to the other immediate
gift is perfection in silk stockings. Whether it's a
he is to give a deed of this prop- relatives;
erty to the City. In commenting
single pair of filmy sheers or a complete hosiery
And, further,That this resoluupon this request, Aid. Brouwer tion be printed in the local newswardrobe your gift is sure to make a hit if it's Mojud.
stated that he felt Mr. Peeks was papers, publicly recognisingthe valBrown and Green
not asking for anything unfair and or of a faithful public servant.
felt that if the city could secure
Respectfullysubmitted,
this property, which consists of a
$5.95 to $10.49
Henry Prins.
strip approximately 6 ft feet wide
on
19th
St,
and
running
southeast
Telephone
1 East Eighth St.
approximately 150 feet, that the COMMITTEES SELECTED TO
Council should not quibblewith Mr.
Holland, Mich.
LAUNCH THE GOODFELLOW
Peeks on this matter. It was movNEWSPAPER SALES DRIVE
ed by Aid. Brouwer, seconded by
Marron, Grey and Blue
VACUUM F ACRID - DRIP OR 1SGULA1 9»ran
Aid. Kalkman, that the Council reThe followingmen were appointconsider its previous action on this
matter. Carried. It was then mov- ed by the Holland Exchange Club
ed by Aid. Brouwer, seconded by to inaugurate the “Goodfellow”
Aid. Kalkman, that the request of newspaper sales drive in Holland
V
Mr. Peeks be granted and the city for the benefit of the Child Health
Foundation.Several articles apABMOUH'S STAB
pearing in this issue of the Holland City News sets forth just
In The Minds of Thousands of Housewives
what this drive means to less fortunate “kiddies”; anyway, here are
WHERE TO GET THEIR
Butt Half lk S3o - Choice Center Slices Ik 38c
the committees who are to manage

UkUAkAAUUUkUUkkkt
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Notes
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home.
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The Gift
Reach

_

—

YOUR

HOW YOU CAN MINE

!2.-

SILVERWARE VALUE

.....

fvvvW

\#.:;S?|j|

•

Christmas

\ 1 I I

EDEE

t-KEE

Suggestions
for the children

BUTTER

77c

RICE

NAVY BEANS
BANTAM CORN

Taylor Tots

$5.95

$2.95

.

25c

8

25c

S3

25c

CORN FLAKES C0£T 3

25c

WHEAT FLAKES00^
DEL MAIZ coXfc^ 2
FELS NAPTHA soap 6

25c

25c

NORTHERN

25c

.

Doll Buggies

Jpanp’s -^hoppr

2170

Doll

!

ROSE 6

Coaches

25c

T.!%? 6

COUNTRY CLUB

25c

coffee

$4*95 and up

THSM MOATIONAi MEAT

THERE’S NO DOUBT

HAMS

Inst

£

R sieved One

MEAT

Barrel of the Finest

Peanut 2

ibs.

GENERAL COMMITTEE-John

. Experience ha*

GIVE

lbs.

a

Not Drop Leaf— Maple

SOME OF

FAT

Doll

chairman; Wilford Butler, assistant: Ben Mulder.
NEWSBOY — Vernon Ten Cate,
chairman;Joe Geerds, C. Kragt,
DrJVestrate,Albert Keppel, C. C.

SHANK LESS

Doll

$6*29

Cradles
Cradles

Maple

Finish

B. B.

Doll

High

tfi

Chairs

cn

PHILLIES

tl 10

Coffee

In a beautiful, colorful

Holiday wrapper
Bo* ol

75c 2

lbs

Maple

With Chair

CRACKERS

sod^xib. bo,

$10.95

15c

Reynaldo Cigars

Frc,h Ground

O , 4C.

SAUSAGE &

Avl

RIB BEEF SOFT-BONE ZfaZdC

$1139

Knee Hole With Chair

Maple

Finish

Chair

..............

Childrens Fiber

SLICED LUNCH MEAT
LIVER SAUSAGE
RING BOLOGNA

..

.....

tQ OC
fOtOO

Box of

10 -

QC

Blue and Ivory Enamel or Maple Finish.

OPEN ALL DAY WEDNESDAY, DEC.

R BROS,
Holland

22

k

Phone 3551

STORES— Jacob Fris, chairman;
Pierre Vinet, Fred Beeuwkes, Wm.
Brouwer, Henry Carley.John Dykstra. Adrian Klaasen, Gerrit Knoll,
Earl Price, Thaddeus Taft, Pet$r
Notier, Bert Vander Poel, John Van
Tatenhove, Charles Van Zylen,
John Van Huis, Wm. Connelly,
Burton Hensley.

25c

Luckies, Chesterfields, Old

Rexford Chapman, chairman, Albert Lampen, James Bennett, John
Riemersma, Gerrit Groenewoud,
Eugene Heeter, Milton Hinga, Dick
Martin, Wynand Wichers, John
Swets, Egbert Winter, Erwin Hin-

2 for 25c
Canon

ZOO-SMS

YONKER’S
DRUG STORE

Brouwer €o.
Avenue.

The Old ReliableFvnitare Store
212*216 River
Holland, Michigan

;

!‘

i-

ivr.

PORK
LOIN ROAST
HI BK> CHOICE cam CUT CHOPS
-

* 19c
S5a

lb.

BROADCAST

-1.15c

PAMCT VARIETIES

XMAS CANDIES 2 - 25c
GUN
CHOCOLATE
IAVTA MIX
DROPS,

DROPS.

WALNUTS

lb.

dumoid nrouiH

10c

21c

FMCT MIEl SKZU PICAXI U>. 19a

OXYDOL

mi

l

IOA?

CA1TUI
bar
'

WALDORF
scon

mini

TISSUE

i ton.

u.

IVORY FLAKES
non now

RITZ

21c

i i*a>. lk

CRACKERS

GREEN GIANT PEAS
FRUIT
Nak

CAKE

(ram oOh.

Mat

raltlu, pool. -

CLOCK BREAD

f

oaoi aa4

25c
dun, 100,14

12c

CONTRA CTORS-James

T. KlomDen Herder,
George Mooi, Russel] Boeve, Frank
Bolhuis, Bert Gebben, Joha.Kooiker, Ray Smith, Janies H. Klora*
parens. Hannan Vanden Brink.
UTILITIES, -j> TRUCKS AND
nsrens, chairman; Jay

St,

nijiiv/, jonn nouns

INSURANCE AND REAL

FANCY TEXAS SEEDLESS

GRAPEFRUIT

MMM&
•Alii Of

Tan Dyke, Gerrit Scholten,
Steketee.

ES-

TATE— Frank Lievense,chairman,
Ernest Hartman, Wm. Olive, John

Phone 2SM Welrsma, Albert Van Lente, Irving
Wolbrink,O. A. Wolbrink, John
HoDand, Michigan
Ven Appledorn, Russel Klassen.
PROFESSIONAL— Dr. Harms,

21 West 8th

Jas. A.

*19%c

’HE?

LUMBER, COAL, OIL AND

chairman; Dr. John K. Winter, Dr.
W. C. Kools,Dr.Bos, Dr, Loew.Rev.
Flowarday, Nel»on MUes, and Dr.

Ward.
i-'v

—

Rockers - $3.39

Childrens Table & 2 Chairs eo

CLUB FRANKFURTERS

C.

son. ^

Childrens Desk
Childrens Desk and

TENDER n

BANKS AND BANKERS —

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

Golds, Camels

HAMBURGER

James Hoover, Albert Kleis, Joe!
Kramer, Andrew Klomparens,Elton Gogolin, George Pclgrim, Ben
Staal, Melville Stickels, Wm. Tahaney, George Tinholt, George Vande Riet, Ben L Van Lente, Chester
Van Tongeren,M. H. Pellegrom,
Henry Cook, Harry J. Plaggeman.

Jalving,chairman, Dick Boter,
Bo* of 25,
ClarenceKlassen,Ben Brouwer,
other popular brands Henry Geerds. William Westveer.

Box of 25 - $1.15

Desks

SLICED
OR PIECE

PORK LIVER

.

Rolled Top

EXTRA
HEAVY

PORK

i

Children’s

25c

Leslie

50,

Fall line of

lb3

-

Risto,
chairman; Fern Ault, Everett "Dick,

J

Blue and Maple ....................

Butter

INDUSTRIAL

(i iq

......................

FIRST QUALITY

CREAMERY

ving, assistant.
FINANCE— Alex Van Zanten.

PUBLICITY — Rev. Hinkamp,

Boohter.

SUGAR CURED
SMALL LEAN

19c 2

CIGARS

quality. Trade here Saturday
and become
B u e h Ie r

Blue and Ivory .....................

Peas

dif-

De Wilde, chairman; Clarence Jal-

.

SATURDAY SPECIALS

GENUINE
IMPORTED
HOLLAND

in

customer*

Bring Your Container

PICNICS

campaign this Saturday

ferent capacities:

taught them that Buehler'a
can always be relied on for

19C

Balter

this

the«e thousands of houaewivra are Huehler'd regular

ALOIS

swm

Juki

DOZEN
ONLY

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
KAZOO

AUGUSTINE

ST.

TOPS HOLLAND TEAM
Kalamazoo St Augustine nosed

The 'JEWETT'
•

A

out Holland Christian high at the
Holland armory Tuesday night, 25
to 23. The game was a thriller all
the way, the lead changing hands
three times in the last period.
Brower made 9 points for Holland Christian and McQuire 7 for
St. Augustine.Madjak sank the
winning, basket for St. Augustine
in the Anal minute.

will

bring year ’round enjoyment

Grandma.

to

Stop in and get one of our
calendars and see this won-

iarfnU

2

“Good Fellows” CROW PICKS CLOTHES*
PINS FOR WOMAN
To Sell Papers A tame crow owned by Miss BaHickerson
Harwick, Maas, put
This Saturday future jeopardy by the

GRAND HAVEN TRIPLETS GET
THEIR FIRST CHRISTMAS
GIFTS

Begin Payment

To Depositors

sel

Fish Bait

Now

Found with 9

of

Cat

wwwwwwtwvwwwvv

to the whole family, fronr
Baby

Former Banks

The Wildrom triplets of Grand
Lives Like
its
in
habit
Haven, now ensconced happily in
of picking clothespins from the
PAYMENT OF TWO FORMER their own home, were presented
family wash and watching the
with baby beds by B. Frank Har- HOLLAND EXCHANGE CLUB
BANKS OF 19% EACH IS
clothesfall to the ground, but re- MUD MINNOWS WILL BE THE
FOSTERS DRIVE FOR THE
beck as one of their first ChristDREAM OF THE FISHER*
deemed itself by driving off a
VERY OPPORTUNE
HOSPITALIZATION OF
mas gifts. The beds are the usual
hawk bent on seizingsome of the
MAN-AND HOW THEY
NEEDY
CHILDREN
drop side with panel headboards
Hickerson baby turkeys.
MULTIPLY!
Yesterday at 10:00 A. M. liquid- and footboards and are adequate
ation was started by representa- in size for use until they are at
This is Christmas tide when the
HOLLAND GIRL GIVEN DINNER tives of the former Holland City least five years old.
In the course of a summer's
iniritof "good will to all men” is
State Bank and the First State The little boys will observe their closest to our hearts. This is figur- FORMER ALDERMAN HEADS search for a prolific minnow that
BY CANDLELIGHT
will serve as a food-fish for baas,
PYTHIAN8
Bank, starting payment of 10% first Christmas with a tree, al- atively speaking for "all men" alWilliam F. Carbine, of the Instidividends on all depositorscertifi- though it is safe to say that they so meaning children.
- Miss Evelyn Wilds and Miss Al- cates, on funds still impounded. The will not be interestedin any of the
Castle Lodge Knights of Pythias, tute for Fisheries Research in
Children,
especially,
played
an
bertina Vander Laan entertained pay-off is taking place in the old festivitiesnor will they bother
important part in Christmas ob- No. 153, electedthe following offi- Michigan, ran across what he bewith a kitchen shower last evening Holland City State Bank building,
much about the coming of Santa. servation. Christmashad its in- cers for the coming year at its lieves may be the answer to the
at Miss Wilds’ home, 226 Lafayette
The triplets are growing day by ception at the Crib with the Babe regular meeting Thursday night. fishermen’sdream; a minnow that
"under the clock", at River Ave.
street, Grand Haven, honoring Miss
and 8th St., and distributionwill day and are awake several hours in the manger. Christ as He grew Chancellor commander, George has the nine lives of a cat, lives
Jean Helmink of Holland whose continue until all checks have been displayinga baby interest in their
for a week in wet moss, and that
UP to manhood especially loved Damson; vice chancellorcomman- may be removed from the hook and
marriage to Herbert Lugers of Kal- paid. No payments are made until small world, which also day by day
der, Vernon Ten Cate; secretary, A.
children or He would not have said,
amazoo is to take place late in certificatesof indebtedness are is enlarging.
J. Westveer; master of exchequer, live to be used again. This brown"SufferLittle Children to Come unDecember.The guest of honor is presented, it was pointed out by
John Olert; prelate, Dick Japinga; scaled fish bears the humble name
to Me.’’
deputy register of probate and the officials.
J V
master of arms, Donald Leenhouts; of "mud-minnow” and may be
Just now something is being at- inner guard, Albert Van Zoeren; found in almost every slough and
most of the guests and the hostChecks were distributed Wednes- ize his payment system at three tempted in Holland for the little
pondhole in Michigan.
esses are employes in court house
other windows, an equal number children. The Holland Exchange outer guard, John Van Putten; and
offices.Dinner was served by can- day from 10:00 A. M. until those
fraternalcorrespondent,Pat NordMr. Carbine took 160 mud minof
certificates being assigned to Club has sponsored n drive to raise
in
line
at
3:00
P.
M.,
regular
bankdlelight at 7 p. m. and decorations
hof. On Jan. 6, new officers will nows from a pond near Ypsilanti
each
window.
The
numbers
plainfunds in order that childrenwhose be installed.
were in keeping with the holiday ing hours, were taken care of. On
where the water was stagnant and
ly marked over the windows will parents are in dire circumstances
season, Christmas colors being pre- the following day the pay-off winone might think that a fish could
designate to which window the can be taken care of through hosdows
will
remain
open
over
the
dominant. The guest of honor reRADIO ARTISTS AT
never live. The largest adults were
holders of certificates must apply pitalization in order that affected
same
period
of
time,
and
every
day
ceived many gifts. The guest list
CITY MISSIONS only two and a half inches long.
for
payment.
The
officials and tonsils may be treatedor removed.
thereafter
until
the
job
is
completincludedbeside the guest of honor,
They never grew larger in that
those in charge naturally will be
Children are carrying a terrible
Miss Ann VanHorssen,Miss Har- ed. Both former banks will folThe Boone Family, radio artists pond. __
He transferred
_
them to Mm
helpful
in
every
way
to
those
riet Swart, Miss Louise Van Hors- low the same procedure it was anof the Pilgrim Program of Des clean water nonda at Drayton
holding certificates in having these
sen, Miss Charlotte Bottje, Miss nounced by Henry Geerds, secreMoines, Iowa will be at the City Plains. Immediately thev began
affairs properly taken care of.
Ruth Beukema, Miss Janet Beuke- tary of the Holland City DeposiMission, 51-53 E. 8th St., Sunday, growing. They reproduced. By the
Funds
to cover the dividends
tors
Corp.,
who
is
liquidator
for
ma, Miss Ethel Smith, Miss Leona
December 26th for two services
end of the sumer, the oldsters had
will be held in a separate dividend
the
tformer
Holland
City
State
Britton, Miss Winifred Fisher, Miss
3:00 and 7:30 o’clock. Edw. Boone doubled their length and quadaccount
for
the
purpose
of
paying
Bank,
and
Cornelius
Vander
MeulMartha Allen, Miss Lois Scanlan,
will preach and with the family, rupled their weight.
off the 10% on the unpaid part of
Miss Ida Mae Schafsma, Miss Alice en, trustee in liquidation for the
sing.
ng. The Boones
Boones are composers
Offspring Do Even Better
deposits still impounded, Mr. VanEngel, Miss Margaret Wilson, former First State Bank.
and publishersof sacred songs and
Many of the offspring were
der
Meulen
announced.
After
the
first
of
January,
Mr.
Judge Cora Vande Water, Mrs. F.
ballads, and musicians and singers. larger than their elders when they
It is stated that at least $150,E. Headley and Mrs. Henry Hel- Geerds stated,holders of Holland
Mr. Boone was pastor of The Pil- were first put in. When the pond
000 will be disbursed to depositors
City
State
Bank
certificates
may
mink.
grim Tabernacle in Grand Rapids was seined in November Carbine
obtain payment at the offices of by the two banks. This surely is
before going to Des Moines.
took out 14000 fish. Of these, 120
Martin Crowner, 57, Fennville, the Holland Depositors Corn, on gratifying news during the Yule- handicap when their frail systems
were the originalstock. Forty of
tide
and
taxpaying
season.
No
paysuffered a fractured right leg and the second floor “under the clock."
become poisoned thru diseasedton- INJURED OFFICER SOON ON the original mud minnows were lost
ment
could
be
more
opportune.
Holders
of
certificates
from
1
head injuries after he was struck
JOB AGAIN; RESOLUTIONS
during the aummer. Perhaps the
sils. It is for this reason that the
Saturday night at 11:15 p.m. by a to 1,663 may obtain their checks
PASSED FOR LATE
six turtles which he took out of
money
is
being
raised
in
an
unfrom
the
first
window,
Mr.
Geerds
A son was bom Saturday night
car driven by Albert Boschma, 24,
the pond at one time or another
FIREMAN
usual way so that these young folk
in Crit49 North Centennial St., Zeeland, announced,and from 1,663 and to the Rev. and Mrs. Martin
had something to do with that.
ma
ay have an equal chance in life
ter, 105 West 19th St., at Holland
at the Pere Marquette crossing on over, from the second window.
Mud minnows are far from proand receive treatment by local The board of police and fire
Mr. Vander Meulen will organ- hospital.
East Eighth St
physicianswho are giving the full- commissioners held a regular meet- lific and would never do as forage
est co-operation and such aid to ing Monday afternoon in the office fish for baaa. They do not multihealth, since the children’s parents of City Clerk Oscar Peterson in the ply rapidly enough. The eggs are
are financially unable to undertake city hall. Since the board was un- tremendously large for the aise of
this.
successfulin its effort to have a the fish. Nobody knows how
These little ones deserve the aid stop-and-go light installed at 17th many eggs a single female fiah
of every one of us who is able to St. and River Ave , it was decided will lay, but certainljr it does not
lend a helping hand, whether this that the board seek permission produce eggs by the thousands as
amount be large or small, and the from the state highway depart- a perch or pike. The young of
method to raise these funds is in- ment to install a flasher signal at this minnow live among the weeds,
and even hide in the mud. Carbine
deed unique.
this point. City Clerk Peterson was
says nobody knows what this minThe Holland Exchange Club has ordered to send a communication now eats, and this ia one of his
organized from their membership to the denartment as to the advisthings he has to work on next
11 this undertaking.
undertakin
arge
large
number of citizens who abilityof
summer.
Following a report by Chairman
will this Saturday sell a specially
Visibility la Low
printededition of the Holland Eve- Cornelius Huizenga to the effect
There ia one objection to Hie
that
traffic
was
hazardous
on
16th
ning Sentinel, on the public streets
use of the mud minnow for fish
of Holland. Members of the Ex- and 16th Sts., near the high schools bait. It is dark in color and thus
change Club will be suitablydress- because of the constant plowing
its visibility ia rather low. One
ed in order that their identification of snow here, it was suggested that
fisherman overcome this by dipand mission cannot be mistaken. councildeclarea state of emergen- ping the minnow* in mercurocy
in
existence,
and
allow
parking
Our contemporary, The Holland
chroma, which improved the catch.

Christmaspresent par

ezeeUenee; one that

SECTION TWO

Compartment
Temperature
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Refrigerator
which stands out in the fore*
front with it’s many worth*
while features.

p

.

_

___

—

B. F. HARRIS & SON
“The House
161

W.

of Refrigeration”

Holland

10th St.

Telephone 3972

'

TRY THE WANT ADS FOR RESULTS

i

.

Evening Sentinelis not only offer- only on one side of the street.
• • •
ing its good officesto aid this cause
but is contributing the newspaIt was announced by Commispers so sold. Many of the copies sioner Cornelius Steketee that
Have been purchased,some at $5.00 Lieut. Ben Kalkman,who has been
each.

DAD

GIFTS FOR

i

FOR MOTHER

AIRGUIDES

..............
$1.98

NOVELTY LAMPS

ASH TRAYS

................
50c

HASSOCKS

KITCHEN CLOCK
LINEN CLOTHS

BATH ROBES

jjf:

-$1.98 to $14.75

$1.98 to $18

CARD TABLES

to $1.1?

...

........

$7.95

jp

$1 to $1.98

PAJAMAS

$i to $3.95

............................

$6.95 to $29

to $10

............
49c

A

..............

5

BATH ROBES
§: TRAVEL KIT

....................
$2.98

CHEN. BEDSPREADS

GLAD. BAGS

$1

..............

SILK DRESSES

......

...$1.98

......

DAINTY APRONS

$1.00

BRIDGE SETS

..........

..........

HOL BLANKETS

$2.98 to $6.95

........

......

$9.95 to $14.75 ][•

LACE CLOTHS ................
$2.95-$12.95.ft

$1.98 to $12.50

FUR COAT SALE

$1.98 to $2.98

$49 and $59

............

J

*

--

--

-

PROMINENT DIVINE
ADDRESSES CENTURY
CLUB MEMBERS
GIFTS FOR BROTHER
GIFTS FOR SISTER

BLOUSES
SCARFS,

BILL FOLDS

BEDROOM LAMPS

KNIT GLOVES

....$1

$1 to $1.98

..........................

silk

49c to $1

..........................

LORRAINE UNDIES

SWEATER

GIFTS FOR

UMBRELLA ....$1 to $4.95

-

HOSIERY,

1

ailk

......

59c to $1.98

.................
79c

SETS

............

to $1.29

$2.98 to $5.95

1
1

1

ft.

DY-DEE DOLLS

59c to 79c

‘iff

RATTLES

S

TEETER-BABES

..............

49c

..............................................

HANDKERCHIEFS,
SCARFS

1

f

TIES

39c to $1.98

................

49c to $1

HIGH CHAIR

........

I

$4.95

ft BATH ROOM

Z

50c

................

FOR BOY FRIEND

SWEATERS,

FOR

BILL FOLDS

........

PURSES

$2.98

LINGERIE

89c to $1.98

P*WD PUFFS

#. LUGGAGE
$2.98 to $29.50
ft INITIAL KERCHIEFS
ea. 25c
....................

DESK LAMPS
ft FLANNEL ROBES
S TRAVEL CASES

.....

.

$AI5 to

$8.95

:

25c*50e

------------.$1.98-$12.50

..............
79c

TOILET

..............
$1.49

SETS

SEW

to $1.29

KITS

...

TAPESTRIES

$1J8*$8J5

HOSIERY, silk

to $6.50

............................
$4.50

to $6.50

SCALES
wool

..............
$1.98-$5.95

!•••••••••••••••••
•••••*

«•••••••••••••••#•••••••••••••••••••

DAWN YARNS, ea

to $11

BOXED KERCHIEFS

........ .........
.50e

mwm
These are but a few of the

many

gifts

you

$1.19

will find—

“where

it is fun to

shop”

to $1

an.” Dr. Fisher is an authorityon
his subject, having lived in the orient for some 30 years and occasional visits there since he has taken up residence in the United

Hoffman, 67, wife of Nicholas Hoff- the angler to lure the fish to his
man, Sr., Holland township, who hook after they have grown,
olived on Lakewood boulevard. Mr.
loby Helps Out,” a three-act
Hoffman, it will be remembered,
conductedthe Boston Restaurant comedy, is beinK presented in Olive
here for 30 years. Mrs. Hoffman, Center school this evening. This is
daughter of Dingeman and Jean- the second performance, the first
nette Kardux, was born Nov. 18, being given last night Lyell Mus1870. She became the bride of Mr. tan directs the production, proceeds
Hoffman in 1897. She was a de- of which will be used to purchase
vout member of Third Reformed new school equipment. The charchurch, and of the Ladies Adult acters in the play are Richard Nykamp, Johnny; Caroline Smeyers,
Bible Class of the church.
Mr. Hoffman has served for al- Jane; Silmda Smeyers, Molly; Stan
most a quarter of a century as Nieboer, Dave; Justin Poll, Mortjusticeof peace in Holland town- imer; Jessie Poll, Betty Lou; John
ship. He was formerly a member Ritter, Toby; Mrs. Harm Kuite,
Harvey; and Claude Boers,
of the township board. The husband, one daughter, Mrs. James W. Mr. Phelps.

Imperialism was blamed by the
speaker as the cause of the present crisis. Japan is merely followNeckers of Carbondaie,Illinois;
ing the actions of the other naServices at the Central Ave.
two sons, Clark D. of Grandville,
tions, Dr. Fisher stated. The speakajid Nicholas, Jr., a justice of peace Christian Reformed church were
er made clear his position, not as in Holland; one sister, Miss Mary conducted Sunday by the Rev. S.
pacifist, but as a non-militarist. Kardux of the north side; and two Miersma, pastor of East Saugatuck
He urged that the United States brothers,William Kardux and ChristianReformed church.
renounce militarism and imperial- Leonard Kardux, both of Holland,
ism, and that, instead,she "culti- survive.
vate the soul of idealism that is
Funeral services were held Tues- CHRISTMAS CAROLS DEC. 24
truly American, and actual Chris- day afternoon at 1 :30 o’clock from
AT 7:30 SHARP
tian practices of non-retaliation, the home and at 2:00 o’clock from
non-aggression and correction of Third Reformed church, the Rev.
The D. A. R. will again sponsor
offensesin the past."
William Van’t Hof, pastor of the Christmas carol singing on ChristReferring to the recent bombing church, and Dr. W. J. Van Ker- mas Eve at Centennial Park. They
by Japanese on American vessels, sen, officiating.Interment took have again asked us to lead the
the speaker asserted,“Any act of place in Pilgrim Home cemetery. singing,
war to protect that interest or in
mid
The bearers were nephews of • c°u,(1oyc
M a community usher
retaliation for that gunboat, would Mrs. Hoffman. They were Leonard in the Christmas season any betbe unjustifiable in its useless waste wircr.
Loyer, Aiuen.
Albert Van
Dyke, Roy
van uyKe,
Hian to come together as a
of lives, and would solve no prob- Soderberg, Joe Kardux, Anthony c?mmunityand for 10 or 12 minutes
lems.”
Wierda,_aH of Holland, and Alva 8»)8. these wonderful carols? If
About a hundred members at- Loyer of Belding. Floral tributes this is to be a communityaffair,let
tended the meeting, which was held were many and beautiful,
us as a community turn out Those
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
o
who turn out get the biggest beneOlive. Several piano solos were of
NEW FACTORY NOW IN
fit. As a community we nave ample
fered during the course of the eveOPERATION
reason for thankfulness. Let us
ning by jMiss Barbara 'Lampen,
shoJ H in this simple way.
senior in the Hope College senool
Production has begun this week
Mr. John Perkosky has promised
of music. A short business meet- at the newly-establishedDuffy-La to transpose the music for four
ing was conducted by Prof. E. Paul tex Coy on’ East Ninth St, near brass instruments,which in itself
McLean, president of the group. the Federal school. Pat O’Day and
» Nff twk- The Board of Public
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McRhea, Mr. and Dennis Donahue are in charge of Works will light the tree. The city
Mrs. C. H. McBride, and Prof, and the plant at which 10,000 pieces will see to the snow removed. The
Mrs. Bruce M. Raymond were in are turned out per day. Henry
807 •§c!lat*
see that
charge of refreshments.
Maentx, J. Frank Duffy, and Wil- provided
sheets Alisting
--- --- with
ww mwmm WIIVVM
AO billif the
LUG
liam M. Connelly visited the plant
Zeeland business men have reor- Thursday to view operations,
ganized their associationand nam
o
Moore, will go to the hospitaland
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Gfeorge »mg for half an hour. Will the
De Feyter was the scene Saturday People of Holland do their
t/omie ivarscen;secretary-treasur0* • surpriseparty for Ger- and come out? Let us m
er, E. J. Vaughn; executive com- rit Ver Burg, the occasionbe
an event worth while. In
mittee,- John Ozinga and Levi 35th
stormy weather, Mayor
Meeuwsen. The merchants are plan Mrs. Tomr HellenthaL Mr. and Mrs. will give us the use of that
ning a Christmas program indud- George De Feyter, Charles, Betty,
Yours for
jng the decorating of two Urge and Arlene De Feyter, and John,
Henry, Frank, Bertha, Henreka,
Hcllcnthal attended the tvent.

“"

to $1.49

............

l

Dr. Frederick B. Fisher, pastor

of Central Methodist church, Detroit, addressed the Century Club
Monday evening on the topic, "The
Basic Truth About China and Jap-

States.

$5.95

FANCY PILLOWS
g:

S

..........................

........................
89c

SWEATERS

....................
....10e-50c

.....$1.00

...» .......

..............................
$1.98

SHOULDERETTES

to $3.95

.................

KERCHIEFS
OVERNIGHT CASES

............

f

^

.$1 to $2.95

.......................

...................
.59c

$3.98

..............................

GRANDMOTHER

SWEETHEART
DESK CLOCKS

to $9.75

25c to 59c fi:

§' BASINETTE

AUTO ROBES
$3.75 to
CIGARETTE CASES

...........................
$1

........................................

ea 10c to 50c

..............................

*

BABY

with a creek shub, which- is lively.

undergoing treatmentsfor some That would “be something.”
The Holland City News will re- time for a knee injury, will soon be
As a hardy fish, the mud minpeat its activities of the last two back on duty. John Galien reportnow outranks practically every
years in the drive and states fur- ed $11.30 in officers’fees collected
fish in Michigan. One day, Dr.
ther it believes the undertaking during November, and Justice G. A. S. Hazzard, the director of the
will bring gratifying results. It is Kooyers $4.95 for the same period.
Institute,returnedfrom fishing.
a commendable project and we “He was a wonderful man, and He placed his minnow pail in the
feel that work of this nature is a we will miss him very much,"
basementand forgot about It for
duty we owe to the youth of Hol- stated Fire Chief Cornelius Blom, a week. When he finally reland.
Jr., at tjic meeting, recallingthe trieved the pail, he found all of
Years pass quickly by and the passing recently of Bert Vande the minnows had perished,except
youths who are to receive aid to- Water, captain of No. 2 fire staa few mud minnows which were
day will be strong and healthy men tion. A resolution of sympathy was
in the pail. These were alive beand women. who will carry on all drawn up by the board to be sent neath their protectivecoating of
activities, industrially, "civically," to members of the family, and
slime, which they secrete very
educationallyand last, but not Chief Blom was assigned the duty freely.
least, religiously— when we older of selectinga captain in the near
0,>JeetiT*Near
folk step out of the picture.
future to take the place of Mr.
Whether or not the mud minnow
Health and strength are needed Vande Water, who served in the will eventuallybecome the angler’s
in this age of high tension and capacity of captain for 32 years, preferred bait minnow remains to
close competition. When we are
be seen. If it does, the minnow
o
aiding these little ones we are
riments at Drayton Plains
experiments
Wife
of
Mr.
Nicholas
Hoffman
building for the future.
will have achieved a doublePasses
at
67
Years
The Holland City News is only
barreledobjective: minnows to
too pleased to contributeits modDeath came suddenly last Friday feed the game fish to make them
est support to a cause to which
about 6 p. m. to Mrs. Cornelia grow big and bait minnows for
there is but one answer, "Yes!"

FOR WIFE

TOWEL SETS 79c to $1.98

The mud minnow is also sluggish,
which makes it less attractive.
Perhaps the day will come when
somebody will croaa this minnow

m
;*

Koy

.

^

bi^-;™ZI^.Mrg,hnd

1

frame between SanffttockUgh
Former mayor Earnest Brook*,
A total of $18 was stolen by a pen, 61, who died Friday afternoon
ud buq-t «f the Sundv Hope College was decidedly o«tschool and Holland Christian. He state senator from Holland, was robber or robbers Wednesday night at her home, 875 West 16th St. Eut 16th fit Mn. Edith
was in charge of the program. An School offktn and teachers of classed by Michigan State in its
was accompanied^.home Saturday the toastmaster at a Democratic of Thursday morning fn
from the Two sons, Henry J. and John, both
by his father, S. N. Millar, Sr., .. banquet held in Traverse City. Gov.
address was given by Mlsa Berna- Sixth Reformed church, held last gnme last Wednesdaynight at
ColonialSweet Shop, 8 East
of Holland,survive.
Douglas, and will remain for a Frank Murphy arid other prominent street.
dine VinkemuMer, missionary to Friday evening in the church parDemonstration hall at East Uavisit there.
a at Duke, N. M.
state officials attended. The rally
lors. The meeting was presided sing. The locals wew defeated U*
Tomorrow evening the Ladies’
was the fourth in the series of disMr. and Mrs. Don Zwemer left
Auxiliary of Eagles will hold a of devotions."Angela of
over by William Jekel, superlntend-27, in "revenge” for a 24-20 defimt
trict meetings which is being held
party at 6:80 o'clock. Each mem- vocal solo, was rendered
mi. Special music waa in charge by the local five last year,
over the state.
ber is asked to bring a 25-cent gift H. Young, and a Christmasread- at John Swiewnga, Gerald Bax,
• • •
startedoff by scoring, and had a
• • •
ing was presented by Mrs. Nina
Mrs. Nellie Pyle, of Zeeland, age Harold McLean. Mr. Zwemer's
4-0
lead when Coach Van Alstyne’a
Among
those
who
graduated
77, fell on the icy pavement brother, Louis, will be visitedat
boys found the hoop. George FalWednesday and fractured her St. Louis, Mo., on the Zwemers’ Wednesday from Western State
Teachers’ College at Kalamazoo,
/aide gave a choral Essenburgwew in .
of ban- kowski was high for State with 19
wrist. Mrs. Pyle was in Holland, return trip to Holland.
t«. Ed — ...
.
with the degree of Bachelor of wading *The ChriaT of ’ the Anpoints, and Don Thomas secured s
where
relatives,
------ — she
-- had
--- visited
mmm
fand—
• a a
and Burt Korter- total of 11 points for Hope. Marcus
Misa Johanna
Johanns D. Bolte,
Doflwr and Mrs.
on the way to the bus stationshe
After he had seen a picture of Arts, was Mias
Ellen Ruisard wew in charge of
..
- — je of the program. again saw play in the game for the
fell near Eleventh St. and Central the Dutch bulb display of H. L this city.
Burt Kortanng was named super- first time since he was injured durwfwshmenta.
Ave. Mrs. Pyle has been a resi- Maes of Houston, Texas, in a trade
intendent; Neal De Waard, assis- ing the football season. State’s
dent of Zeeland practically all her magazine, William M. Connelly, A regular meeting of the Wome e e
tant superintendent;John Mokma, play featured the fast break. Hope
life and is making her home with manager of the local Chamber of an’s Christian Temperance Union
Dr. S. C. Nettinga, president of
made 11 of 17 foul attempts,while
her brother. Peter Elenbaas, on Commerce, stated that the firm’s was held Friday afternoon at the
Western Seminary, was the main
State made 5 out of 14. The half
East Main St. She was taken to name had been added to the Cham- home of Mrs. Albertua Pieters,
speaker at the annual business superintendent
ended 80-17.
the bus station by passersby and

Wthoord

,

mmm

-

-

m•

—

-

.

«... W-

The followingofficers were elected Wednesday afternoon at the

meeting of the Woman’s

Relief

Corps, in the city hall: president,
Nelia Ellison: senior vice-president,
Melva Crowle; junior vice-president, Cora Bender; chaplain,Florence Boot; treasurer,May Hiler;
conductor,Cora Nicol; guard, LorWinnie Dykstra, Thursday eve- inda Charter; state convention
ning, became the bride of Richard delegate, Blanche Shaffer; alterWiersma of Wayland in a cere- nate, Mary Streur.

mony performed by

the Rev. Thomas Yff of Grand Rapids, nephew of
John E. Schroeder,who is second
the bride, at the home of Mr. and issistant lighthousekeeper at

Mrs. John Lemmen, 56 West 17th StannardRock on Lake Superior,
street.
is in Holland, and plans to remain
here until some time in March. He
is visiting at the home of his sister
George Oudcmolen spent Thurs- and brother-in-law.Mr. and Mrs.
day with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Clint Alyea, 209 West 14th St.
Stephen Oudemolen, 181 West 9th
St. He is coast guardsman at
When John Fiipse,
Iipse, Hope College

South Haven.

j

a a

• • »
telescopeis being built which
will enable one to see 6,000,000,000,000.000,000,000 miles away. We
might use it to detect the where
abouts of that prosperity we've
heard so much about.
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.
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Perfect Gifts

From

.

.

.

Man's Store

a

Large Assortment

Men and Boys

for

Men’s

All

tral Ave. and 10th St. Lunches will at Eagle Crest Park.
• • *
be sold all day— supper from 5:00
to 7:00 p. m. Get your tickets for
Allegan county snow plow,

An

supper now!

driven by Carl Hogmire of Fennville, was demolished Saturday
Miss Alys Aldering,daughter of night when it stalled on the Pere
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Aldering, 18 Marouettetracks near New RichWest 6th St., a member of the mond and was struck by a night
Fourth Reformed Church of Hol- freight.
• • •
land, is celebrating the holiday
Funeral services were held Tuesseason by receiving her diploma
from the Moody Bible Institute, day at 2 p.m. from the Dykstra
Chicago, with a class of fifty-two Funeral home for James Manley.
irraduatesat the conclusionof the 74, who died Saturday in Grand
fall term, December 22. Friends Rapids, the Rev. John Vanderbeek

Scarfs

Neckwear
«

Beautiful
Silk Scarfs

Selections
Beautiful

48c

Selection

to

97c
$1.50
and up

and relatives are invited to attend of Sixth Reformed church officiating.
the services of the day, one at 10:30
• • •
A. M. and the other at 7:45 P. M.
The class exercises in the morning Funeral serviceswere held last
Monday for Mrs. Katherine Kuiwill be broadcast over station WM-B-I at 10:30 A. M. (C.S.T.). Rev. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
R. J. Bateman, D.D., of Tenn.. will
be the speaker of the evening.

LOGMAN

Dr. and Mrs. Walter Van Saun
returned from
The custom of lightingtrees as
Cincinnati, Ohio, where they attend- a part of the celebrationof the
ed funeral services for Mrs. John birth of Christ is of indefinite oriVan Saun, Dr. Van Saun's mother, •nn, various countries of the old
who died Sunday.
world having their own traditions

and family have

tending back many centuries.
The Swedish story is that in olden
-mes, mysterious lights shone from
‘he branches of a particulart*-ee
-Hiring the Christmas season. The
Illinois.
Vikmgs told of three messengers,
Faith, Hope and Love, who were
The young people from Holland *ent by the Lord to light a Balserved supper and gave a musical aam Fir Tree. The German stories
program in Bravo Community associate the lighting of trees
church,Allegan county, Wednesday 'vith shining stars as seen through
evening- of last week. Much credit he EvergreenTrees.
is due the Holland young people
When candles were developed it
for the good work they are doing. was only natural that they bo used
“x

After spending six weeks at the
home of her mother, Mrs. K. Potts,
West 17th St, Mrs. B. Van Zealt
has returned to her home in Cicero,

HAS NO SUPERIOR!

{Fenni'ille Herald)

• •

Ask for one of these quality brands

PIONEER GREAT LAKES
RED

ARROW

•

Funeral services for James Manley of Grand Rapids, formerly of
Holland, were held at 2 p.m. Tuesday from Dykstra Funeral home,
burial taking place in Pilgrim
Home cemetery.

—

BIG CHIEF

The Rev. and Mrs. William Kole,
166 East 14th St., observed their
55th wedding anniversary last Saturday at their home. They are 76
and 72 years old, respectively.

FOR SALE BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE

BRIGHTER DAYS AHEAD
FOR HER

-

WHEN YOUR

GIFT

IS

A

MODERN GAS RANGE
Your

gift this

year can mean brighter and more

cheerful kitchen days for her.
You'll be surprised what a changed appearance a

NEW GAS RANGE
ing

it

will lend to your kitchen, maka brighter and more pleasant place in which

to work.

Gleaming porcelain finishes, so easy to keep clean

—
—

attractivemode rn designs, so pleasing to the eye

smart trimmings, which speak of modernness — beautiful colors am! almost unlimited variety — all
of which mid to the imptoved appearance of the
kitchen and create a more cheerful atmosphere.
\ isit

our sales room soon and let us show you the

Ideal ChristmasGift for Her!

Wool

student, visited the family cottage

last Sunday, owned by the Rev.
The Monica and Eunice Aid So- M. E. Flipse of New York city, he
ciety will hold an annual sale on found the interior ransacked.DepuSaturday, December 18, at the Wo- ty Sheriff William Van Etta is inman’s LiteraryClub rooms, on Cen- vestigating.The cottage is located

IT

.

ber’s mailing list to receiveTulip
Time programsand literature,
a

received medical attention here. Today she is as well as can be expected at her home in Zeeland.

MICHIGAN MADE

—

.

’o simulate the traditional lights,
but candles and Pine Trees, with
‘heir inflammable branches, made
mi unfortunate combination.When
‘he age of electricitybrought incandescent lamps to take the place of
"andles, a great saving of life and
nroperty resulted.
It should be borne in mind, however, says ElectricalInspector H.
™man that fires and accidents
rill occur with the use of electric
’ehting. He urges all householders in Holland and vicinity to follow a few simple rules so that no
^agedies will mar the joy of
Christmasin this community.
U should be realrted. Mr. Looman continued,that Christmas tree
sets are not of such quality that

hey will last forever, in fact, some
of th-m appear to bo constructed
with the expectationthat they will
be destroyed after use during only
one season. In any case, lighting
'ots should be carefullyexamined
before they are nut on the tree. See
*hat the insulationof all wires is
'ntact and that insulationis not
milled back where the wires enter
‘he sockets, so as to expose the
'•opper conductors. If such weakoesses are discovered, the set
<hould be discarded.See also that
when the lamps are screwed into
•he sockets, no “live" metal is exnosed. When lamp bases are too
ong or sockets too short, metal is
eft ex nosed which may make confset with tinsel or metal reflectors,
bhort circuits caused in this way
Resulted
a number of fires
throughout the country last year.
Precautions regardingthe condition of insulation should be applied
with even more diligence in the
case of wires used for decorating
trees out of doors, because shock
hazard is greatly increased in the
presence of damp earth. In preparing outside decorationsfor the
first time, it is well to have a competent electrician prepare the lighting set. Indoor sets are not suitable
for use out of doors.
If children are to be given electrical toys at Christmasfor connection directly to the house circuit, parents should expect to make
careful inspection of their condition so long as they are in use.
Electricaltoys require more care

Men’s

Gloves
Lined

Socks

or

Uoiined

Silk Rayon
Wool

Fine Cape Leather

25c

97c
to
to

$1.00

$3.50

Pair

Sweaters

Shirts

Men’s or Boy’s
By Arrow,
Fu/i Talon

Whitney
$1.50

to

Styles

$3.50

Sport Backs
Special Lot

,

$1.95

at

to

97c
$6.50

m

than

is

common with most

Belt

Handkerchiefs

Sets

Buckle
Initials

|

Sets of

3 *

Sets oi

3

jets of

4

§0€

- $1.00
SI.

OO

toys.

Particularattentionshould be paid
to the quality and conditionof attachment cords, especially if these
are of the sub-sUndardvariety. If
cords become worn, they should be
replaced or removed before there
ia possibility of "live” conductors
becoming exposed. These wires are
particularly subjectto wear at the
jioint whew they enter the toy.
!„« cords on toys, as on all appliances which comply with the safety specifications
of Underwritew’
Laboratories, carry bracelet-like
labels wrapped around the cord, indicatingsuch compliance.
Two or three fires were reported
last year as being caused by sparks
from electric trains falling into
cotton piled around the base of
Christmas trees. Electric trains employ transformers to reduce house
and have an excellent recf course,it if
onl
not inte
tracks be imbedded in fluffy cotton. When decorativecotton is
is used it should be
of a material especiallyprepared
for the purpose, which is non-in*

$1.00

Tie Sets

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
TRINITY RELIEF HOLDS

Lake town— James Boyce, •ince five yean ago. The widow:
Richard Nvland, Alfred Scholten, two brothers, Abel of Zeeland, ami
H. Meyer
Herman of Kaiamaaoo: a Meter,
^ohSnamoiey,
ocnotten. iAe — Jean
Mr*. Will Johnson of &refschap;
Reed Martin, Robert B.
_
B. Crandall,
three daughters,Mrs. Elmer
Ihner 8
SchipLESSON
Robert D. Osman, Clarence A. per, 268 west 15th at, Mrs. Jamie
• • •
evening.All oflcert wereinflected Thomas. Leighton — Arthur C.
Hopp, 322 West 13th ft, and Mks
December
10,
1987.
for the eenyip^ftMr. Thtee inelud- Thede, Delos A. Schad, Nick HenMabel Mannes; and two sons, John
• •
driksma, David Thaler, Hasen and Gerald Mannes of East Sau
The Birth of Jesus— Luke 2:8Hooker. Manlius-J.Henry Wede- gatuck, survive. Funeral services
A. A. Nienhuia, eecretery,and G. ven, Ernest F. Wenrel, George were held Tuesday at 12:45 from 20.
D. Albere, treasurer. In addition to Joostberns,
• • •
Louis __
Kluck, John J. the home and at 1:80 o’clock from
________ __
the above, E. Barkel, J. Jipping,
Henry Geerlings
mas M
the East Saugatuck church. Rev.
and H. Houting are members of the
8. Miersma, the pastor,officiating.
executivecommittee. The organisa- Allan Foster,Jerry Lera. Overisel
Interment took place in East Saution now has 251 members, a total —Bert Tellman, Hen nr H. Lampen,
The charm and beauty and simgatuck cemetery.
of $16,323.50 having been paid out Dennis G. Top, John Henry Albers,
e* '
plicity of Luke’s Christmasstory
in claims since the society was or- Julius Woltere. Salem— Jacob HUZEELAND
never lose their appeal.This bit of
ganised.
denbrand, Henry Sleeker, Edward
see
honest and natural telling of a
The program was opened with R. Fein, Herman Lampen, Gerrit
Although handicappedby sick- sweet story goes streighthome to
prayer by the Rev. A. C. Roos. A Ver Beek.
ness
____ _ _______
iss ___
and injuries,
Holland high
duet was offered by Maurice and
our hearts. There is no effort to
school’s
quintet
scored a 86-20 vichool's
Elmer Schepers,a reading was preHoward Meles of Fennville has
sented by Esther Bultman, and sev- accepted a position with the Bell tory over Zeeland high school at convince the reader by varnishing
the Holland Armoryf Frida
the unlikely. There is no attempt
were yiven by the Telephone company in Paw Paw.
Holland led all the way. tL**^
• a •
Welghmink instrumental trio. Gerinject the sensational. There is
trude Meengs, Araolda Derksen, Gordon Geisert has returnedfrom was 19-5 at the half. Schrotenboer no pompous parading of words,
Zeeland
center,
was high point There are no thrills furnished
H«* ter Ende, BeatriceKooyers, his season of sailing on the Great
fumi
by
20 rhetorical high jumps. It is so calm
and Clanne Elenbaas presented a Lakes and is at his home in Pearl man, scoring 16 of his team's „„
dialogue.A brief address was de- for the winter. He will spend the points, while Cunningham led the and quiet and direct
lirectthat, readii
livered by the Rev. H. D. Terkeurst. Christmasholidays at home far Hollanders with 11 points. Van
again,
. we
... feel that f
the gospel
Dort, ace center for Holland, writer has with dignity open
A memorial shprice was held for from rough "Big Lake."
led a
who
scored
20
points
against
the following meml
™bers of the sodoor upon a lovely and restful
Grand
Rapids
Ottawa
last
week,
ciety who died during the past
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. was injuredin the third period but scene in a woilff of strident voices
year: Frank Van Ark, Jan. 7; M
Alva Hoover at Ganges last Sun- later re-enteredthe game. Griffin and burning hates and destructive
A. Van Ry',
day were Mr. and Mrs. John West- and Tappan, regular ~gu*rds, were cruelties and fading hopes. And
Oct 0; P. Siersma,Nov. 8; and Bert
yet this story brings heaven and
veld, Mr. and Mrs. John Bast of
Vande Water, Dec. 6. Heap's mem- Fennville, and Mr. and Mrs. George absent from the winner’s lineup earth together when they seemed
because of illness.
orial letter was read for Mr. Van
so far apart How it does stimulate
Glupker and daughter of Holland.
. « • •
Ry.
the reverent imagination!Was
Albert Gritter moved his family
-0
Mr. E. L. Springer of Fennville, from the John Bouws residenceon there ever such a night upon the
HOLLAND OFFICER IS
earth when humble men so saw and
who sailed recentlyto Miami, Fla.,
Central Avenue, Zeeland, to
so heard as these shepherds? Was
ENCOURAGING “CRIME" on his boat, “Caror’-retumed home west
646 Crofton Avenue, Grand Rapids,
there ever before or since such a

wak.

ANOTHER BANQUET

“
......

SUNDAY SCHOOL

At?
„

—End

of

Season—

COAT SALE

_

TV

....

Why

not buy her a coat

1

___

__

’

for

Christmas— and buy at the Janu-

ary

price?

If

you need a

coat,

buy

it

now before the holidays at January
prices

and have the wear of it

NOW.

___

’’

Below you

will find

few coats

ed and the pric* they
selling

CLOTH

list-

an

at nowi

COATS—

$17.85 Coats now ..........................
914*81
singing sky? Was there ever be21.50 Costs now ..........................
||J|
fore or since such significancein
41
Mrs. Nelson Warren and Mrs.
Mrs. Alice *Kossen of Holland, an event about which the sky made
27-50 Costs now ..........................11.81
Ralph Eggers of Fennville were formerly of Zeeland, was a visitor
'#
elected to membership of the Bet- at the home of her children,Mr. music? Was there ever such a glad
3150 Coats now ..........................
hel chapter, OES, at the regular and Mrs. A. Riemersma, on North snd heartening message for the
3500 Costs now ..........................26.85
earth that was so sorely in need of
meeting Tuesday evening.
Centennial St., Zeeland.
comfort and hope ? It had been de38-50 Costs now ..........................
28.35
layed for a long, long time, but
Mr. and Mrs. William Van HarMrs. Evert J. Pruim of Muske47 50 Costs now ..........................
88.88
tesveldt,Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. gon has been a visitor at the home flnnlly it came — in the fulness of
Walter Wightman of Fennivlle of her sister, Mrs. J. H. De Free, time.
5150 Coats now ..........................38.35
itn Haven to attend the
were in South
Well, the story is all about a
on Central Ave., for a week
69-50 Coats now ..........................83.85
baby, and every lover of mankind
• • •
box. The safe was purchased from silver wedding anniversary of Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
N.
Reid.
Mrs.
Reid,
knows
that
a
baby
is
a
very
interthe estate of the late Albert LaHuis
Visitors at the home of Mr. and
of Zeeland. The combination has Mrs. Van Hartesveldt and Mrs. Mrs. S. D. Boonstra the past week esting somebody. Nobody with inWightman
are
sisters.
been lost.
;
were R. Beukema and daughters telligentand understanding eyes
• a a
i look at % *
‘
baj>y
and not see a
and Mrs. Keech of Jenison, Mrs.
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
The Manlius Townshiptreasurer, Owen Renner of Eaton Rapids and whole world of flowing possibiliH. G. Becksvort,will be in the fol- Mrs. Nellie Lokker, Mr. and Mrs. ties. But this baby of Bethlehem
ara
to
lowing places: Fennville—at War- Eld Streur of Holland and Mr. and was the most wonderful and potential baby that ever came into the
ren Bros, store, Dec. 27, 30, 1937; Mrs. F. Huizengaof Zeeland.
vvl View vvvvvvv
,
• • •
Jan 6, 1938. Blast Saugatuck— in
ovtry
*
A new era for the world began to
The Rubenstein Music club of Lubbers & Co. store, Dec. 23, Jan. 4.
Mrs. D. C. Van Loo of Holland
Fennville is holding its meeting New Richmond — at Beerbowers spent a few days with her sister, be with the birth of Jesus at Bethsalo prices on Fur Cootsi
this Thursday at the home of Mrs. store Dec. 28. At home every Fri- Mrs. John Vereeke, at her home oh lehem. No event in the history of
the
world
has
brought
such
beneL. H. Bourne, with Mrs. William day.
W. Cherry St., Zeeland.
ficent results, has worked such
Broadwell as chairman of the pro• a a
*69.50 Put Coiu now ......................
gram.
-i changes, has inspi
The Harper family of New RichMrs. James Vereeke entertained with such hopes, has given them
79-50 Fur Costs now ........ .............. 88.00
mond have moved into the John R. the followingladies at her home on
such reason to expect a better day
8150 Fur Costs now ......................88.78
Richard Pohly is spendingan Hayes house north of the village of W. Cherry St, last Friday after- and has so opened a pathway of
indefinite time with his parents, Fennville.
noon. The invited guests Included ahining light to the very heart of
9150 Fur Cjats now ......................6180
the Rev. and Mrs. Pohly of FennMrs. C. D. Van Loo, Mrs. Wilson God.
97-50 Fur Coats now ......................68.00
Several Ganges people heve been Van Loo, and Mrs. Helen Van Loo,
ville. He expects to be called soon
There have been men in the
doing
early
Christmas
shopping
in
to either Texas or Trinidad,Spain,
all of Holland, and Mrs. John Ver107.50
Fur Costs now ......................88
world to whom we refer respecting
*
being employed by the American Holland.
eeke and Mrs. John Korstanje of certain things. We say they have
185.00
Fur Coats now ......................
11888
Seismograph Co. in geophysicalreZeeland.
Delicious
refreshments
• • •
set standards and held up ideals
search work for oil deposits in the
Herman Bernes, age 36, Overisel, were served by the hostess.
and have shown us how to do
These are all coats made by the famous Newton
strata of the earth.
paid a fine of $5 and costs of $9.05
things. We turn to Shakespeare
after
pleading
guilty
to Justice Fer• • *
The annual children's Christmas and say that he has put the world
Annis Fur Coats and are one of the finest pelts
:
The Rural Letter Carriers asso- ris to assaultand battery charges. party will be piven by the Karsten under a debt of gratitude to him
• • •
to
be found for the money.
AmericanLegion auxiliaryon Dec. because he knew how to write poetciation of Allegan county will hold
William Steanberg,
----41,
— , —
is beinj
.jimj 23. The party will be held in the
its Christmas party at Allegan
ry and drama and tragedy. We
held at the Allegan County jail City auditorium from 3 to 5. The
Saturday night.' Gifts will be exspeak of Beethoven and Handel and
pending his trial before Judge Fred party will be in charge of Mrs.
ind the childrenwill furchanged and
Schubert and others who have opT. Miles in circuit court. Steanberg
Dick Van Bree and Miss Martha ened to us new worlds of harmony.
bish the program, it was announced
waived
examination after he was Karsten.
by William Hartesveldt, Jr., of
We think of Darwin and Lodge and
accused of having a pistol in his
Fennville,president of the assoSpencer and Huxley and Thompson
car.
The case of Gerrit Gebben and and others who have opened our
ciation.
Henry Pas was taken under advise- minds to the laws of nature and
The Ladies Aid societyof Fenn- ment Thursday, following a hearto the mysteries of the material
Leonard Swanty, chairman of the ville held a very successfulturkey
ing before Judge Sanford at Grand world. And so in every realm that
30 East 8th St.
Holland.
county agricultural conservation supper and bazar. A handsomequilt Haven. Pas started a counter suit
challenges penetrating minds to
committee, was electedto serve in presented to the society by Mrs. for $110 after a judgment of $100
entsr, a few souls have gone in
that positionfor another year at Lionel Becher was awarded to Mrs. had been made against him in
farther than any others, and we
a meeting of township committee- Albert J. Koning, Jr. About $100 case involving work done in 1930
thbm and are eager to
men in the Griswold Memorial was cleared from the supper,bazar by Gebben for Pas. Judge Sanford reverence
know what they have to say and
Officers electedat a meeting of
building, Allegan City. The meeting and quilt.
of Muskegon is on the Ottawa cir- to see what they have done. But
Erutha Rebekah lodge Friday
was for the purpose of organising
• • *
cuit bench at the request of Judge the babe of Bethlehem became the
night include Josephine Bender,
the association _ for the coming The Ladies Missionarysociety Fred T. Miles.
outsanding thinkerof all. It is true noble grand; Glad vs Burrows, vice
year, and explaining the features of First Reformed church of Ham• • •
that he was no astronomer no mu- grand; Blanche Shaffer, recording
of the agricultural conservationpro- ilton met with Mrs. J. Kronemeyer
The annual Christmas
_________ jaeeting
meetini sician, no poet, no political econ- secretary;Nellie Haight, financial
gram to the committeemen.Mem- presiding. An interestingprogram,
omist in the accepted use of these secretary;Leona Norlin, treasurer,
bers of the county committee were “Christmas Around the World," of the Second Reformed Church
professions, and yet He is often th< and Jennie Keller and Blanche
also elected to succeed- themselves was presented by Mrs. Kronemey- Ladies’Aid society of Zeeland was
at the same meeting. They are er, Mrs. H. Bowers, Mrs. G. Klein- held in the parlors of the church inspirationof them all. He left Burrows, staff captains.
R. J. Brower of Pullman,vice- heksel and Mrs. Strabbing de- recentlywith an attendance of at astronomy and music and poetry
and science and politics to lesser
chairman; Harry Cogdall of South picting celebration of Christmas least fifty women. Mrs. J. VeneExpires Jan. 1—16372
minds. He had greater business to
Haven, third member; Percy Wood- in the various mission stations of klasen, Jr., was in charge of the
claim
His
thought
and
time.
So
we
STATE
OF MICHIGAN
hams of Allegan, first alternate. the Reformed church in foreign business session after which a
------- person to
^ learn The Probate Court for the CounEdmund J. Meles of Fennvillewas and domesticfields. Interspersed Christmasprogram,in charge of turn this wonder
about God, and Jestls reveals Him ty of Ottawa.
selected as second alternate, a po- throughout the program were three Mrs. B. Verteklasen, was presented.
who inhabits eternity as capable of
At a sessionof said Court, held
sition which was not filled last year. musical selections, two vocal solos The devotionalservice included the
dwelling in the hea^ of man and at the Probate Office in the City of
Mrs. Vivian Rockwell was contin- by Mrs. H. Van’tKerkhoff, and a singing of Christmascarols,the
(;
8
making His life beautiful. We turn Grand Haven in the said County,
ued in office as secretaryand treas- vocal duet by Mrs. Van’tKerkhoff Bible passages of the erst Christto
Jesus
to
learn
the
way
of
the
on
the
7th
day
of
December,
A.
D.,
urer of the association.Members and Mrs. H. Lampen accompanied mas and Christmas thoughts by
Books for Every
of the township committeeswho by Mrs. Strabbing. This was the Henry Van Dyke. Mrs. K. Folkerts-good and useful and rich and en- 1937.
nvi
Present,Hon. Cora Vande Water,
were elected
------- —
in this vicinity
. .clnity were
wens 1 ftn
annual business
________ meeting
________ ___
and elec___ ma read a Christmasstory and riching life. Who among the sons
Member of the
or a oxo*
of men has so shown them how to Judge of Probate.
the following: Saugatuck — Edmund tion of officers was held resulting Ronald Van Hoven sang two seleca
ma*ow
a
In the Matter of the Estate of
Family
J. Meles, L. Z. Arndt, Albert
in the choice of Mrs. H. Van’£ tions. The rooms were decorated live . We tum to this Jesus and
!
Jennie Griaes, Deceased.
Koning, Joseph Skinner, Edward Kerkhoff president, Mrs. John wit^ red and green, poinsettas. boldly ask him: What about death
the future? And in language
Raymond L. Smith, having filed
Wark. Trowbridge — Percy H. Kronemeyer,vice president,Mrs. evergreens and holly wreaths and andbeautiful
in in
------- that it makes music
III MO IV III
- said Court his final administraWoodhams, Reuben S. Lindquist, H. J. Lampen, secretary and Mrs. strings of colored lights in winRobert G. Thompson, Herman H. Kuite, treasurer. The social dows and above doorways. A table our hearts, He tells us that death tion account,and his petition prayWoodhams, Theodore D. Hicks. hostess of the meeting was Mrs. in the center of the room with a is but a sleep and we are destined ing for the allowance thereof and
Ganges— H. Mack Atwater, Thomas Henry Kempker.
small Christmas tree on it was for the many mansions in our Fa- for the assignment and distribution
ther's house? There one has the of the residueof said estate.
L. Gooding, Gordon O. Batey, Eum m w
laden with beautiful boxes and
gene Moses, Max C. Radseck. GunHenry Mannes, 65, died sudden- wrappings. Eiach member received greatestthemes that can challenge It is Ordered, That the 11th day
plains— George Moran, Floyd An- ly last Saturday about 7:30 a.m. a gift after which refreshments the questioning heart of man— of January, A. D., 1938, at ten o’son, CUffard O. Gainder. Fritz Ja- at his farm home in East Sauga- were served by hostesses, Mrs. E. God, the art of fine living, death clock in the forenoon, at said Proger, Bernard Sutherland. Heath— tuck. Although bom- in the Nether Den Herder and Mrs. G. Rooks. and immortality.Jesus is authori- bate Office, be and is hereby apGeorge H. Oetman, George E. lands, Mr. Mannes had resided in Mrs. Richard J. Vanden Berg pre- ty on these subjects, and we have pointed for examining and allowBolks, Raymond Ridlen, Stanley East Saugatuck since his marriage sented Mrs. J. Veneklasen,Jr « sure way about them and all else ing said account and hearing said
must take aecond place in our petition;
30 West 8th
Holland, Michigan
Japink, Ben Eding. Hopkins—Ward 37 years ago. He had served as an
It is Further Ordered. That pub5th.
»
W. Thomas, Lyle D. Hare, LaVem elder at East SaugatuckChristian of
excellent
services rendered as
It
is
hoped
that
we
will
be
imlic notice thereof be given by pubirch fo:
for many years, president for several years. AnPegg, Chester Bostwick, John No- Reformed church
largest showing of Christmas Cards and Gift Dressings in
pressed anew with the genuine lication of a copy of this order for
noucementwas made that the fol- ChrUtmas spirit the mind that
three successiveweeks previous to
lowing officers will begin their was in God when He sent Jesus
said day of hearing,in the Holland
Michigan
duties at the next meeting: Mrs. $o Beth
.. , ithlehem.Many people think City News, a newspaper printed
Willard Claver, president;Mrs. 0. they have Ahe Christmas-spirit
and circulated in said countv.
Pino, vice-president;
Mrs. William whan
’T"" they
w—
do notv V-even
*
know the
CORA VANDE WATER,
Ossewaarde, second vice-president: real story of Christmas; yet it is
Judge of Probate.
Mrs. J. Bouwens, secretary; and a most remarkable thing
g how tthe A true copy:
Mrs. George Meengs, treasurer. influenceof this story has per
Electionof officers took place at Roos as chairman will be held on ceiver, Mame Beck; chancellor,
Harriet Swart.
the meeting of the Royal Neigh- Dec. 30. Officers chosen follow: Martha De Witt; marshall,Minnie
trat*<| human society. Many the:
Register of Probate.
bors societyin its hall on Eighth oracle, Stella Dore; past oracle, Serier; inner sentinel, Agnes BruinHerman Gruppen has moved his fore are paying at least once Expires Jan. 1—17024
St. A Christmas party, with Ainne Nellie Kleis; vice oracle, Blanch sma; outer sentinel, Agnes Guilfamily from the Zuverink residence year, an unconscious tribute to JeShafer; recorder, Leona Norlin;re- ford; manager, Mildred
d Thorpe.
on east Washington St, Zeeland, sua and His life.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
into a residencebelonging to Peter
Expires Jan. 1—16824
The Probate Court for the CounSchaap at New Groningen.
Expires Jan. 1—16745
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Expires Jan. 1—17015
ty of Ottawa.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
STATE OF MICHIGAN
At a sessionof said Court, held The Probate Court for the County of Ottawa.
S?AP™ OF MICHIGAN
1-14S“
The Probate Court for the CounThe Probate Court for the Counat the Probate Office in the City
At a sessionof said Court, held ty of Ottawa.
ty of Ottawa.
Expire _____ _ _____
The Probate Court for the Coun- of Grand Haven in the said County of Qttai
T ----at the Probate Office In the City of
STATE OF MICHIGAN
At a session of said Court, held At a sessionof said Court, held
ty, on the 6th day of Dec., A. D.,
Grand Haven in said County, at the Probate Office in the City at the Probate Office in the City of
The Probate Court for the Coun
At a session of Said Court, held 1937.
on the 8th day of December, A.D., of Grand Haven in the said Coun- Grand Haven in the aaid County,
ty of Ottawa.
at the Probate Office in the City of
Present, Hon. CORA
1937.
At a session of said Court, held Grand Haven in said County, on
ty, on the 6th day of December, on the 8th day of December, A. D.,
WATER, Judge of Probate.
1087.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- A. D. 1987.
at the Probate Office in the City of 2* WHl **7 of December, A. D.,
In the Matter of the Estate of ter, Judge of Probate.
Present,Hon. Cora Vande Water,
Grand Haven in said County, on the 1937.
Present.Hon. Cora Vande Water,
8th day of December, A. D., >937,
Judge of Probate.
Prreent, Hon. Cora Vande WaIn the Matter of the Estate of Judge of Probate.
i
Helen Havenga,Deceased.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- ter, Judge of Probate.
In the MaUer of the Estate of
In the Matter of the Estate of
Benjamin J. Meraman, Deceased.
It appearing to the court that
George A. Laughlin,Deeeaaed.
ter, Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
eter Siersma,
Deceased.
*
It appearing to the court that
the time for presentationof claims
In the Matter of the Estate of
Melvin C. Fuller, Deceased.
It appearing to the court that
It appearing to the court that
against said estate should be lim- the time for presentationof claims
Grletje Mokma, Deeeaaed.
Isaac Kouw. having filed in said
the time for presentationof claims the time for presentationof claims
ited, and that a time and place be against said estate should bs limIsaac Kouw, having filed in said Court his petition, praying for licagainst said estate should be lim- against said estate should be limappointed to receive, examine and ited, and that a time and place be
court his third, fourth, and fifth an- ense to sell the interest of said
ited. and that a time and place be ited, snd that a time and place be
adjust all claims and demands a- appointed to receive, examine and
nual accounts as Executor of said
appointed to receive, examine and appointed to recehre,-examine and
Select the Bluebird
adjust
all
claims
and
demands
against
said
deceased
by
and
before
wUt* therein
estate, and his petition praying for ds*aibed,Cert*in
adjust all claims aad demands adjust all claims and demands
gainst
said
deeeaaed
by
and
before
said
court:
Chest you desire
the allowance thereof, and also -for
It is Ordered, That the 18th day
against said deceased by and be- againstsaid deceased by and before
It is Ordered, That creditorsof said court:
authority to distribute part of the of January, A. D., 1988, at ten orfore said court:
said court:
today. A small de$12.95
It ia Ordered, That creditorsof
assets among the legateesand de- clock in the forenoon,at laid ProIt is Ordered. That creditorsof
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
buy* this
posit will hold h
visees of said deceased.
bate Office, be and Is hereby apAroma-Consent their claims to said court at said deceased are required to pre- said deceased are required to presaid
Probate
(Mice
on
or
before
It is Ordered,
_______
rdered, That
That the
11th day
iy pointed for hearing said petition,
sent their claims to said court at sent their claims to said court at
trolled Blue- until you sre ready to mske someone happy.
the 18th day of April, A. D., 1988, said Probate Office on or before the
of Januanr, A. D., 1988, at ten o'that all persona interestedin
bird Ccda.r Large enough and deep enough to protea
18th day of April, A, D^ 1988. said Probate Office on or before the
at
ten
o’clock
in
the
forenoon,
said
clock in the forenoon,at raid Pro- said Estate appear before said
18th day of April, A. D., 1988, the 18th day of April, A. D* 1988.
Chest— treasat ten olclock in the forenoon, said
bate Office, be and is hereby ap- Court, at said time and place, to time and place being hereby apat ten o’clock in the forenoon,said at ten o'clock fa the ferenoon,said
ured for a 1 if c- •11 fine bedding snd woolens from the
time
and
place
being
hereby
aptted for examiningand allow- show cause why a license to sell the pointed for the examinationand
time and place being hereby ap- time and place being hereby aptimi. A free ravages of moths. Choice cabinet woods,
pointed for the examination and adsaid accounts,and hearing said itereit of said estate in said real adjustment of all claims and depointedfor the examination and ad- pointed for the examinationand
Moth Insurjustment of all claims and demands
mands
against
said
deceased.
veneered
over
solid
cedar
give
you
beauty
itata should not be grtated;
ance Policy
justment of all claims and demands adjustment of all claims and deIt
is Further Ordered, That pub- against said deceased.
Ordered, That pub- •It js Further Ordered, That pubagainst said deceased.
mands against said deceased.
and protection. Come in while the selecIk
notice
thereof
be
given
by
pub^
i* Further Ordered, That publie
notice
thereof
moth worry.
......
.....
jf be riven by pub- lic notice thereofbe liven by publiIt is Further Ordered. That pubft is Further Ordered, That pubtion is
•
lication
of
a
copy
of
this
order
for
|jc notice thereof be given by publication of a copy of this order, for cation of a copy of this order, for
lic notice thereof be given by pub- lie notice thereof
*
pub- J.
three successiveweeks previous to I'.6*™1* of a copy of this order, for
three successiveweeks
three successiveweeks previous
lication of a copy of this order for lication of a copy
three successiveweeks previous to
said day of bearing,in the
__ _Holland
____
successiveweeks previous to three successive
“W day of hearing, in the Hol- three
City News, a newspaper printedand
said day of hearing, in the Hol- said
land
City
News,
a
newspaper
printcirculated in said eountyi
land City News, a newspaper print«dj»jjd circulated in said County.
As OM BsBaUs Fmitvs Stew
CORA VANDE WAT.
WATER,
CORA VANdVwATER,
ed and circulated in said county.
CORA VANDE WATER,
CORA
VANDE
WATER,
Judge of Probate.
Judge of Probate.
CORA VANDE WATER, .
Judge of Probate.
CORA V
Judge
of Probat*.
A true copy.
Judge of Probate.
Judge
A true copy:
A
true
copy:
Harriet
J
Harriet Swart,
of Probate.
Harriet Swart.
Register of* Probated
Register of Probsts.
Rsfister of Probate.
this week.

during the past week.

Police Chief Frank Van Ry was
still looking for a safe cracker
Thursday night — the chief wants a
little job pulled. He wants a safe
opened with as little damage as
possible, because it is to be used for
police records. Thus far it has held
out against all amateur cracksmen
and Mr. Van Ry is now offering legal immunity and a flve-dollar bill
to anv expert who can break the
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
vAt tha annual moating of the
Mrs. Ben
congregation of BeaverdamReformed church laat week, Fred BerVMj*
eus and P. D. Huyaer were elected
elders, and Harry Huyser and HenIt wm reported Tueedajr by Dep- ry Van Farowe, deacons.The terms
uty PostmasterJohn Grevenfoedof office of Ed Velman and Fkank
that farmers and residentson rur- De Boer expired.
e a •
al routes are not, as a whole, keep• • i
The Miaaea Gertrude and _
inf the approachesto mailboxes Funeral services for Gerrit Look.
rnSrt?
open. Their cooperationin doing erse, 78. who died Monday at the Vanden Elat entertainedthe
league for Service of Fourth
irth ...
Reao is solicited.
home of his daughter, Mrs. Jacob formed church at their home FriA. Lemsen, one mile east of ZeeThe Rev. H. Bel, pastor of La land, were held yesterday, at the day evening. The Miaeea Anne
Grave Avenue Christian Reformed Lemsen home, the Rev. William Harnngsma, Elsie Koeman, Theresa Banmann, Wilma Nyboer, and
church of Grand Rapids, has been
Kok, pastor of the First Christian Gertrude Vanden Elat won prises
extended a call by the Central AveReformed church, officiating. His
nue Christian Reformed church of wife, the former Jane Nyma; a in games played. Supper was
served to the fifteen guests by Mrs.
this city.
son, Matthew J. of Zeeland; a Joe Vanden Elat and the two hoat• • •
daughter, Mrs. Lemsen; a sister,
Electionof offktn resulted
PatrolmanClarence Van Toll of Mrs. Henry Derks of Zeeland; and
Grand Haven police, petrolingthe two brothers, Nicholas of Hamil- u follows:President, Miss Frances
back alley back of the downtown ton, Mont, and Peter of Zeeland, Koeman; secretary, Miss Elsie
Koeman; treasurer, Miss Wilma
Kroger store, is believed to have survive.
.Nyboer; assistant secretary-treasfrightened away thieves attempt• • e
urer, Misa.t Ruth Nyboer; and
ing to enter the store. Mr. Van
The following were elected offi- patroness,Mrs. John Kobes.
1 Tol found the door to the rear
cers for the coming year of the Lat * *
loading platform open but a lockdies Aid society of Beaverdam Reed door to the store was unopened
Frank Atwood Almy, director of
formed church,at a meeting Thursthe Hackley Art galleryat Muskealthough it appeared to have been
day afternoon:president Mrs. John
tampered with. The supposed burggon, presented a talk, “The MaPosma; vice president Mrs. Cyrene
donna in Art,1* for the Christmas
lar did not succeed in entering the
Huyser; secretary,Mrs. Martin De
store proper.
Boer; and treasurer,Mrs. Bekius. meeting of the Woman’e Literary
* • •
club Tuesday afternoon. Slides ilMrs. Harry Bowman, Mrs. Martin
lustratedthe address. A group of
Martin Tubergan,62, of Grand Tubergan. Mrs. C. De Jonge, and
tenor solos by Paul Net&n^a of
Rapids, died of a heart attack at Mrs. R. Bold were chosen to the
Chicago was a feature of the prohis home, Shamrock St, about 7 sewing committee. Mrs. Lawrence
gram. Hostesses were Mrs. J; G.
De
Vries
was
hostess.
p. m., Monday. The widow; two
Huizenga and Mrs. C. A. French.
daughters; three grandchildren;
Tea chairmen were Mrs. Elton Gohis mothrr. Mrs. William TuberThe birthdayanniversaries of golin and Mrs. Chester Van Tongan of Holland; six brothers; and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kolean were cel- geren, who were assisted by the
three sisters, including Mrs. Charebrated by a party at the Kolean Mesdames Jacob Fris, R.
les Bennett,Mrs. Robert Eyles, and
home Monday. The following, all Schlecht, Oscar Thompson, J. J.
Louis and Clarence Tubergan of children and grandchildren, were Marcus, C. W. Wilkins, John W.
Holland, survive.
present:Mr. and Mrs. Cbrnie Wes- Van Putten, Orlie Biahop, H. J. De
• • •
tenbroek and daughter,Jo-Ann, Vries, Martha Robbina, John DettMiss Jewell Huntley, daughter of Mr. nod Mrs. Adrian Kolean and mers, R. J, Kuiper, Gerald Kramer,
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Huntley, 70 W. son, Billy, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Ko- Peter Notier, and Buel H. Harris
14th St, became the bride of Neal lean and son, Stuart Lynn. Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Klaasen and Mrs. LuMills of Los Angeles, Calif., Sun- Mrs. I>eroy Peterson and daugh- cien Raven were in charge of
day at Michigan City, Ind. Mr. and ters, Sharon Jovce and Janice Ber- Christmas decorations.
Mrs. Mills went on a wedding trip nice, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Over• • •
to Mexico City, whence they will wav and sons, Roger Allen and
ay party was presented
go to Loa Angeles, where they will Bobby Dale, Mr. and Mrs. George A birthda
in honor o
n ____
Mrs. __D. Steketee of
live. Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Van Kolean and daughter, Mary Lou,
Raalte and Mr. and Mrs. Huntley Mr. and Mrs. .Toe Kolean, Jr., John this city last Saturday ’evening by
attended the ceremony in Indiana. Kolean, Jr., Miss Jeanette Keen. Mr. Steketeeand the following
relatives: Mbs Adrianna Steketee,
Egbert Kolean, and Adrian Kolean.
Robert Earl and Franklin Derk
The car of E. D. Wade, 432 Cen« • •
Steketee, Mr. and Mrs. George
tral Ave., was found Monday by
John Lapo and Cecil Van Slooten Citv Attorney Elbem Parsons Steketee and children,all of Holof the North Side, near the Beech- snd Mrs. Parsons have gone to land; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Telgenwood school. It had been stolen Houghton Lake to spend several hof, Mr. and Mrs. John Steketee,
and Miss Dorothy Steketee of
Sunday evening from its parking days.
• • •
Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. H.
space near the J. C. Penney Co.
Klemhekselof Fillmore, and their
store.
It was feared after an x-ray had
children, Earl Marvin and Mary
been
taken
at
Douglas
hospital
• • •
Ellen, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Adams
Last Wednesday evening the an- that Mrs. Fred Rasmussen, 77, had
and daughters,Esther, Marlene
nual business meetine of the Trin- suffered a broken hip and a bruised
and Donna of Elkhart, Indiana;
ity Church Ladies Aid Society was knee followinga fall Saturday
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rink ana
held at the church. Officers elected night in her home.
son, Ronald Eugene, of Detroit
were president,Mrs. George Glup• • •
o
Funeral
services
were
held
Tuesker; first vice president, Mrs. Mary
OVERWEIGHT
BEAR
Vanden Berg; second vice presi- day morning at 10:00 from NibbeSHOT BY DETROITER
dent, Mrs. F. Essenburg; secretary, Unk-Notier funeral home for Mrs.
Mrs. H. Visser; and treasurer, Mrs. Anna Van Doren Leonard. 75. who
A 550- pound black bear was killHied Sunday afternoon at the home
C. Dalman.
of h^r niece. Mrs. Julius Brusse, ed during the recent deer hunting
season by Waiter Shroyer in a
69 West 12th St.
• • •
swamp near St. Helen. The terriIn a letter sent to William M. tory around this lake is considered
Connellv.manager of the Chamber fine bear country.
-'f Commerce. Monday. William G.
Hrvant. Netherlands consul at Pe‘m't. stated that Miss Mary Pos,
vetherl«nds iournalist and author,
who visitedHolland recently, last
week spent two days in Detroit.
• • •
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Notice of Third

10$ Cash Dividend

tee

Payment
Payable Monday, Dec.

1937

20,

HOLDERS OF CERTIFICATES OF PARTICIPATIONS IN
SEGREGATED ASSETS OF THE ZEELAND STATE BANK
TO

The

Trustees are pleased to announce that funds are now on

hand for a third 107c liquidatingcash dividend to certificateholders, and that checks will be ready for distributioncommencing
Monday, December 20, 1937.

!

When

payment, holders are requested to present
We will then be glad to cash
your check or place same to your credit on a commercialor savings
account in the Zeeland State Bank where you will automaticallyrecalling for this

their Certificates for endorsement.

L

ceive the protectionof Federal Deposit Insurance up to $5,000.00.

Our records show that many holders have failed to call for their
and second 107( liquidatingdividends declared May 15, 1936,
and January 2, 1937. The Trustees would appreciate their calling
for same in order that records may be kept up to date.
first

Upon

completion of this third 107, cash payment, a total of

___

727c of the originaldeposits impounded will have been returned to
the depositors.

TRUSTEES FOR SEGREGATED ASSETS

THE

OF

Zeeland State Bank
Henry Baron

Corey Poest

-A

l

7^

SUNDAY DINNEB

,

W

'4

Miss Margaret Schurman, Col’eee Ave., presented a shower at
her home Friday night for Miss
Katherine De Jongh, who will be a
December bride. The Misses Nella
De Jongh. Marie Bareman, and
Annamae Engelsman won prizes in
games played. Mrs. Monte Emmons, the Misses Gertrude and
Evelyn Wissink,all of Zeeland;
Miss Frances Block of Grand Rap'ds, and Mrs. Blaine Timmer, the
Misses Jean Houting, Jeannette
Bareman, Marie Bareman, Annamae Engelsman, and Nella and
Katherine De Jongh, all of Holland; Miss Kay Vander Vere of
Lawton, and Miss Beatrice Van
Keulen of Grand Rapids, were

3

.
too’.

y

e*"1
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'Ward . . for extra corn^around
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PICNICS

Heckle*

your holiday baking.
Fish of many variotiss is attractive
in price for everyday and fast day
nseds.
Fruits, particularlytha citrus fruits
and apples, are abundant and inaxpenlive. Some vegetables, however,were
affected by last week's severe cold
weather and art less plentiful and
more expensive.

Seasonablefoods make up the

fol-

lowing menus:

j

lb

Pork Roast****"' ^ l2Jc
—

1

1

1

l>r

1

8 O’clock Coff

ee*-La ba°

V
PillsburySl V
Iona

Flour

^

Soap Chips

Bice

29c

Box

15c

,LR jar

23c

2-LB-

Rose

Fancy Blue

Cormeal
Rolled

Yeiiow

uc

^

Soda Crackers

Peanut Butter

49c
65c
93c

Margarine Keyko u.

* LBS.

^ ™ 15C

Oats La
5

17c

FelsNapthaSoap ba6r8 25c
Graham Crackers w 17c
PKG.

None Such Mince Meat

Salad Dressing

Pumpkin*^
Del

Maiz Niblets

Scott
lamb and fresh pork ar« all roaaonabU
In price. Eggs are olcntifuland cheap
for the season. Use them freely in

•

qt.

LGE.

CANS

29c

Corn 3

CANS

35c

Palmolive Soap

LGE.
PKG.

39c

4

ROLLS

29c

3

CAKES

16c

^

Mixed Nuts
Roasted

29c

4

Tissue

Walnuts*1'

10c

»hei

Peanuts

Low Coat Dinner

Miss Gertrude Veen, who will beBraisedChuck Steak
Potatoes Onions Carrots
come the bride of John Velderman
Bread and Butter
of Zeeland this month, was guest
Tapioca Cream with Bananas
of honor at a shower given at the
Tea or
Milk
home of her parents, 129 West
15th st., SN. Frances Bronkhont,
Medium Coat Dinner
Mrs. Veen, Mrs. Ortman, and Mary Roast Beef Pan-browned Potatoes
Bronkhorst were in charge of re- Celery Hearts Spinach with Onions
Bread and Butter
freshments for the affair. Those
Baked Caramel Custard
invited were Mr. and Mrs. Ed Ten
Tea or
Milk
Brink, Mrs. P. Vander Horst, Mrs.
Harold Ten Brink, Mrs. Benj. Ten
Very Special Dinner
Brink and Miss Hazel Ten Brink of
Bplit Pea Soup
Kalamazoo.Mrs. Herman Wolbert Bakod
Sweet Potatoes
Creamed New Cabbage
and Mrs. Steven Walters of rural
Pear, CranberryWatercressSalad
route No. 6, Mrs. Schaap, Mrs.
Apple
Cheese
Bowman and Mrs. Moomey of
Milk

Coffee

Coffeo

Ham

Hamilton, Mrs. J. Dannenberg, Mr.

Brown-

THIS WEEK

•

Rinso-Oxydol 2

By ANN PACK

invited to the affair.
• • •

.. tot

-

-

J. A. Hartgerink

A*P Food Stores

At all

Cranberry Sauce

Hard Mixed Candy

100%

Candy

Filled

Peanut Brittle
Candied Peels

3-OZ. PKG.

Pie
Coffee

y

Bacon Squares

ANY ITEM ONLY

THEATRES

Fat Pork
Frankforts

HOLLAND, MICH.

Ring Bologna

HOLLAND COLONIAL

Sliced

Lunch Meat

lb.

Fresh Hamburg
Continuous daily starting 2:30

SB,
••4

—Price change at 5:00—

,
...

rlf'ctr&Y:

Slipper
for

Values

Ann

Sheridan and John Litell

Double Feature

Pork

Alctraz Island

49*

Warm

Felti

he'll be

proud

or brown opera*! Or

know

of

.

.

.

1

! In blue, wine,

warm

blue felts!

“ADVENTURES END”
Buck Jones

Kay Francis and Preston Foster
in

Flexible leather soles! Sixes from 6 to 12.

Felt Slippers
Brown with warm

brown

felt collars! Soft padded
leather soles and heels! 1-5.

79

Canadian Bacon

^HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP”
Solid Pack

A

/I

Tt

Added— Masks], Cartoon,
Novelty sad

CF

Toeeday—

Double Feature

GRAPEFRUIT

GUEST NIGHT—

.

Beauia to aeo

hi

*

“SHOW BOAT”
Dick Foraa and

ia

'

Texas Seedless— 80

An

Sheridan in

“SHE LOVED A FIREMAN”
Wed. and Ilium, Dec. 22 and 23

Montgomery Ward
.

•

V.

HollandJMich.

Wed. and Thure. Dee. 22 and 28
RobL Montgomery and

'

MX.

K

RodeeH
^v; /

ORANGES

eize

2 in. 29c

CaliforniaSeedless Navels

THE SINGING MARINE”

...

6 for 19c

Irene Dunne and Allan Jones

News

Dick Powell

•

*

c-

Mon. Taes* Dec. 20 and 21

Velvet “Hi-fronts”

-r

si™^,

The First Lady

For Boy*‘l Leather-Tipped

Gay felt* in rose, blue, or brown.
Padded leather soles. SUea 4 to 8.

Phone 3188

Steak

In

.

two colors; black, with red or blue!

-

lb.

Wayne

John

Mon. and Tuea., Dec. 20 and 21

Comfort

it! Saucy rayon crepe flatterer* in

aa«iloss

Beef Roast

Fri. and Sat, Dec. 17 and 18

in

Dre»»y Operai ^

Bargains I But only you will

Fri. and SaL, Dec. 17 and 18

Men

Women!

Jewel tones with eon-

Fresh Sausage

5:00

Colorful Rayon Felt

For

Matineesdaily at 2:30
Eveninga7:00 and 9:15
Continuous Satarday—Price change

TANGERINES

Double Feature

Buy

2Joz.29c

to Peel

Sally EQers In

“DANGER PATROL”
Beverly Roberts far'

25 East Eighth St.

lire, Lore

and Learn

“EXPENSIVE

HUSBANDS”

\

'

.

'A. ,

>

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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SAVE25%
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Band and

We read that “with the approach
of the Olympic games in Toldo in
1940, learning English has become
a popular crate among the Japanese” who already teach it as a compulsory subject in schoolsand col-

Was

In

50 Years;

Observes 50th “Birthiku”

in

OTTAWA COUNTY MAY

Imp

Now

CONSERVATION

In Second 50th

Bert Brandt
Holland

state and federal funds have been
Have you establishedyour windeveloping for some time through
the initiative of the conservation ter feeding station for the birds?
committee of the board of super- Now that December it here, you
visors and L. R. Arnold, county
have no time to lose If you want
•gent.

Blueberries can now be raised I Fifty years of service before the
from seed to fruit-bearingstage in bar and on the bench, as a judge C
one year, instead of the usual four ended Saturday night when formyears required, according to the er Circuit Judge John Vanderwerp
way a New Hampshirescientisthas starts his second half century as
an attorney st Muskegon. The career of Mr. Vanderwerp is out. standing in Western Michigan as
this relates to the practiceof law
and is considered as an unusual
record during the annals of the
Mwkegon county bar association.
The Muskegon county bar paid
tribute to Mr. Vanderwerp April
14, 1936, at a testimonialdinner
and Monday night Mr. Vanderwerp was host to the bar and i
few friends at the Occidentalhotel
marking the 60th anniversary of
his admission to the bar on Dec.

Recently a meeting of the the feathered folks to be your concommittee with Mr. Arnold stant visitors this winter. The
was held to discuss further what procedure is simple. Tack a few
must be done before such a dis- strips of suet to the tree next to
trict is established, which is primmarily to prevent soil erosion from your window and you are sura to
wind, and shiftingsand, by prop- have bluejays and nuthatches.
er planting of grass and trees.
Place a handful of cracked grain
Frank Hendrychs, Grand Haven or breadcrumbs in a sheltered spot
township. Hunter Herine, Crock- for the chickadees,buntings and
ery, and Frank Garbrecht, Port titmice. If you live in the country
Sheldon, comprise the committee, or the edge of the city, grain wiu
who met with E. C. Sackrider,fed- bring pheasants and quail.

discovered.

We Suggest Something
as a Gift this

Electrical

Christmas

6,

1887.

eral soil conservationservice, and

A novel pen feeder for birds
Paul Barrett, erosion specialist
which will not feed from a perch
from Michigan State college.
suggested by Parks Allen, of
A meeting of the conservation is
Ithaca.
committee and the agricultural
“Take straight green willow
committee from the board will be
held today, after which the mat- sticks and push them into the
ter will be placed before the board ground forming a circle,” Allen
of supervisors for their approval says. “They should be placed just
and later approval of the state far enough apart to allow the de-

i

Holland and Ottawa county is
especially interested in Judge Vanderwerp since his birthplacewas
Fillmore township just three miles
southeastof Holland where in reality the first white mah settled in
these parts when the late Isaac
| Fairbanks came as an Indian agent
| and finally came to Holland to live
and where he passed away at an
old age after devoting his life to
seful service to his country and to
the peoples of this vicinity.

soli conservationcommission,which sired birds to enter, keeping out
under the new state law, passed in the larger, greedier birds. When
October, has jurisdiction to create the circle is complete, the tops of
the willows are drawn together
such a district.
and tied, leaving a pen with someInterestedin Work
what of a tepee. Weave evergreen
The plan is to includeCrockery,

boughs through the tops, leaving
Robinson, Port about six or eight inches at the
Sheldon and Pirk townships in a
bottom open. Place the feed inproposed district,which is ap- side the tepee."

Grand Haven,

Not only has Mr. Vanderwerp

be supported When the ground is hard such a
through state and federal funds. tepee may be set up in deep snow.
Before the area can be designated
Accordingto the Audubon Soas a soil conservation district a
proved, would

establisheda record as an able
[attorney and jurist, but he has
played a prominentpart in the
civic life of Muskegon and the pqlitical life pf Ottawa and Muskegon
counties. He has been honored by
Hope College;he has served us as

—Picture Courtesy G. R. Herald.

ATTORNEY JOHN VANDERWERP

State Senator and he and his passing the examination. A peti- interpreting the basic law since
tion was presented the court, signthe number of supreme court debrother, mayor of Muskegon, are
ed as to character and fitness by cisions was small compared to totoday fostering Holland’s museum
the
very
men
who
examined
him
on
of Dutch lore.
day. He says he has the utmost rethe law, and Judge Russell shortly
| I Seldom indeed is it given to a
spect and confidenceIn the younger
afterwards that day had sworn in bar members here, and if he had
I professionalman to look back over
a future successor on the circuit his choice again he would pick the
a half-centuryof uninterruptedenF-' |

Electrical Gift

Electrical Gift

Suggestions

Suggestions

eifff

HOME
TOASTER
THIS YEAR, Christmas Gift Baying is
greatly simplified by

COFFEE

MAKER

OR MIXER

the wonderful array of
inexpensive
ElectricalAppliancee
which are to be found
in Holland stores. A
few suggestions are illustrated—many more
are to be found in the
gay and festivestores
which are prepared to
serve your every

new and

A

CASSEROLE

In addition to the attractive table appliances, let us also remind

you that this is the
ideal time to invest in
Electric

that new

Range or Refrigerator.
No gift could be more
desired,and none that

would return

court bench.
deavor in his chosen work and still
Mr. Vanderwerp continued with
be actively on the job, busy with
the law firm, located in the old
the affairs of the times.
Hackley Bank buildingat First St.
Rarer still does a professional
man pass 50 years in his own work and Western Ave., in Muskegon,
for nine years more, now as a lawin the same city in which he startyer.

law for his profession.
Judge Vanderwerp handled work
tn Oceana as well as Muskegon
county during his term until the
two circuits were separated in 1925.
Oceana is now on the Mecosta and

referendum vote is necessary with ciety, 66 species were fed at Michin majority of property owners in gan s feeding station* last winter,
ranging all the way from the comfavor of it.
mon
winter residentssuch as the
The board has long been interchickadee, bluejay, nuthatch and
ested in conservationand through
cedar waxwing, to the rarer winter
the efforts of Peter Damstra. Holvisitors such as the evening grosland, former supervisor,and othbeak, pine grosbeak, horned lark,
ers, nurseries have been established in the countv and considerable purple finch, arctic three-toed
beach grass has been planted under woodpecker. ' Bohemian waxwing,
WPA funds and county appropria- with-winged crossbill and northern
shrike.

tions.

Cardinal Also Reported
Providing the state sanctionsthe
In spite of blixzardsand proplan, a series of educationalprograms will be held in schools over longed subzero weather two years
the townships lying within the pro- ago, robins were reported in nine
ed.'
posed area, that farmers may be counties,song sparrows is eight,
In
1896, when he was only 30, Newaygo circuit.
Judge Vanderwerpwas admitted
In 1930, Judge Vanderwern was instructed as to the advantages, meadowlarksin three and mournto the bar here Dec. 6, 1887, by he was elected probate judge, one
ing doves in four. The cardinal,
of the youngest, if not the young- given an honorary degree of Doc- said Mr. Arnold today.
Judge Fred J. Russellof Hart. The
Sand blowing in this sectionhas consideredan unusual bird in
est, person ever named to that tor of Laws by Hope college in
circuit in those days included
office in that county. He was in recognition of his work at the already destroyed many acres of Michigan 20 years ago, was reportOceana as well as Muskegon counoffice one term, was re-elected, but bar, his position among the Hol- valuable low land and the dunes ed by 170 persons residing in 94
ty.
resigned after-servingone year of landers of this section of Amer- are ever a menace. Nothing can counties. A red-wing blackbird reIn recognitionof his own affechis second term. Atty. Francis ica and his success and character stop their march except proper mained at one station for a short
tion for the law and the members
Smith of the firm he formerly serv- as a citizen. He has always taken planting.Dewey hill on the north time, while reports of a woodcock
of the Muskegon county bar of
a deep interestin the local instiTwenty-eight states In the un- and kingfisheralso were received.
which he is the practicingdean, ed had died and he felt bound to
People who wish to undertake
leave public office and re-enter that tution and was often here to at- ion have passed soil conservation
Judge Vanderwerp Monday night firm.
tend commencement exercises.
acts and there are many districts seriously tho feeding of birds in
was host at a dinner for the
Often Judge Vanderwerp sat on in the great sand bowl, some in winter may obtain some excellent
Judge Clarence W. Sessions at
County Bar association, friends and
the
same
time
entered the firm the Ottawa county circuit bench at Ohio and other states already func- suggestions from both State and
visiting members of the bar from
and it became known as Nims, the request of former Judge Orien tioning. There are two large fed- Government pamphlets. “Winter
other Michigan circuits.
S. Cross and present Judge Fred T. eral districtsin southernMichi- Feeding of Wildlife,” Bulletin159
The saga of John Vanderwerp’s Hoyt, Sessions and Vanderwerp.
Miles, both of Holland. In turn the gan, one at Benton Harbor and the of the Departmentof Agriculture,
connectionwith legal life is closely Wallace Foote joined the partneris availablefrom the Superintenbound up with the firm of Smith, ship when Sessions went on the two Ottawa county judges held other at Howell, Mr. Arnold said,
court in Muskegon county for Judge side of the river at Grand Haven, dent of Documents, Washington,
Nims, Hoyt, and Erwin. He rose circuit bench in 1905. In 1910 Hoyt Vanderwerp.
is an example of changing sand D. C., for five cents. “Winter Feedfrom office boy to attorney in the and Erwin both had retired, Nims
was
semiactive in its work.
dunes,
the sand blowing down into ing Stations for Ground Feeding
While
Vanderwerp’s
public
firm. Later he became a partner.
The firm then became known as schoolingended in the sixth grade, fhc, river which is a menace to the Birds" may be had for the asking
Born in Fillmore township, Alleharbor. The once high hill has been from the conservationdepartment
Igan county, May 25, 1866 near Hol- Vanderwerp, Foote and Ross. John he was for three years a student in
in Lansing.
private night school conducted reduced many feet.
land, where his father, Rev. Dou- Q. Ross, lieutenant governor of
o
we J. Vanderwerp, was a Christian Michigan, then retired and Charles during the winters by A. H. Burch.
GAS DEALERS’ BLANKS
Reformed minister,John Vander- B. Cross, now Muskegon municipal Ho found it a liberaleducation,
TO BE DISTRIBUTED State shortly,so as to avoid any
werp came to Muskegon in 1872 judge, entered the firm. It became also it was to work with the men
possibility of delay in registration
when six years old. The Rev. Mr. known then as Cross, Vanderwerp to make up the firm of Smith,
and Foote.
before the Jan. 1. 1938 deadline.
Nims, Hoyt & Erwin.
Vanderwerp became pastor of the
Registration blanks for wholeMr. Vanderwerp left the firm
Blanks for retail dealers are availThe judge has two daughters and
First ChristianReformedchurch of
when he took office as circuit judge grandchildren in whom he takes sale gasoline dealers will be dis- able at the Deparmentat the presMuskegon.
tributed
by
tho
Department
of
ent.
Four years later he died and it Jan. 1, 1918, to serve continuously special pride. Mrs. Vanderwerp
became necessary for the son to 18 vears. Before becoming judge died some time ago. A brother.
leave school when he was in the he had served 5 years as a Mus- George D. Vanderwerp, is mayor of
kegon school trustee. He was Muskegon. Relativeto this brother,
sixth grade. When 12 years old,
John Vanderwerp became office treasurerand later secretaryof the we might say that he has taken a
deep interest in Holland’s museum
boy for Smith, Nims, Hoyt, and board of education.
Served in State Senate
of Dutch lore. He came to Holland
Erwin, a job which was to take him
At the same time Ross was lieu- to help this city and western Michon a career to eminence in his protenant governor, Vanderwerp was igan to celebrate the 90th anniverfession.
His first Jjob was no easv onp state senator in 1911 and 1912. He sary of the coming of Dr. Van
did not run for re-electionas it Raalte to Holland, and is even now
| and he applied himself diligently
-----asks. Since
Si __
...
l to
his tasks.
there
were no was Ottawa county's turn for the on the committee appointed to contelephonesin those days, every bit senatorshipunder the old-time tinue to foster the movement begun
practice of alternating the 23rd last February — first at the City
of legal informationof any sort to
district job. At that time he vis- Hall, and later, with a tremendous
be transferredfrom the office to the
ited Holland often and during pol- memorial gathering at Hope Memcourthouse,to other attorneysor to
itical campaigns, spoke here in be- orial Chapel where the mayor of
clients had to be sent by the office
boy. He had no such convenience half of the Republican party. While Muskegon was prominent on the
as an automobile and had to de- in the senate Vanderwerp was a platform.The Dutch Museum, now
nd solely on “shanks’ ponies." member of the judiciary commit- a fact in Holland, was the outtee. In 1929 he was appointed for growth of that beginning.
_.ie future judge also swept out
a six-year term as a member of
Today Judge Vanderwerphas ofand dusted the office each day.
Aak about our eonvtnUnt
the Michigan judicialcouncil by fices in the Hackley Union NationJudge Aided Him
budget or lay-ateayplans qf
the late Gov. Fred Green.
al bank. A son of the late Judge
For nine years Vanderwerpservpurchase!
Mr. Vanderwerp believes that Sessions, Clarence Sessions, has ofed as officeboy, being given addilawyers of the early days in Mich- fices in conjunction,but the two
tional duties, and law to read each
• Christmasis "just around the
igan naturally had more work in attorneys are not partners.
year.
corner!'’ That means it’s high time

- -

Christmaswant

WAFFLE IRON

Them

FEATHERED FOLK NEED HELP
DURING OUR MICHIGAN
Plans to create a soil conservaWINTERS - LETS GET
tion district in Ottawa county unBUSY EARLY
der state control and fostered by

•

Phone 3655

Don’t Fail

WITH OTHER TOWNSHIPS

-

|

-

accordingly.

Now

To Feed Birds

PARK AND PORT SHELDON
TOWNSHIPS MAY RE ADDED

^RNJN

today.
nothing

Time

It’s

DEVELOP SOIL

And why English rather than
FILLMOaB TOWN
French, or German, or Spanish?
SHIP, ALLEGAN COUNTY,
Obviously because English is the
JUDGE VANDERWERP
dominantand, to the internationGOES FAR
ally interested,indispensiblelanguage of the world
And the Japanese being
9™* Time Ottawa County’s
is not practicalrecognise the fact st*t* Senator; Circuit Judge
and act
for 18 Years
------- o

Instruments

Sr.

Law

leges.

Orchestra

260 Eait 14th

The

such

,

splendid dividends.

HEATING PAD

YOUR CIFTHUHTIKG
DAYS ARE

NUMBERED...

A MIXER OR

FLATIRON
A READING

LAMP

When he was 21, Vanderwerpone
day went to the courthouse to listen in on an examination to be given to Charles W» Emerson,court
stenographer, by the court and a
committee of three attorneys.Emerson was petitioningfor admission to the bar. Vanderwerp
thought he would get an idea how
the procedure went in case that,
sometime in the future,he should

For Every
ELECTRIC CLOCK

Member

ELECTRIC CLOCKS

ELECTRIC

of the

Whether for bedroom,

living
. room, or kitchen, the Electric
Clocks being shown this year
lart the most attractive ever.
[

An ideal gift
standpoint.

from

every

Family

DeFOUW

KNOLL PLBG.&HTG. CO.

The new ChristmanDecorations include Table Trees and
wreaths that are cleverlyillaminated.They will add lm<
measurablyto your Christ

mag

cheer.

BROWER CO.
MASS FURNITURE

JAS. A.

dornbos

ELECTRIC

WREATHS

MONTGOMERY-WARD

WHITE BROS. ELECTRIC
Devries &

ELECTRIC HEATER

•

JOHN GOOD CO.

MEYER MUSIC HOUSE

In Cooperation with Board of Public

Works, Holland

decide to try for admission himself. The examining committee
consisted of Attys. William Carpenter, Robert E. Bunker and Albert Dickerman, circuit judgeelect Judge Russell sat on the
bench.
Hie examination began. A few
minutes later, however, Judge Russell spied young Vanderwerp on
the sidelines. The court left the

dims and approachedthe young
man. He urged him to take the
too.

of applying for admission at the
time. I had submitted no petition;
I was not at all sure I could pass
an examination, in fact, I somewhat doubted that I could.”
But Judge Russell was not conIt

He

told

Vanderwerpto

over with Carpenter,with

talk

whom

he was. acquainted. If Carpenter
thought he should take the examination, the court said Vanderwerp
should do so. If he passed, a petition would be forthwith presented.
So with many misgivings,young
Vanderwerpsat Ur on the examination and questioningproceeded.

The story, of «
oth VlBderwtrp

-the moat

f

Christmas

ELECTRIC IRONER
ELECTRIC TOASTER
ELECTRIC WAFFLE IRON
ELECTRIC PERCOLATORS
ELECTRIC CORN POPPERS
ELECTRIC XMAS TREE LIGHTS
SHOE SKATES, Ladies’
SHOE SKATES, Hard Toe

..........................

$1.00 and up

..............

$2.50 and up

...............

$1.25 and up

................
........

90c and up
21c and up
$3.98

..................................
............................... .

HOCKEY

STICKS

------------

............................

______

EXPRESS WAGONS

......................

—

........

10c and up
to $1.50

...........................

----------------------

69c

98c to $1.25

.............

...........

...

FISHING REELS

$4.48

25q to 50c

....................................

CLIMBING TRACTORS ..........
ELECTRIC PENCILS
JACK KNIVES — .......
WATCHES
AIR GUNS

America’s Number 1 gifts this year!
Elgin prices: 118.50 to #750.

$1.25 and up

..................

[:

women. They’re bound to be

Suggest ions |

..............

told him,” recollectedJudge
Vanderwerp,“that I had no idea

vinced.

come b and eee our Elgin watefaee
beautiful timepieces
we’ve seen in many a year! Aak
especially about the remarkable
new 21-jewel Lord Elgin* for men
and the 19-ieweJ Lady Elgine for
to

$1.25 and up
$1.00 and .up

.........................

TOOLS OF ALL KINDS AND MANY
USEFUL GIFTS!

25c and

up

OTHER

lTjw«k

>

Bile Mi.WisMM.

Jwaln CoU SIM mm,

|37.

IT

NOW!

Zoerman Hardware
18 West 16th St Holland, Michigan Telephone 3706

James Heerspmh Jewelry
“The Jeweler on

ends with
riinerson

-

50

450 Washington Square

the

Square"

»

Sj

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

WEEKS STEWS'

in 1'Ae

Hi-

DBOOT

TAME GEESE
Iren, took win*
FLOCK OF BLUES unlimber hii

before

Rowe

could

shotgun.

I
I

CHRISTMAS TREE

LAW

REGULATES CUTTINGS

Michigan has a law which pro*
Hearing a commotion In a pasPLENTY OF FISH
jhiblta the cutting of trees jFor
ture behind his home during the
I Christmas purposes without the
last week of the hunting season,
Elvin Rowe, farmer near Bayport,
saw 40 blue geese around a water | never
hole occupied by* three tame geese. at least 40,000 pounds of fresh fish public fcwdY All law-enfc
The flock, which' had dropped in tin a specialrefrigeratedroom aa officers have authority to
-‘ supply.
--I...
.
for a visit with their tame breth- part Of
of iti'
its food
'thisT3
act

~

..

RY

MODEL-

A

III

front view of

Sint MR EVilV EHICI If Til MEIIf

Plymouth's tenth

SIS CHIEF

anniversary

WILL LEAD CRIMSON

model for

TIDE— Capt Joe Kilgrow,

showing the

Alebama’i All-Americacar>»
dldate, will lead hit team In
battle with the Golden Beara
of CaliforniaIn the New
Yeafa Day Roaa Bowl football claaalc at Paaadena.

longer hood that
sweeps forward to
• front ensemble,

ftyir

and deeper fender* curving
around to a new
steel apron across
the front Bsfsty
•nd luxury refine-

ments are

11

TUII CONSOL*

DiaLMatie StationSelector, PkOhannonic Speaker, aad Photo-Eye
Toning.

fea-

tures of ths anni-

versary modsL
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I

w
M
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We

from.

Come

CANNING CHAMPION

All sizes.

5

—

Holland

HUNDREDS ENDORSE THEM — Want

PETS OF THE

Warmer* for driver
and passenger and 40% Greeter
Heat. Castom-fit defroster available.

has canned 9,356 pints

Exposition held In Chicago.1

of fruits, vegetables and
meata.

Th#

Soft warm robes hi a wide array of
handsome colors. Their ase

next month.

calf

was boro

AUTO ROBES

at the

has received information that one
professional game law violator
killed 30 deer in that section in
recent weeks.
“The caretaker tells me that he
heard shooting every morning at
daybreak," Mr. Swett says. "From
information we have obtained from
natives in that section of the professionalviolator finds a market
for his venison through a stringbutcher.”
Mr. Swett also says he never has
known a year when there has been

Pleasure By

so much dynamiting on White
River.

to

and

Irora the stores, then

I

you will be freed

from worry about parking space or congested traffic. Just

^

PROMPT and RELIABLE SERVICE, J|.
DAY or NIGHT. Down Town Stand at Warm Friend .fl
call 2321 lor

Taven.

Office corner Central

Avenue and Seventh

Street.

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

S

Chicago, III. — Office* of a *kyscrapcr. some lighted, some dark,
form the gigantic symbol of the
modern world’s faith In the rebirth of a new world at Christmastide.

FINE SEEDING OF

ALFALFA

IS

BY

TAKEN

WEB WORMS

Web worms

(greetings nf the

Reason
A*.

V

SCOOTERS
Stool frames, rubber torn

American troops, if they go to
the front in the future, are likely
to do so without benefit of martial
music, accordingto a dispatchfrom
San Antonio.
Among the recommendations expected to follow from the experimental army maneuversbeing carried out in Texas is one that field
music be abolished.
Our doughboyswill go over the
top, if this recommendation is
adopted, to tunes played on such
percussion instruments as howitxers, aerial bombs and machine-guns.
This does not necessarilymean
that militarybands will be entirely
dispensedwith.
They will still be useful around
headquartersand in recruiting parades, where they have always done
yeoman service in working on
popular emotions.
As factors in winning wars their

'Almost daily we have heard a
blast,” he said. "Dead fish have appeared in the river also.”
As in other years just before the
opening of the deer hunting season
road blockades near the cities have
been establishedby the conservation officers with the aid of the
State Police.. When this plan was
adopted first some real violators
were captured.During the last two
years only petty violators hive
been caught. For instancethis year
12 arrests were made as a result

importancealways has been
and secondary.

'

a

’

i'jj

i

HORNS
Great replacementhorn. Superb
tone and tremendous blast commands
attention.Ready to

<«»•

||A|k

Beautifullydealgned flashlight,Haa
•pare bulb carrier. Crysul dear

SEAT

SLEDS

Sisee 6 to II induriva.

FLASHLIGHTS

l|}P
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Shop

We

will

Gifts

Now—

Hold Them

Until Christmas

Why

Worry About This Winter's Cool
Here Us Install a

Bill

BROWNIES

7

at

$100

STOKOL

and

KODAKS

Popular Prtcea

and up

^

gpriity steel

UF

Tirestonr TUPLE-SAFE HIES
Far safe driving and
your car whh them

V'\

*

long,

--- nr

tires.

restone

Ti

holders of bonds issued by

the Society for ChristianEducation
of the Holland Christian Schools.

Holland, Michigan.
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%

Park and Shop
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—

Away

Downtown Crowds
LhMmaAtVtkwt/Nnarnt
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Len Steketee, Local Firestone Manager
Across from Holland

For Christmas
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__3662

Theatre

Gifts

_
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Hollahd

*

Buy Quality Merchandise

OVERCOATS
JACKETS
]
COATS J

“HIM”

* SUITS

SUEDE

1

HATS

GLOVES
UNDERWEAR

SCARFS,
your

Select

....

^jirtL£ia,ci*12
runner*.

UP

SPORT

10 East Eighth Street— Holland, Mich.

«

COVERS

I

Gift

*
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Christmas Gift Suggestions for

Du Saar Photo &

bull

Strong framoo aad comfortablesaddles. Pally streamlined.Long wearing solid rubber Urea.

Smmt*
Las*
'
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NOTICE

-

-

VELOCIPEDES

(

in-

Notice is hereby given th
bonds numbered 1 to 50 inclusive
will be due and payable February
1, 1938, and further that bonds
of the Muskegon blockade. All were numbered 51 to 90 inclusiveare
hereby called for payment on Febfor minor violations.
The professionalviolatorwaits ruary 1, 1938, and that interest on
until there is no blockade or he same wnll cease on that date
OTTO P. KRAMER
enters by backroads. Conservation
PETER SELLES
officers know the identity of the
JAMES BAREMAN
professionalviolatorsbut contend
Trustees.
that it is difficult to get evidence
against them. Occasionally,one is
caught and he serves a jail term
and renews his activities. It is a
business with him.

have ruined a number of young alfalfa seedings in
Ottawa county this year, County
SEA SERPENTS
Agent L. R. Arnold reported. He
said the pests destroyed fields with
In the waters off Southern Caligreat rapidity. He said he inspected fornia the so-called sea-serpents
one 20-acre field on Fred Meyer’s that mystify observersprobably are
farm near Allendale where the common king-herrings,which are
seeding was ruined in three days. ribbon-likefish sometimes30 feet
"Meyers had a fine stand of al- long.
falfa on Sunday," Arnold reported.
o
“By Wednesday it had disappeared The Misses Cora Van Ark and
—the worms had destroyedthe , Jennie Mulder visited in Benton
whole stand."
I Harbor Saturday.

GLOVES

direct

To

tad

bearing whoeb. Parking standard*
and brake*. •

Superior gloves of fine Imported
leather. Lined or unlined. Slip-on
ityle. Brown or Meek.

WAR WITHOUT MUSIC

Poachers Worry State
Near Muskegon

Ad»

Calling a

you

Good looklag aad MrvteeeUe. SoUd
steel wheels aad solid rubber tire*.

DRIVING

Extend to Yon Holiday Greetings

Cab

baked red

WAGONS

show.'

lodge along White
River in Oceana county, says he

to take

Exceptional value. Fall balloon
tires,ekrmae trim,

Indtvidaa) Foot

Doris Fox with a 6-year-old
Jaokass from Italy, and a
Way-old calf, the pets of
ths International Livestock

will appear early

who owns a

Yellow

•on MOBIL

HEATERS

SHOW—

While many technicaland petty
offenders of the game and fish laws
! are arrested, the professional
violator continuesto operate on a large
scale in Western Michigan. Edward
| R. Swett, Muskegon hotel operator,

Make Your ChristmasShopping a

MODEL

Ideal bike far girls aad women
maart chrome eonlpment
•niraj couBiractioii*

green enamel

named editor of a
new photographic
magazine which

URBAN CHRISTMAS

Ve

TUBE TABLE

Nine toned dicnlts, 2 Band Tonlog. AccurateStation Selector,
Full Tone Control. Other feotoee.

m
m

SENTINEL BICYCLES
•IRLT MODEL

NEW MAGAZINE
-John V. Tarleton haa been

Mary FrancesThompson of
Durham, N. C* chosen National Canning Champion
at the National 4-H Club
Congress held In Chicago.
In the past eight years she

Early!

Phone

109 River

tion Selector.

*995!

EDITOR OF

I

COOK COMPANY
Ave.
3734

G.

MODEL

sors BICYCLE
Streamlinedto inaat detail Latest deluxe equipment. Chrome
trim, throe eotor combinations.

car.

NOW!

have a lot ol nice trees to pick

QUEEN SPORTS NEW FASH-

with long-wearingmohair velvet upholstery to match the Interior of the

Tree

TUBE TABLE

All-Wave-—Abend toning, PhotoEye Toning, and Pnrfalen Sta-

ION— Marlbel Vinson, nine-times
winner of North American figure
skating title, Introduces a brand new
travel fashion — luggage covered

Christmas

i»l08

I

1988

SHIRTS

TES

ROBES
PAJAMAS
"

LOUNGING

SLffPERS

SPATS

Quality Merchandise at Reasonable Prices
WE INVITE YOU TO STEP IN AND LOOK AROUND!

!%* World’s Greatest Stoker-end Sere Cool!

$225.
Why Pay More?

• No

and up

Always the
[installed]

See as about oar gaanantee and oar fife-year
3 Free Service Plan!

Sheering off Pins! No Stripping of Geers!

No

East 8th St or Call

4S47

Give

& Sons

for Christinas

HoUead
Special

GTC

NEWS ADVERTISING PAYS

a

LAMP

Better Stoker Mode!

Geo. Woldring

£

NEWEST STYLES
— at—
BOTER’S

Values

^

md lip

of all kinds.

BOTER & CO.

14 West 8th

St.

Holland

FREE!

^

BoxCamtntaod

P. S.

All Gifts wiU

be

wrapped is
Christmas Boxes

Clothing

Hole Proof

HOSIERY
for

W<

INTERWOVEN
fumiihingi f

SOCKS

Shot*
for

Filing

"I

Men
;

W-

CRT NEWS

Be Here

Santa Warns That Christmas Will Soon

amagMMrt vitk

By

Extending The Seeien'i Greetingi

dstalk, fraa aatftttiaf the

ail
ta

wish to take thia opportunity to thank the

amacJac tha

citi-

ROSE CLOAK STORE

2043

Tlrw

St.

_

"Imagine t New Year’a party at
any other tlmel" Ruth laughed bitterly. "I never get any fun. Cooped
up here on the farm all winter, and
now when there'e something doing,
father backs down on bis promise.

amlMliMajuMATJ
IN But Mh

tip (ram this wiss #14 saint and is your baying now. The stores are overflowingwith Christmas

merchandise, tbs stocks art fresh and you will Bnd shopping mneh easier

HOMEWORK

APPLES FOR

_

STATE

The

Probata Court for the County

now.

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
admitted the storm was really
“MONARCH,” LARGE BUTTER- worse than she had realized. The
•now was not very deep, but the
yougsters FLIES, ON THE MARCH

_

mitted to eat their Ull at noon end

will look better— you’ll feel better—and your budwill enjoy the sarinf!

Phone Now! Our

It

of

Delivery Service will Cel

the

The old ruse of bringingan recess periods, but the
^ple to teacher in order to gain couldn’teven make' a dent in
her favor just doesn’t work at Gar- crop, so teachers ghve them per- Anyone visiting the shores of
field grade school, Adrian. A few
mission to carry the apples home. Lake Michigan on * nice day duryears ago 20 apple trees were
.1 .a
ing September or October would
Kindergarten and first-grade pu- have
thrilled with the
planted at the rear of the school,

howling winds had piled it in
etrangedrifts that mads even their
own gate and the familiar road
seem queer and unreal The windshield, except where the wiper
They were sprayedand
_____
______ pils had to be dismissed a little
trimmed
little | of beautifully colored butterflies in swung back and (Orth, was blurred,
by high school agriculturestudents early, because
suae it’s
it’s ouite a job for large numbers all flying in the
as a class project and this year the
and six-year-oldsto flll »ame dirertion - south, the “Dethe
five ai
trees were loaded with choice
ft
troit NewB Sunday gave an intertheir sackss and
hiq get
irei the
me loads
ioaos home.
nome. ie8tjnp
apples.
Mting story on the Monarch

^

^

*vwi

8t

„

(Detroit News)

v •

We

Specialize

In

HOLLAND-BOTER

50c

Appreciated
whole family.
for shipment
for

ward to be

lb.

-for the

gift

We

(all

will

pack

o?er U.S.)

ORDER EARLY
TURKSTRA,

H.

21

W.

7th Holland, Phone 9471

Monarch

home of

d’e*a

148 College

A?t

Dial

2465

"Of course, father." Ruth

States.

HoUand

We wish to thank our many patrons for considering the

CHICKENS

Ideal

The American people are

the

greatest chicken-eaters in the
world. In spite of the fact that

and extend to everyone the grteUngs of the season.

the bill of fare in the United States
is more varied than elsewhere, a
guess that any special dinner in

Keefer’s
(LEAN, wholesome place to eat. You

will find

our

restaurant a model (or cleanliness. Variety, good
food and the best of service at a reasonable price, is
our motto.

Drop in while shoppingdowntown during the

holi-

day season.
Wishing our many patrons tha season's greetings, we
are yours sincerely,

COME

IN

Keefer’s Restaurant

AND
27

W-

8th St.

Phone 3695

MINIATURE

38886881

fT'

.

©

STEPPING DP RESULTS
—With

the Proper Kind

of a Loan

........

i4~5“-6 room houses. $2400 and up.
furnish plans and specifications and
help you with your financing

..... the credit extension service rendered by this
bank is designed to offer a “satisfyingsolution”to
every form of loan that can meet with the underlying
requirements of sensibleconservatism that governs
the activities of this institution

—

felt

.... o’clock in the foranoon,
Eastern Standard Tima of laid
day, I, the subscriber, Circuit
Court Commissionerin And for
said County of Ottawa and State
of Michigan, shall sail at public
m to Ilia highest bidder at
orth front door of tha Court
In tha City of Grand Haven
In said County, that hefng the
Piece of holding tha Circuit Court

copy:

1

wit:—

Lot numberad Five

Expires Dec. 1S-12550
• » •

Block Forty (40),
party wall agraam..
first particcand Seth ______
recorded in Liber 178, page 118,
and also
.Thxt pert of Lot One (1).

STATE OF MICHIGAN

_

The Probate Court for tha County of Ottawa.
At a seation of laid Court bald

on the east Ste of said Lot
Twenty-two(22) foot north
from South-east corner thereof;
I North on East Una twenand one-half (ftty) fate;
Wete parallel with South
lot to West Una
ftteoof; Thence South on tho

-r-i

feet:

'

2) of said Block Twenty-nine

common with adjoining
property owners for alley purPOms; also all the right, title
and interestof first parties to
and in party wall on the south
of above describedpremises,
object to undividedono-htef(ft)
interete In and to tho North one
(29), in

this country will feature chicken
takes littlerisk of going wrong.
In view of these facts, the recent
announcement that the seventh
World’s Poultry Congress is to be
held in Cleveland in 1939 has news
value. The sixth meeting of the
organization was in Leipzig, Gereat in and to the wall on the
many, in 1936. Congress has apNorth of tho above described
propriated $100,000 to help with
premises; aaid wall to be used
expenses of the Cleveland meeting.
The importance of the poultry
industry
country is shown
ficial reporte
repor that income from
by official
it exceeds that of all grains prolage) of Holland, according to
duced. Last year the total value of
the recorded plat thereofon recCORA VANDE WATER.
poultry and poultry products apord Jn the office of the Register
Judge of Probate.
proached a billion dollars. Supplyof Deeda for Ottawa County,
A true copy.
NOTICE
ing chicken dinners and breakfast
Michigan.
Harriet Swart
eggs takes ranks as a big business,
together with all and lingular tha
Register of Probate.
and Holland, as well as Zeeland
tenements and easements, hereditNotice to all holders of certifiand their environs— nationallyaments and appurtenances therecates of Participationin the Trusknown poultry centers— have done
on situate, thereunto belonging or
Expires Dec. 18—16937
teed and Segregated Assets of the
their full share in making it so.
‘n anywise appertaining.
First State Bank of Holland, MichSTATE OF MICHIGAN
Each parcel will be offered for
igan:
The Probate Court for the CounIF YOU LIKE IT
sale and sold separately In the
Notice is hereby given that on ty of Ottawa.
order herein described unto sufand after December 15, 1937 at
At a session of said Court held ficient funds ars raised to satisfy
The flesh of the smooth dogfish
10:00 o’clockA. M., a 10% liquiis very edible.
at tha Probate Office in the City said Decree, interest and coats of
dating dividend will be available to
K-yr* BPP—
of Grapd Haven in the said County
the helders of Certificates of Par- on the 26th day of Nov., A. D., sale.
Dated: October 29, A D., 1987.
ticipation
in
tha
Trusteed
and
SegNOTICE
1937.
JARRETT N. CLARK,
regated Assets of the First State
Present, Hon. Cora VandeWater,
Circuit Court Commissioner,
Bank.
Judge of Probate.
Notice is hereby given to HoldTo obtain a liquidating dividend,
en of Certificates of Indebtedness Certificateholders must present In the Matter of the Estate of
Cornelia De K raker, Deceased.
Attorney for Plaintiff,
of Jhe Holland City Depositon Cor- their Certiflcates in person or by
It appearingto the court that
poration that a 10% liquidating duly authorixedattorney at the ofBusinessAddress: HoUand,
Michigan.
dividend will be availablefor dia- fices of the Trust in the Tower the time for presentationof claims
tribution on December 15. 1937.
Clock Building at the corner of against said estate should be limCertificates of Indebtednessmust River and Eighth Streets for prop- ited, and that a time and place ba
appointed to receive, examine and
accompany applicationsfor pay- er endorsement.
ment
No paymentswill be made prior adjust all claims and demands
against said deceased by and beNo certificateswill be transferr-to December 15th, 1937.
Service
ed until December 31, 1987.
No Certiflcateswill be trans- fore said court:
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
Payment will commence at 10:00 ferred until December 27th, 1937.
29 Em 9th St.
A. M., December 15, 1937 in the
R. A. Hoek, Edward Garvelink said deceased are required to preHolland,
Miciiigan
lobby of the Tower Clock Building,
and C. Vender Meulen, Trus- sent their claims to aaid court at
corner River and 8th Streets.
tees of Segregated Assets of said Probate Office on or before
HOLLAND CITY DEPOSITORS
the First State Bank of Hol- the 80th day of March, A. D.,
LASTING AS THE STARS!
1938, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
CORPORATION
land, Michigan.
said time and place being hereby
ARIE TER HAAR, President
JOE KRAMER, Vice President
appointed for the examination and
HENRY A. GEERDS, Sec.-Treas,
adjustment of all claims and demands against said deceased.
It is Further Ordered, That public notice thereof be given by publication of a copy of this order for
three successiveweeks previous to
RODW
said day of hearing, in the Holland City Nawa, a newspaper printed and circulated In aaid center.

.

.

--

.......

CORA VAN DE WATER,
Checks

M. Track.

Peoples State Bank
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Dili 4545

up

Judge of Probate.
true copy:
Harriet Swart,
Register of Probate.
•

teg

Lumber & Mfg. Co.

A
?

GOLDS

from
. . Is el ftfc flme el tee
T—p lef« taflr H ersc, land*

n

m*

Holltnd, Michigan

fey
be

.

is

ear aele lutes

gkd

to

tofle

1

--

i

tout

fay fwhls— am wSh urn
We mate gteter,eaf swte

4
liquid. Tablets
Salve, Note Drops
<ry

FEVER
„ l»MSF
^Mdacte^l#

“Rub-My-Tism"—Worlds Best

UateMat

••

Dr. A. Leenhouts
HOLLAND LOAN ASSW
If West 8th St.

mm

A

L

of said County, all thosa certain
Judge of Probate. places or parcels of land situate
true
;
and being in the City of Holland,
Harriet Swart,
County of Ottawa, State of MfehiRagister of Probate.
g»n, and described ac follows, to-

storm gets worse— and we get too having filed in said Court ite
First Second, TJilrd, and Fourth
cold?” asked Ruth.
Accountsas Guardian of the esFollowing the road proved quite tate of said Mentally Incompetent,
a Msk. They stumbled on together, and ite petitionspraying for the
feeling their way, and at last the allowance of tadd accounts and
welcome lights of home showed for the allowance of ite fees as in
them the right direction. "This isn't said accounts aat forth,
much of a New Year’s eve cele- IT IS ORDERED, That the 28th
day of December,A. D., 1987, at
bration,"Ruth admitted,"but it’s
ten o’clock in the forenoon at said
• lesson. I'm making my New Probate Office be and is hereby
Year’s resolution right now not to appointed for examining and alinsist on my own way.”
lowing said accounts and hearing
.u..
ro- said petitions,
"That’s
right,ovo-/,
honey."her u.u
dsd replied, "and if you remember that, I It Is Further Ordered. That pubmuch M« notice thereof be given by pubI’m sure we’ll always have much
licaton of a copy of this order, once
happier New Years."
each week tot three euccetsive
e Western Newspaper Union.
weeks previousto said day of hearing, in the Holland City News, a
newspaper printed and circulated
in skid county.

IpTovsa«a«r

St. it P.

CORA VANDE WATER,

soliciting your

loans

200 East 17th

court:
decree of tha CircuitCourt for tha
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
County of Ottawa, la Chancery,
said deceased are required to promade and entered on tha lit day
sent their claims to ssffl court at
of October, A. D., 1987, In the
•aid Probate Office on or before the
"
entitled cause, notice la
28rd day of March, A.D., 1938, at
ten o’clock in tho forenoon, aald

at tha Probate Office in the City
of Grand Havan, in laid County,
The car swung around, the brakes
on the 23rd day of Nov., A. D.,
Jammed. The soft snow settled 1987.
down under the two front wheels
Present: Hon. Cora Vends Wawhich hung over the edge of the
ter. Judge of Probate.
road. "We’re stuck, Ruth," her
In the Matter of the Estate of
father said. "I doubt if I can get
Fred 8. Berteck,mentally incomenough traction to back her.” They petent.
got out, scraped away the snow and
Order for Publication.
tried to lift the car, but one wheel
The GRAND RAPIDS TRUST
was caught Ruth shivered. "Hadn’t COMPANY, a Michigan corporawe better hike home before this tion. of Grand Rapids, Michigan,

applicationsfor

Bolhuis

r

and that a time and plaeo bo op- YEA, his
pointedto receive, examine and ad. BIB and
VANDER BIE,
Just all claims and demands against Defendant
•aid deceased by and before said
In pursuance and by virtue of a

Ambulance

Your choice from 40 difierent plans of

We

gainst said estate should bo limited,

In tha Circuit Coart far tha
Comrty of Ottawa. In Chaneery.
HOLLAND CITY DEPOSITORS

DYKSTRA

Before You Build!

I

It appearing to tho court that the
time for presentationof claims a-

Expires Dae. 11

STATE OF MICHIGAN

—

See your House
IN

Holland

** H"rr

BANK

relieved.

lished in Australia,New Zealand
and many islands in the Pacific and
AtlanticOceans. Other famous migrants are the Painted Lady, which
swarms out of Mexico in the
spring, and the Traveling Butterfly, which is known to migrate to
tropical America from the United

Cleaners

1

W.kr>ussr

and she strainedto make out the
edge of the road. Her father also
was having trouble.

butterflies,

through their capacity for long
flights they have become estab-

I

They Stumbled On Tagether,Feeling Their Way.

"We’ll have to turn back, Ruth,"
South, where they assemble in
masses on the same trees in a he said. 'There isn't a chance.It's
state of aemi-hibemation and at- getting worse, too. Better to miss
tract many tourists.
the New Year’s party than the New
Although North America is the Year."

your convenience.

STATE

Ottawa

time and place being hereby appointed for the examination and
adjustment of all claims and demands against said deceased.
It is Further Ordered, That public notice thereofbe given bv publication of a copy of thia order for
three euocesaiveweeks previous to
said day of hearing,in tho Holland
CUy Newt a newspaper printedand
circulatedin said county.

•

The Monarch (or milkweed) butterfliesbegan their migration from
Canada the last of August, and all
during September and October
small groups and dense swarms of
these familiar brown and black
striped insects will travel southin their winter retreat
by Nov. 1.
Fortunate will those be who see
a company of millions of these
butterflies moving like a russettinted cloud 800 or more feet above
the earth and passing in a steady
procession for hours, even days,
some instinct leading them on to
the same gathering place in the

BANKET - - 55c lb.
BOTER KRAKELINGEN

VCHIGAN

-

they are called.

TURKSTRA’S “JUST-IT” BAKERY

t)F

Henry J. KaJpera, alao known as

Grade school pupils were p*r.

Before Christmas

let

you do

HOLLAND

Expiree Dec. IS— 16902

Before they had gone far Ruth

Get your clothingcleaned and pressed

Your dothinf

If

Hal

INS

"Well, you aren't going to! AD
At a seeaion of said Court, held
right, I gueia we can make it Go at the Probata Office in the City of
get your things."
Grand Haven in the said County, on
Ruth Jumped up and biased him. the 20th day of Nov., D., 1987.
Her mother’s protests were scarceProaent. Hon. Cora Vanda Water.
ly heard.

Up

the Holidays

SC

Phene

alone."

Taka a

CHIROPRACTOR

OMea: Holland CKy Bute Ba

Scared of the itorml Why, I
wouldn't be afraid to drive over

Get All Spruced

SHOP

WM. VALKBMA, Pres

feaenl
Met Battglee
me,M wsiltd Ruth, “and Raad Service Telephone 272*
you promised to take me."
Valtaafshu M WTlui St
"1 know, daughter," her father re- Ueed Tim-All Bixea teal Bays
sponded, "but not In such a storra.H
"There probably won’t be any
party." Ruth's mother consoled her.
"They’U have it some other time.”

Awnings and Tents— Truck Covers
204 East 8th

BILL'S TIRE

VERYONE win b« at th«
New Year’s party but

A. E. Ramsland,Prop.

for

Gri Briitb

tables

to serve with quality merchandise.

Holland Awning Company

Phone

Mt

Service.

aena of Holland for their kind considerationof our

company. We aim

New Task

Salts va art alia It taka charga af

ftKSS
We

a

Phate 2178

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

SpedaBte
(Over Model Drag Store)
HoUand,

Diekema
Cross A

* «:

Mote beaotifaltribute to wa detuted la the effariag Oat

m reward “

**

of lasting v

TenCate

S»y you

holla:

Attorneys-atLaw

MONUMENT’

Offict-ovtrHolland State

Bank
HoUand,

-

Mkhign

tmi

D

^

m

m

it

5

Week.

Expires ;«n. iq

Bank, Holland Dec.
First

TAX NOTICE-

PARK TOWNSHIP

18,

'll, IS,
,-r.

23-Second Week.
Dec. 27, 28, 29, 80-Third Week.
Jan. 8, 4, 6, 0, 10-Last Week,
At Home Friday and Saturday.
Dick Nieuwsma, Park Township
Dec. 20, 21, 22,

Notice to Park Township Tax-

Wn:-

WEEK’S NEWS

TAe

in

I

make illegal the practice of giving
gratuitiesto persona employed in
hotels and restaurant*.” Its proI

reform already widely adopted on
the European continentwhere the
practice of substituting a Axed
percentage of the reckoning for
arbitrary“tip” has been found in
many cases to work successfully.
The whole “tipping”system is a
survival of undesirable medievalism. It dates from times when

I will be at the People’s State Treasurer.

u

work was remuneratedat

rates

fixed arbitrarilyby the individual
employer, instead,as ought to be
the “*•» Jy agreement with the
worker. The British House of
Commons, in according first reading to Mr. Holme*’ bill, has shown
approbation"of this fact.

JL.
JN0T0N

.

vS,

LICENSE TESTS FUNDS
BEING ACCUMULATED

WE DELIVER
We extend

COMES HOME ALONE—
Elinor Richard. 8-year-old
orphan return* to her birthplace. San Francisco, from

the greetings of the

Season to our many

Norway, with her name
*nd destination stitched on

Friends and Patrons.

m

ths only

DOG

man, young New York designer, poses In her
own conception of the ideal 1938 skiing costume. She uses doeskin velvet— a new upholstery materialthat proves equallysuitable for
snowy slopes— In robin’s egg blue and beige.

CER— Sergeant Rag*,
who has been in the
Army for 15 years,

IS

OFFI-

seven of which he has
been an officer In the
76th Field Artillery,Is

•hown with

awaits to adopt htr.

L.

Holland

Staff 8gt.

R. Lappin.

cents from each operator’s and
chaffeur’slicense issued by the
state. These returns must be earmarked by local governments, for
use as directed in the law’s en-

DUDDV

UJtiflT

ununt*"..
2 WE know
ft:

warns:

this purpose beginning with the
effective date of the licensinglaw

A MANS

a wide

s got

forcement,the accumulationfor

what he

4 GIFT! And

amendments.

variety

ham,

DISSTON HAND SAW—

8

pt.

AMNESIA VICTIM HOME

6’

FLEXIBLE RULE

..

ed by his wife upon arrival

EVEREADY AUTO

FLASHLIGHTS—

.m

complete 95c

f STANLEY

No. 110

BLOCK

STILLSON 14” PIPE
t

PLUMB CLAW

PLANE

.......

$1.19

^

............ $1.25

5
i

—Full Line of Delta Power
-

-

POWER KING TOOLS

Tools— g

(low price)

-

John Jacob Niles, Invited by
Mrs. Roosevelt to give a program of American folk muaic
at the White House, holds ont
of the many dulcimers he has

| nNDM,SK^EOn TREES X't",,
A

WRENCH

HAMMER

$1.25

- g

Rrove of California»dwo«U
that was reported

I

- -_3t- ,•

— —

-

NEWS ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

$2,815.

YOU MIGHT AS WELL GET

designed and on which he accompanies himself!

on your

Sir'reS

0

AN OUTWORN CUSTOM
I

savings, too

1

ocSur

or

HW-X1

I—

c

—

SINGS FOR PRESIDENT

American Woman’s Club In
New York. Mrs. Hayward’s victorious bedspread was cro-

.

in

Cincinnati.

—

0f Seattle, Wash.,

by Mrs. W. K. Vanderbiltat the

cheted of cotton in a fine starand-circlemotif. It won over
hundreds of entries of prize
winners in local fairs.

place. He Is shown being greet-

YANKEE SPIRAL SCREW DRIVER

Hazard,

E-

—

Two years after Jimmy Saunders became a victim of amnesia his memory was restored
when k vertebra was put in

REMINGTON JACK KNIVES
LUFTKIN

1

For the first ten months of this
year, the state has returned a total of $87,770to local governments.
Sums to some of the larger coun^JoHow: Wayne, $34,327;Kent,
$2,983; Oakland, $5,365; and Ing-

we\ e

I to choose Ircm.

26”

;

Local governments receive 15

Know

I

of

2304

Phone

means
identification.Her unde

her coat

ARMY

WINTER'S NEWEST MODE - Edith Dist-

An indicationof the sums various cities and counties of Michigan will eventually have for the
purchase of equipment for the examination of applicant*for operators’ and chaffeura’ licenses,is
given from collectionrecorda of
the Department of State.
The 1987 legislature, in amending the motor vehicle licenaing
act, stipulatedthat those portions
of license fees refunded to local
governments by the state, must be
used for the enforcement of the
jrovisions of the new licensing
aw. State Police and Department
of State officials,in co-operation
with other agencies, are framing
examinationprocedure in accordance with authorityof the new law
which went into effect July 20.

CaT ^an

t

crumblingstones of age-old patronage are being sapped by a ris-

ing tide of sturdy self-respectis
afforded by a bill to which the
»» ____ Uifir annual southwardmigration.
And as regularly as clockwork British House of Commons has
just given first reading.
This measure was introducedby
covers an area approximately a mile
s Day, ousting the Mr. Joseph Stanley Holmes, a
long and a half mile wide. It Is lo- j
sVl °r many a n"isy battle, Liberal National M. P. It is “to
rated in a mountain canyon back of
ffsts pre-omptie<lby the
Durwood on the upper reaches of
'• '
swallows leave,
the Kern
theL >'ears the incident has
The officialcircumference of
as the “miracle
largest of the venerable trees in h„v
allows, as naturalists
this area, as measured by Frank ‘
eonv lina,,leto explain why
Cunningham,supendsor of
numbers of birds would simNational Park, is 108 feet. But this ! (,taiieoUs7 de8ert thcir, nests on
tree is somewhat shorter than ,aeJ;amp day fach year for seventy
fe're

The

.
^

INSURED UP TO
OI ^ TV

f

.

Incorporated Under the Laws of the State of Michigan

$5000.

Our current dividendis

#

Ottawa County Building & Loan Ass’n

Safety o( each account is

Office Hours :

at the

m.
Phone 2205 Holland

:00 a. m. to

CLOCK

UNDER THE

npr anivnrn

9

3

:00 p.

'T1
river.the
| to
’

LUFTKIN MACH. TOOLS— KRAEUTER PLIERS

.
Sequoia

N1ES

HARDWARE
Holland

43 East 8th St

CO.
Phone 3315

FROM

?

the

same

abasia Iwafr

19.

broken off about 150 feet above the
ground. One tree still standing
shows a height of 247 feet by shadow measurement, while a fallen tree

ment

BIRDS MIGRATE SAME DAY
FOR LAST SEVENTY YEARS

messenger service in the deer country should any emergencies arise,
especiallyfor deaths, serious accidents and illness.

The State Conservation departis again offering a special

The service was used several
Thousands of swallows again
were winging their way to South times last fall in relaying urgent
messages to and from relatives
and friendsof hunters in the deer

01 R

Open

Account
-AT-

a Charge

areas.

The prccdure is to report the
message to the nearest conserva-

COMPLETE

tion department district headouarters from where an effort will be
made to relay it to its proper
destination.

STOCK
of

Terms

I
Give

FOOTWEAR

TWIN TIB

him

WOMEN'S. M'SSFS’ AND
CHILDREN'S

Leather and Felt
H ark. Hlue and Red
Hard and Soft Sol s

]>
SI, 1.25, 1.95, 2.45

if

SCHICK SHAVER
NO FlAOIt

Chiffon or Service
Ringlet.*— Lace

•

NO lATHIt

Top

WADE’S

69c, 79c

No Carrying Charge

[i

Lirge Assortment o f
Gents’ Gold Rings,

J:

Cameos, Ruby, Onyx, etc:

jj

j

$9.95 and up

SHOP NOW!
Diamond Rings
Our Stock

Watches

of

is

$1.00 Per

Inal* ,ur wuh-honrb all tie
it t»kM to rompM# th« aTrrtffweekl,
» » line wi h . DEXTER Twin-Tub . . .
Thfr, , n, Mekini . . . r. boilln, . . . n<*
hind rubbinr ... It will .ttu.llr do your
«h* time — with h«lf the
»-i<»rt.HanfirwU of tboaunde of mtiifled
r»cr» would nr»er
with tn, other
*«%h.r hut . DEXTER Twin-Tuh.

1

Gruen, Hamilton,
Elgin, Bulova

h.

Longinnes
and othar nationally

66

‘ri’t

W.

13th

54 E. 8th.

Loctl Reptt sentative

known makes

Timmer’s Appliance Shop
I

ho

ie

2577 H dland 418 Central

I

$9.95

YES!

Dry Cleaning

Terms

as low as

The Synthetic Method Using Carbon-Tetra-Chloride

.

Per Week^

Buy

Romeo's

MODEL LAUNDRY,

2.50

97 Eaat Eighth

SPAULDING’S
STORE-

_________________

11 E. 8th. St..

HoUsnd

Street

We extend

Holland

^

to all the best

of the

$1.00

!

SAFE AND ABSOLUTELY ODORLESS
TRY IT!

Slippers

BBOWNblJt SHOE

'

Gold
$12.45 and up

WE DO

as a Solvent

V

Opera's, Everett's,

'

................

MEN'S

>

up .

Ladies’ Yellow

Black Brown, Burgundy,

House

Gold

Gent’s Yellow

BAGS
Green and Grey

season.

Now— Pay

Later

Inc.
Phone 3625

wishes

Post Jewelry
34 W.

8th

St.

$9.95 to $500
Pay as Little as

Complete

li Terms as low as $1 weekly

DRUG STORES

89c

tN

^*4

week

0 Jo«t

HOSIER

Shop

SCHICK

Give him a Schick and never
again will he have to buy shaving creams, lotions or bladesl
Shaving will never again be
an expensel And he’ll always
get clean, close shaves, without face irritation no matter
how tough his beard ortender
his skin. Schick can promise
you those things— only the
original Schick has theexperience to know. $15, AC or DC.

Boudoir Slippers

Gift

as low as

$1.00 a

PRICELESS Shaving
With a

&

Post Jewelry

I

Now

&

— Holland's

Gift

Gift

'

-•’i;

Shop

Headquarters-

Week

OF

